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Abstract: The significance of life insurance as the safest form of investment is reflected in the benefits to both the individual and society. The topic of this research includes creation and evaluation of a few different models for classification of potential and existing life insurance users into one of 8 possible risk categories. The dataset which was used to carry out the research has been downloaded from Kaggle.com competition, Prudential Life Insurance. The construction and evaluation of the aforementioned models have been conducted using CRISP-DM methodology. Due to the characteristics of the dataset, which included 128 attributes, and specific application area, attributes section will be applied, as well as algorithm parameters optimization. The whole research has been conducted using open source web application Jupyter Notebook, which uses Python code language. It comes to the conclusion that XGBoost algorithm outperforms other algorithms used in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of predictions in the field of life insurance lies in the fact that life insurance is a type of insurance that must be maximally adjusted to each user. This requires detailed analysis of all aspects of human life. In addition, it must be taken into account that the prediction is carried out for a very long period of time, which is an additional aggravating circumstance.

The dataset which will be analyzed is Prudential Life Insurance Assessment, one of the most famous life insurance companies. In America, only 40% of the households own a life insurance, and since life insurance payouts are quite big, and the repayment period long, it is clear why the insurance companies give great importance to previously conducted detailed research which also includes medical examinations. People refuse to take the medical exam which takes 30 days on average, while the classical insuring of life insurance is considered outdated.

Therefore, as a principal business problem, in the specific case of the Prudential Life Insurance Company, the selection of corresponding indicators so that the classification of potential users would be carried out significantly quicker while respecting user’s privacy and personal data, is pointed out. The goal is to predict the value of the Response variable for each user Id that is to assign one of 8 values of the nominal Response variable to each Id value.

The complexity of this problem lies in the fact that it is a large dataset, and what is specific is that most of the data contain medical and financial information which represents a sensitive area of human life. Therefore, the selection of attributes as one of the approaches can contribute to a great saving of time and money.

In the following chapters, more will be said about the preparation and analysis of data as well as the modeling of the solution using a variety of different algorithms.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

According to the literature on this topic, we have come to the conclusion that data mining in the field of life insurance is used in four situations:

- Acquiring new customers.
- Retaining existing customers.
- Performing sophisticated classification
- Correlation between Policy designing and policy selection

Significant conclusions were made in Devale and Kulkarni article Applications of data mining techniques in life insurance (Devale.A.B, Kulkarni, Dr.R.V., 2012). They recommend KNN algorithm for performing
sophisticated classification. Also, they emphasize advantages of linear regression, which may be used to solve a problem because insurance industry regulators require easily interpretable models and model parameters.

Since the set of data contains a large number of attributes, the speed of execution of the algorithm is a very important component. Within his article on the potential for machine learning in the prediction of insurance policy sales, Adrian B.F. Ampt notes that the statistical analysis has two problems (Ampt, 2017). It is too slow and the analysis is prone to mistakes. Ultimately the Decision Tree algorithm and Logistic regression could generate model quickly enough and make accurate predictions. The results are not as accurate as statistical analysis in some cases, but the results were competitive and consistent. The models could also be generated much faster than the statistical analysis which takes weeks to set up for a new dataset, whereas machine learning could make predictions within the eight-hour window, although often within a minute and even seconds. Finally, machine learning was able to handle irrelevant features very well, which means that the data scientist does not necessarily have to comb through the data to pick relevant features.

2. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Data understanding and data preparation

The dataset was first imported into a Jupyter notebook (Kluyver, et al., 2016) and all the libraries which will be used in the project work were also imported.

![Figure 1: Distribution of classes of the output variable](image)

It can be deducted from the image that there is an imbalance of classes (Satyasree, K.P.N.V., Murthy J.V.R., 2013) and that classes 3 and 4 are significantly less represented than others, while class 8 counts the most.

A great number of missing values has been noted, which happens very often in real data sets and this presents a problem for algorithm application. In a Jupyter notebook, the presence of missing values can be checked by using the function `isnull()`.

The dataset contains following types of data:

- Categorical(nominal),
- Discrete and
- Continuous variables.

The variable which is predicted has an ordinal measure scale. This means that it is of a categorical type, with defined hierarchical relationship (ranked categories). Intervals between consecutive values are not necessarily the same.

So as to better understand the dataset, some of the variables will be presented and described:

- ID: key which uniquely identifies each line
- Product_Info_1–7: Normalized values pertaining to the type of product, that is, to the type of insurance
- Ins_Age: Normalized values of the age of potential clients
- Ht: Normalized height
- Wt: Normalized weight
• BMI: Normalized body mass index
• Employment_Info_1-6: A set of normalized values which refer to the employment history of the logged client
• Insured_Info_1-6
• Insurance_History_1-9
• Family_History_1-5
• Medical_History_1-41
• Medical_Keyword_1-48
• Response

Using the heat map graph, the correlation between all of the attributes is shown, so as to note which pairs of attributes are more correlated. It strives towards the elimination of highly related attributes since they can provide an unrealistic image about the efficiency of the applied algorithm.

As expected, it is noted that there is a strong correlation between the pair of attributes Wt (weight) and BMI. Using analysis it has been determined that the three greatest correlations between pairs of attributes are:

• Medical_History_6, Medical_Keyword_48
• Medical_History_25, Medical_History_26
• Medical_History_33, Medical_Keyword_23

It can be concluded that the case of high correlation between attributes Medical History and Medical Keyword is probably about the medicinal state which is described using a specific term (Medical Keyword), therefore, about a kind of derived attributes. So as to better understand the above-mentioned correlation coefficients, it has been decided that the link between these attributes be shown in cross tables as well, which are shown in the images below.
Taking into consideration that the size of the dataset is 59,381, it is very significant that in most cases, as much as 56,106, the attribute Medical_History_6 assumes value 3 when Medical_Keyword_48 assumes value 0. The situation is similar to the rest of the attributes which have high correlation coefficients.

Mutual information was calculated. That is a measure which measures in what degree one attribute determines another attribute, specifically in this case, in what degree do the input variables determine the output variable (Witten, I. H., Frank, E., Hall, M. A., Pal, C. J., 2016). The mutual information concept is connected with the entropy of an accidental variable, a basic term in the information theory, which determines the quantity of information that is kept in an attribute. The attribute which carries the most information, of all the output attributes, is BMI. It is interesting that the next ranking is Weight, which is, according to a previously calculated coefficient, highly correlated with the attribute BMI. Next, to these two attributes, three more are shown:

![Figure 4: Mutual information](image)

As part of the data preparation phase, the following steps were implemented:

1. Replacement of missing values

Since missing values (Kang, 2013) have been noticed inside of the dataset, the first step in the transformation phase is replacing missing values with some other values, other words, filling the lines. Since the occurrence of missing values can be a significant indicator too, here follow the attributes for which there is no data for all of the instances:

- Medical_History_10 99.061990
- Medical_History_32 98.135767
- Medical_History_24 93.598963
- Medical_History_15 75.101463
- Family_Hist_5 70.411411
- Family_Hist_3 57.663226
- Family_Hist_2 48.257860
- Insurance_History_5 42.767889
- Family_Hist_4 32.306630
- Employment_Info_6 18.278574
- Medical_History_1 14.969435
- Employment_Info_4 11.416110
- Employment_Info_1 0.031997

It is noticed that the missing values in a large number of cases occur with attributes which refer to data about the financial status of the subject, which could indicate wrong data collection methods or the sensitiveness of the subjects concerning this question group. Even though there are multiple methods to conduct the mentioned procedure, in this work, the method of filling the missing values with average values from the column in question was used. To that purpose, the `fillna()` method is used.

2. Defining the input and output variable

Set of the variable will be divided between a rising variable X(all variables, except the variable we are predicting and Id which does not carry information which helps predict the output variable) and Y(variable for which the predicting is done).
3. Adding new, derived variables

Also, it has been noticed that the attribute Product_Info_2 consists of a character part and a numerical part, therefore, two new columns will be created Product_Info_2_number and Product_Info_2_char, where categorical values will be placed in one column, and numerical in the other one, while the so-called dummy variables Medical_Keyword_1 – 48 will be placed in a new variable Medical_keywords_sum. Besides that, for each of the attribute categories, new dummy variables have been derived, which expands the data set to a total of 942 attributes.

4. Principal component analysis

After that, for each of the attribute categories, principal component analysis has been conducted. For the attribute group InsuredInfo, 7 principal components define more than 90% variance in data, for MedicalKeyword 34, for MedicalHistory 2, for FamilyHistory 1, for EmploymentInfo 5, for InsuranceHistory 2 and for ProductInfo 3. All the principal components are then merged into a new dataset which will be the subject of algorithms.

3.2. Experimental Setup

When the data preparation phase is over, we move over to the next phase – modeling the solution and cross-validation. Since the output variable was categorical, the classification problem is to be solved. For that reasons, algorithms which are used to solve classification problems will be used. Since the response variable has 8 values, that are 8 classes to which the corresponding instances need to be sorted, we are dealing with multiclass classification. Based on the dataset, its characteristics and the characteristics of the mentioned algorithms for multiclass classification, seven algorithms which will be used and which are expected to provide relatively good results have been selected, whether in the case of performance, execution speed that is or in the case of successfulness of the classification. The mentioned algorithms are: Random Forest (Ho, 1995), Gradient Boosted Trees (Friedman, 2002), Extra Trees, Extreme Gradient Boosted Trees (Chen, T., He, T., Benesty, M., 2015), Logistic Regression, Ridge Logistic Regression and Lasso Logistic Regression (Tibshirani, 1996).

For the classification problem, the most commonly used measures of the classification of successfulness are:

- Confusion Matrix
- Accuracy
- Precision and Recall
- F measure

Since it has been determined that there is an imbalance between the classes, there measure F1 is selected (Powers, 2011), which combines precision and recall, with the same priority, is assigned to both. The usage of the accuracy measure is avoided since it can create a false image of the efficacy of the model and present it as better than it really is. The F1 score also enables for a simpler comparison of two or more algorithms.

\[
F1 = 2 \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \tag{1}
\]

Since we are dealing with multiclass classification, so we could use the F1 score, it is needed to add the parameter average and calibrate it. Possible values of this parameter are:

- micro (calculates metrics on the global scale, counting the total number of TP, FN, FP)
- macro (calculates metrics for each output attribute while ignoring their imbalance)
- weighted (calculates metrics for each label and restores their average)

Of the above mentioned, a parameter has been applied with all three possible values, but only for Random Forest, while, for measuring successfulness of classification for other algorithms, the focus is on the F1 score with a micro parameter.
4. RESULTS

In the first phase, the mentioned algorithms have been applied on a new dataset which comprises of principal components of all groups of attributes, while the parameter default values have been left as they are. In the table below, shown are the resulting values of the F1 score for all seven algorithms with default parameters, as well as values of the F1 score derived from applying cross-validation. It can be seen that the Gradient Boosted Trees algorithm proved best, thus, in the next phase which includes parameter optimization, the most attention has been dedicated to this algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms before optimization</th>
<th>F1 score(micro)</th>
<th>F1 score(macro)</th>
<th>F1 score(weighted)</th>
<th>Cross validation(F1 micro, cv =5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.4526</td>
<td>0.3401</td>
<td>0.3830</td>
<td>0.4312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boosted Trees</td>
<td>0.4777</td>
<td>0.3970</td>
<td>0.4258</td>
<td>0.4611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.4314</td>
<td>0.3041</td>
<td>0.3614</td>
<td>0.4282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.4042</td>
<td>0.1847</td>
<td>0.3157</td>
<td>0.4030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Trees</td>
<td>0.4767</td>
<td>0.3323</td>
<td>0.4145</td>
<td>0.4107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Gradient Boosted Trees</td>
<td>0.4605</td>
<td>0.3613</td>
<td>0.3965</td>
<td>0.4535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasso Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.4315</td>
<td>0.3041</td>
<td>0.3614</td>
<td>0.4285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameter optimization and attribute selection have been carried out only on the few selected algorithms, above all, so as to improve algorithm performance and reduce the overfitting problem of the training set. Specifically, with algorithms such as Random Forest, Extra Trees, Extreme Gradient Boosted Trees, calibration of the number of trees for the algorithms has been carried out. As for the attribute selection, it has been carried out for Ridge Logistic Regression (mainly for practical reasons, since this algorithm proved as the quickest one). Also, the selection of attributes on the basis of the mutual information measure has been tried out, where only those attributes which carry the most information have been selected.

Parameter optimization implied setting the number of estimators and the maximum depth of the tree. In addition, there is a grid search (Bergstra, J., Bengio, Y., 2012) for algorithms with internal cross-validation. It is significant that the algorithm as the optimum value for the parameter number of trees has taken the highest value from the offered, 140 while the optimal depth of the tree is 6.

Results after optimization:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

The main problem when working on a dataset was a large number of attributes that significantly slowed down the execution of most algorithms. That's why the focus was on attribute selection. In addition, an important role in improving performance is taken in the detailed preparation of data. An analysis of the principal components was performed, but it is important to emphasize that this analysis was performed on a group of attributes that related to the same aspect of the life of the respondents. The resulting main components for each of the 7 groups are then merged into a new set of data. This step has significantly contributed to improving the results, reducing the problem of overfitting and execution time.

As previously mentioned, in the scope of this research different algorithms have been applied, including ensemble algorithm, and it proved that they, in fact, gave the best results. Based on the results, it was concluded that the selection of attributes has a very large impact on the efficacy of applied algorithms;
therefore, further workings should pay more attention precisely to this phase of research. Besides principal component analysis, which has proved as a very good solution for reducing the number of attributes to which the algorithm is applied, it would be interesting to explore the possibilities of attribute selection based on mutual information indicators as well. Additionally, even though, due to technical reasons, it was not possible to conduct a more detailed optimization of parameters and define more values, significant improvements is possible concerning this aspect.

Although performance metrics, namely F1, seems very low with values less than 0.5 it is worth to notice that there were 8 different classes. Having this in mind, a naïve approach to solving would yield approximately 0.125 values. Therefore, obtained performances are indeed good. Additionally, it is worth to notice that best-performing algorithms were state-of-the-art ensemble algorithms such as Gradient Boosted Trees, Extreme Gradient Boosted Trees and Random Forest which is an indicator that problem we tried to solve is highly challenging and non-linear since the F1 score was lower for optimized Lasso Logistic Regression and Ridge Logistic Regression.
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Abstract: The wine market presents the consumer with a range of products and product attributes to consider when making a purchase decision. The study presented in this paper surveys the importance consumers in Serbia attach to both extrinsic and intrinsic attributes of the local wine brands. Five wine attributes were examined and tested through a discrete choice experiment. Two hundred forty wine consumers were asked to choose a wine they were most likely to purchase to have with friends and family. The results at the aggregate level indicate a high importance of the attributes brand and type of wine. Furthermore, preference-based segmentation based on individual respondents’ utilities identified three distinct segments emerged from the overall sample.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there is a growing interest in wine consumer behaviour. The dynamic nature of the wine sector increasingly attracts both practitioners and academics to undertake analysis of the different phases of the wine consumption process. This dynamics is reflected primarily in the growth and diversification of the offer, reduction of consumption in traditional countries, and emergence of new producer and consumer countries (Martínez, Mollà-Bauzá, Gomis, & Poveda, 2006). Moreover, in developed societies, consumer behaviour becomes diverse and creates continuous changes, both socio-economics and changes in modern lifestyles. These processes have led to a different patterns in the consumption of alcoholic beverages, especially wine (Caniglia, D’Amico, & Peri, 2006). Namely, while there has been a reduction in consumption of table wine, on the other hand there has been greater demand for quality wines and wines with regional specificity.

The consumer choice for wine is more complex than the choice for many other products, due to the large amount of different cues that may influence the purchase decision (Lockshin & Hall, 2003). The literature focusing on wine choice differentiates between two categories of choice attributes: extrinsic and intrinsic attributes (MacDonald, Saliba, & Bruwer, 2013). Intrinsic attributes are those associated with the vintage, type of grape, year and sensory characteristics of a wine (e.g. taste, flavour, sugar contentand colour), and extrinsic cues refer to non-sensory characteristics such as price, region of origin, brand and packaging (Lu, Rahman, & Chi, 2017).

Previous studies have identified numerous factors that have been found to have an impact on the wine selection process (Gustafson, Lybbert, & Sumner, 2016). Moreover, the specificity of wine as a product affects the willingness of consumers to even try out a particular type of wine (Everett, Jensen, Boyer, & Hughes, 2018). Most of the researches have focused on the importance different product attributes have on consumers when purchasing wine in the retail stores (Goodman, 2009), although there are also studies researching factors that influence the wine choice in the on-premise purchasing (restaurants, bar, café), depending on the price or information provided on the menu (Corsi, Mueller, & Lockshin, 2012). Surveys have suggested that price and grape variety are often the most influential variables when choosing a wine in retail stores, whereas, packaging and label design have been reported to be of lesser importance (Thomas & Pickering, 2003). The region of origin was found to be the most important driver for an on-premises wine choice by Australian, French and Italian consumers (Corsi, Mueller, & Lockshin, 2012). However, Lockshin and Corsi (2012) argued that consumers seem to be less confident when purchasing wine in a restaurant than in a store.

The vast majority of studies on wine consumer behaviour are focused on red (Mehta & Bhania, 2018) or white (Saliba, Wragg, & Richardson, 2009) wine. However, recent market and industry trends show a growing popularity of rosé wine among consumers around the world, and thus, an increase in its production, but also researches (Kolyesnikova, Dodd, & Duhan, 2008). Price has always been considered one of the most important drivers of consumer choice, and wine is no exception. In particular, price allows customers to
make inferences about the quality and value of a product (Gustafson, Lybbert, & Sumner, 2016; Chrea, et al., 2011). Lockshin, Rasmussen, and Cleary (Lockshin, Rasmussen, & Cleary, 2000) highlight the fact that the brand name acts a surrogate for a number of attributes including quality and acts as a short cut in dealing with risk and providing product cues. Bruwer, Li, and Reid (Bruwer, Li, & Reid, 2002) concluded that wine markets have been segmented based on nine major segmentation variables: quality, consumption, risk reduction, occasion based, cross-cultural, behavioural, involvement, geographic, wine-related lifestyles. Using Conjoint analysis, Mehta and Bhanja (2018) identified five factors (price, brand, taste, origin and type of the wine) as important in the choice of wine. Moreover, authors identify price as the most important factor, followed by the type of the wine whereby red was the most preferred type. Escobar, Kallas, and Gil (2018) used Generalised Multinomial Logit Model (GMNL) to determine the impact of the 2008 economic crisis on preferences of the citizens of Catalonia towards four wine attributes: wine origin, wine references, grape variety, and price. The research showed that the wine origin was the most important attribute before the crisis, while the price became the most important attribute during the crisis.

The purpose of this paper is to empirically determine the consumers’ preferences towards both extrinsic and intrinsic attributes of local wines in Serbia, as well as to determine whether those preferences are heterogeneous. To our knowledge, several research related to wine consumers’ preferences were conducted in Serbia. Different methods have been used to investigate the relative importance of cues on consumer wine choice and purchase behaviour. Vlahović, Potrebić, and Jelčnić (2012) implemented poll research survey on a sample of 150 respondents in Belgrade in 2011 with goal to perceive factors that influence on demand of wine; Radovanović, Đorđević, and Petrović (2017) used Descriptive statistics and Chi-test to analyse the data collected in 2015. In this paper, Conjoint analysis, the techniques commonly used to analyse consumer preferences will be used. Conjoint analysis implies that consumers have to show their preferences to a set of products or profiles created through a combination of product attributes and attribute levels. The growing wine market in Serbia presents a remarkable opportunity for marketers to formulatate a strategy targeted at the Serbian consumers.

2. METHODOLOGY

This study focuses on Serbian wine consumers’ habits and preferences. An online discrete choice experiment was conducted on individuals who consumed wine at least once in the past 12 months.

2.1. Conceptual framework

Conjoint analysis is one of the most widely used research techniques which helps uncover how people make choices and what they really value in products and services. It originated in mathematical psychology, and was first introduced in marketing research in the early 1970s to evaluate consumer preferences for hypothetical products and services. Nowadays, it is widely used to understand customers’ preferences in various markets both service and manufactures (Kuzmanovic, Radosavljevic, & Vujoševic, 2013; Vukic, Kuzmanovic, & Kostic-Stankovic, 2015). The foundation of conjoint analysis is breaking a product or service down into its components (attributes) and then testing combinations of these components in order to find out what customers prefer. It is then possible to estimate the value of each component in terms of its effect on customer decisions.

The most common type of conjoint analysis is Discrete Choice Analysis (often called choice modelling or choice-based conjoint analysis). Rather than merely asking respondents what they like in a product, or what features they find most important, discrete choice experiment employs the more realistic task of asking respondents to choose between potential product concepts (i.e. combinations of attributes and levels) carefully assembled into choice sets. Each respondent is typically presented with 8 to 12 choice sets (Samoylov, 2017).

The output from discrete choice analysis is measurement of utility or value. The utility scores are numerical values that measure how much each attribute and level influenced the customer’s decision to make that choice.

2.2. Attributes used in the experiment

The first step in Discrete Choice Analysis is identifying key product attributes and corresponding levels. As noted above, trying to model all the influences on wine purchase behaviour is complex and the total number of attributes could make the design of such an experiment much too large to be practical. The literature review highlighted that the most important wine attributes are price, region of origin, and brand name. In this paper, in accordance with the aim of the research, the following attributes were taken into account: Winery, Price, Type, Sweetness and Sparkling (see Table 1).
We developed the levels of the attribute Winery from available data on the market share of brands in the Serbian wine market. Namely, there is a considerable number of small family winery in Serbia, whose wine is considered to be of high quality and popular among the consumers. Therefore, in addition to an industrial winery with a tradition (Rubin), five more wineries has been taken into account. Prices on the Serbian wine market for these producers range from 400 RSD to 1600 RSD, thus the four price points were selected for the attribute Price. Depending on grape variety, three types of wine are distinguished. Thus, for an attribute Type we choose three levels: Red, White and Rosé. Wines can be made with a wide range of sweetness levels, from dry to sweet one. The subjective sweetness of a wine is determined by the interaction of several factors, including the amount of sugar in the wine, but also the relative levels of alcohol, acids, and tannins. According to EU regulation 753/2002 (eur-lex.europa, 2002), the following terms may be used on the labels both table and quality wines (depending of the sugar content): Dry, Medium dry, Medium and Sweet. Based on the amount of carbon dioxide in the wine, it can be sparkling or non-sparkling. Sparkling wine is a wine with significant levels of carbon dioxide in it, making it fizzy.

### Table 1: Key attributes and corresponding levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
<th>Level 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winery</td>
<td>Rubin</td>
<td>Kovačević</td>
<td>Radovanović</td>
<td>Aleksandrovic</td>
<td>Zvonko Bogdan</td>
<td>Matelj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweetness of wine</td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkling</td>
<td>Sparkling</td>
<td>Non-sparkling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>400 RSD</td>
<td>800 RSD</td>
<td>1200 RSD</td>
<td>1600 RSD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. The choice experiment design and survey technique

Based on the attribute and their levels, total of 576 (=6x3x4x2x4) virtual wine concepts could be constructed. However, it is unrealistic for respondents to compare and select from such a great number of tasks. In general, respondents will fatigue after comparing more than 15 concepts. Experimental design methods and conjoint.ly platform (Samoylov, 2017) were used to structure the presentation of the levels of the five attributes in the choice sets. An implemented algorithm is used to insure each level of each attribute appears nearly an equal number of times across all surveys, but does not repeat in the other product concepts in each choice task. Because the number of choice sets is excessive for one respondent, the experiment is split into seven blocks, each consisted of 10 different choice tasks, i.e. 10 different purchase decisions.

The participants were provided with three product concepts plus the “None of the above” in each choice task and were asked to select the bottle of wine they would choose to buy to have with friends and family. Each product concept had one level of each of the five attributes. Respondents were given a short survey along with the choice tasks. Socio-demographic data (age, gender, household income, level of education) and wine consumption habits (frequency of drinking, place, quantity, wine type) were also collected.

2.4. Analytical and segmentation method

Discrete choice models (DCM) can be derived from utility theory. A DCM specifies the probability that an individual chooses a particular (wine) concept, with the probability expressed as a function of observed variables that relate to the concepts and the individual. The assumption is that the behaviour of the individual is utility-maximizing: individual \( i \) chooses the concept that provides the highest utility. The choice of the person is designated by variables \( y_{ij} \) for each alternative:

\[
y_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & U_{ij} > U_{ik}, \forall j \neq k \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

\( U_{ij} \) is the utility that person \( i \) obtains from choosing concept \( j \):

\[
U_{ij} = V_{ij} + \varepsilon_{ij}
\]  

\( V_{ij} \) is the part of utility associated with the observed factors influencing it, whereas \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) represents the unobserved sources of utility. These unobservables can be characteristics of the individuals and/or attributes of the item, and they can stand for both variation in preferences among members of a population and measurement error (Hanemann & Kanninen, 2001). Then the probability of individual \( i \) choosing alternative \( j \) from a set of \( J \) mutually exclusive alternatives choice is given by:

\[
P_{ij} = P(U_{ij} \geq U_{ik} | k \in J) \quad \forall k \neq j
\]
To estimate the model parameters (part-worths), multinomial logit model or Hierarchical Bayes (HB) estimation can be used. Amongst other benefits of HB, this approach allows more parameters (attributes and levels) to be estimated with smaller amounts of data collected from each respondent (Samoylov, 2017). Estimated part-worths can be further used to assess the relative importance of each attribute for each respondent or group of respondents. These values are calculated by taking the utility range for each attribute separately, and then dividing it by the sum of the utility ranges for all of the attributes (Kuzmanovic, Savic, Popovic, & Martic, 2013).

Rather than use socio-demographic variables to define segments a priori and to test whether these groups differ in their preferences and behaviour, we thought the opposite approach, post hoc segmentation, would be more effective, because it derives segments from differences in their preferences. Segmenting on behavioural differences has been found to be more robust and stable over time. For choice experiments, segments that differ in their choice drivers can be found with K-means cluster analysis, which will be applied in this paper here to find consumer clusters that differ in their preferences.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Sample characteristics

Data were collected online using Conjoint.ly platform in June 2017. In total, 256 individuals answered the survey. After the elimination of incomplete surveys and ineligible participants, 240 eligible surveys were collected. The sample characteristics as well as respondents' habits concerning wine consumption are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Socio-demographics data and respondents' habits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-40</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;61</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master degree</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhD degree</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averaged monthly income</td>
<td>do 25000</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25000-50000</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50000-75000</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;75000</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of wine consumption</td>
<td>Every day</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once a week</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>1 glass</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 glasses</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 glasses</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at least 4 glasses</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of consumption</td>
<td>At home</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At friends'/family place</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In clubs/pubs</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In restaurant</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of wine</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to the frequency of wine consumption, it has emerged that 34.17% respondents declared they drink wine “once a month” and 25.83% of them declared they drink wine “once a week” (25.83%), while only 12.5% of consumers declared that they drink wine “several times a week” or even every day (2.08%). Respondents declare that most often consume wine in restaurants (34.17%), and most of them drink...
white wine (45.42%). As much as 81.67% of respondents are willing to experiment with new brands and types of wine. Only one third of the respondents (32.5%) do not take into account the choice of the type of wine depending on the food they consume, while 31.65% of the respondents declare that the choice of the wine type affects the season. More than half of the respondents (60%) mostly buy domestic (Serbian) wine brands.

3.2. Aggregated preferences

Results from the analysis are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figure 1 is the graph description of the attributes importance. It can be seen that the most important attribute to Serbian consumers is the Winery, and its average importance value at the aggregate level is even 59.43%. The attribute Type has shown to be second by importance (24.69%). The third ranked attribute is Sweetness, with a relative importance of 8.8%. The least important attributes are Sparkling and Price with importance values of just 4.92% and 2.16% respectively.

![Figure 1: Relative importance of attributes (in %)](image1)

A more detailed insight into averaged preferences toward attribute levels (part-worths) is given in Figure 2. When it comes to the most significant attribute, Winery, respondents most prefer Kovačević, followed by Radovanović. The least desirable are Matajić and Rubin. On average, respondents almost equally prefer white and rose, and at least red wine, tilting with sweet wines, and most like medium and sparkling. When it comes to the attribute Price, at the aggregate level, there is no significant difference between the levels (price points), and at first glance the respondents are not price sensitive.

![Figure 2: Averaged part-worth utilities](image2)

3.3. Post-hoc segmentation

A more detailed analysis of individual utilities revealed heterogeneity in consumer preferences, so three groups of consumers were isolated using post hoc segmentation (segmentation based on preferences). K-
means cluster analysis was used for that purpose. Table 3 shows the importance of attributes for each of the isolated cluster.

Table 3: Relative importance of attributes (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Winery</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sweetness</th>
<th>Sparkling</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>33.10</td>
<td>35.16</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>12.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>22.17</td>
<td>38.22</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>17.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>39.57</td>
<td>31.91</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>18.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the price proved to be the least (negligible) important attribute on the whole sample, it can be noted that it is significantly more important at the segment level. This result indicates that averaging can cause loss of important information related to the actual preferences of the respondents, which may be reflected in the wrongly defined market strategy. Similar observations are made for other attributes as well. After the clusters were developed, socio-demographic data were used to further profile consumers.

The Cluster 1 covers 26.25% of the respondents and consists mostly of employed male respondents, who regularly drink wine, most often at home. This cluster includes respondents who especially prefer the red wine (which is in sharp contrast with the sample as a whole) and usually consume it (54%), so it is not surprising that they find the Type to be the most important attribute (35.16%). Somewhat less important is the attributes of Winery (33.10%), where respondents prefer Kovačević, Radovanović and Aleksandrovic wine brands. The other three attributes are significantly less important to this cluster. However, they prefer non-sparkling dry wines, with the price of up to 800rsd (see Figure 3).

The second, somewhat larger cluster consists of 73 respondents (30.42%). The most important attribute for this segment is also Type (importance value = 38.22%), but respondents belonging to this cluster prefer rose wine, and to some extent white, while red wine is not preferred to them (see Figure 4). The Winery attribute is considerable less important for this cluster than for Cluster 1. In the same time, members of the Cluster 2 prefer the Kovačević brand wine by far more than the brands of other wineries. Sweetness and price are approximately equally important attributes (about 17%), whereby respondents prefer sweeter wines at a price of 400rsd. They are very price-sensitive, and expensive wines (from 800rsd) are negatively preferred. If they chose, they would rather choose sparkling wines.
The demographic data shows that the majority of the respondents in this segment are younger women, with lower earnings and education than the remaining two segments. Members of this segment are less likely to drink wine than members of the Cluster 1, and when they drink it, they do it in a restaurant or in friends’ home, and rarely at their own place. They usually drink rose or white wine, while only 15% drink red.

Cluster 3 is the largest one (43.33% of total sample) with Winery as the most important attribute (39.57%). Members of this cluster prefer Kovačević and Radovanović brands, followed by Zvonko Bogdan. Again, Matalj and Rubin are the least popular wine brands (see Figure 4). Type of wine is the second by importance attribute, where the respondents prefer white wine, but do not like red. This cluster is price-sensitive, but the respondents' preferences to price levels are unexpected. Namely, respondents prefer more expensive wines, which can be due to the fact that they use price to make inferences about the quality and value of a wine. Moreover, the quality wines of the favourite Serbian producers are exactly in the price range that the respondents prefer. Although sweetness is negligible important attribute for this cluster (only 2.8%), respondents prefer semi-sweet sparkling wines.

4. CONCLUSION

Wine is a difficult and confusing product for consumers to choose because of a large number of different cues that can influence purchasing decision. These cues are typically related to physical characteristics of wine as well as extrinsic attributes such as price and brand, labels and the like. Accordingly, understanding how consumers choose wine is a complex problem both for researchers and practitioners.
In this paper we have examined the importance consumers in Serbia attach to the key attributes of local wine brands. In addition to the brand, four attributes were also observed: price, type of wine, sweetness and whether it is sparkling or not. To elicit consumer preferences, we used conjoint analyses, i.e. one of its forms known as discrete choice experiment. The average results on the whole sample indicated the high importance of the attribute brand and type of wine. However, heterogeneity in preferences were noticed and three unique segments were identified. These segments differ primarily in the type of wine their favour, but also whether they like sweet and sparkling wine or not. It turned out that the price is a moderately significant attribute in all three clusters, while Kovačević is the most preferred brand.

The findings in this study represent first empirical insights that examine the preferences of consumers towards wine characteristics using discrete choice analysis in Serbia. However, since 40% of the sample drinks wine at most once a week, the question arises as to whether the preferences of the true wine connoisseurs are the same. The future directions of the research should be towards eliciting the preferences of the connoisseurs of fine wines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Legal and regulatory system is a prerequisite for creating an effective market (Corcoran & Gillanders, 2015). Research has shown that more complicated and more costly procedures have a negative effect on the business environment and on the number of new companies. Namely, Klapper, Laeven, and Rajan (2006) showed that higher entry regulations decrease the number of new companies created. Next, Djankov et al. (2002) found that economies with higher entry costs have more corruption and larger percentage of unofficial economy. Ciccone and Papaioannou (2007) showed that more complex procedures reduce job creation. The same authors draw the conclusion that therefore the simplification of time-consuming government procedures related to doing and starting new businesses should be high on policy agendas.

In the last few decades, additional efforts have been placed to provide a ranking of countries, regions, or even cities based on their openness to business (Brunetti, Kisunko, & Weder, 1997; Davis, Kingsbury, & Merry, 2012). Besides simple performance indicators which are commonly used for ranking, recently composite indicators stood out as a reliable source of information and ranking, especially in the public sector (Jacobs & Goddard, 2007). One of the earliest such ranking of countries based on doing business and economy dates from 1990’s. Namely, Cavusgil (1997) proposed a ranking of emerging markets using seven dimensions: Market size, Market intensity–economic intensity, Market growth–future market potential. Commercial infrastructure, Freedom (economic and political) and risk, Market receptivity –market accessibility, Market construction capacity. Mullen and Sheng(2006) aimed to extend and modernise the original study conducted by Cavusgil (1997) by employing novel and more specific indicators in their framework. Besides academics, the international organisations also devise and publish composite indicators on the subject of ease of doing business. For this research, the most important one is the World Bank’s Doing Business Index (DBI) published since 2003 (World Bank, 2017).

Gross domestic product (GDP) measures the monetary value of market production, of final goods and services produced for sale in a particular market and of nonmarket production, such as defence or education services provided by the government (International Monetary Fund, 2017). As such a metric, it provides information on the size of the economy and its performance. Therefore, it is used as an indicator of health of the economy whereas growth of the GDP implies the economy is doing good (International Monetary Fund, 2017). As the forecasting of future economic outcomes is a vital for decision-makers (Dritsaki, 2015), the question which arises is what influences the GDP and the growth of GDP. Different approaches have been taken to provide an answer. For example, time series analysis was used (Dritsaki, 2015). Schumacher & Breitung(2008) used expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm and principal component analysis (PCA) to forecast German GDP. Linear regression has also been used with success to model GDP. For example, Anghelache and coauthors(2015) aimed to regress final consumption and gross investment on GDP. Lakštučienė and Aušrinė(2015) modelled the GDP per capita using indicators of the capital market.
The academic community placed attention on the relationship between the GDP and reform of business regulation and ease doing business. Namely, it is believed that the ease of doing business attracts foreign direct investments (FDI) which eventually have an impact on the GDP (World Bank, 2016). Many studies have been conducted to examine the relationship between FDI and gross domestic product (GDP) and showed positive relationship (Basu, Chakraborty, & Reagle, 2003; Hsiao & Shen, 2003; Nair-Reichert & Weinhold, 2001). Also, it has been shown that the ease of doing business and business regulation have an impact on the GDP. Namely, Djankov, McLiesh, & Ramalho (2006) in their model used as dependent variable the average GDP growth and as independent the normalized components of the World Bank’s DBI. Also, Busse & Groizard (2008) used linear regression to model the GDP using FDI and the selected components of the World Bank’s DBI. Their results indicate that the countries with lower level of regulation can stimulate growth by reforming. The two presented studies are important for the herein conducted research for two reasons. First, they show that there is relationship between GDP and ease of doing business which can be explored in more detail and second, that the values of World Bank’s DBI

Our goal was to attempt to model the GDP per capita using the values of the DBI topics. However, our analysis aims to go a step further. Namely, we first propose the application of machine learning algorithm to divide countries ranked by the DBI. We collected the data on 187 countries, so our aim was to first group these countries into clusters and to compare the regression models built on each of the retained clusters. The proposed clustering approach is the Partition around medoid (PAM) algorithm (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990) while the statistical analysis used to compare regression models is the Potthoff analysis (Potthoff, 1966). We believe that the obtained results can indicate whether there are differences between the regression models and which topics should policy makers from different clusters place more attention so as to increase their GDP.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 sees the introduction and a brief review of the DBI. The main concepts of the PAM clustering algorithm and the Potthoff analysis used to compare regression models are given in Section 3. Next, the research results are elaborated, while the discussion and the concluding remarks are given in the final section.

2. DOING BUSINESS INDEX (DBI)

Doing Business Index (DBI) is a complex composite indicator consisted of 10 topics made of 41 indicators in total. In our research, we focused solely on topic data. Herein, we will present the basics of each topic.

The first topic, Starting a business, is intended to measure the number of procedures, time, cost, and paid-in minimum capital to start a limited liability company. Next topic, Dealing with construction permits measures the number of procedures, time, and cost to complete all formalities to build a warehouse and the quality control and safety mechanisms in the construction permitting system. Getting electricity, quantifies procedures, time, and cost to get connected to the electrical grid, the reliability of the electricity supply and the transparency of tariffs. Registering property is related to procedures, time, and cost to transfer a property and the quality of the land administration system. The following topic, Getting credit measures movable collateral laws and credit information systems. Protecting minority investors deals with minority shareholders’ rights in related-party transactions and in corporate governance. Payments, time and total tax and contribution rate for a firm to comply with all tax regulations as well as post-filing processes are quantified by the topic Paying taxes. Time and cost to export the product of comparative advantage and import auto parts are measured in the topic Trading a cross borders. Succeeding topic, Enforcing contracts, measures how commercial disputes are resolved and the quality of judicial processes. The final topic, Resolving insolvency, deals with time, cost, outcome and recovery rate for commercial insolvency and the strength of the legal framework for insolvency (World Bank, 2017). So, to make the presentation of the results more clear (see Section 4), the topics have been coded from T1 to T10, in the order in which they have been briefly explained here.

The data collection process is based on a detailed reading of domestic laws and regulations as well as administrative requirements. The process itself is guided and overlooked by the World Bank experts. A signal that the data collected for the DBI is precise and of interest is the fact that there are 17 different data projects or indexes that use Doing Business Index data as one of their data sources (World Bank, 2017). For example, in a similar study, Morris and Aziz (2011) aimed to measure the relationship between the DBI topics and the FDI using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient based on the results of Sub-Saharan Africa. Nevertheless, Arruñada (2007) argues that the procedure of indicator and topic data collection could be altered so as to better represent the actual policies.
3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 PAM algorithm

Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) is an implementation of the K-medoids algorithm. The algorithm partitions the entities into clusters and aims to minimise the distance between the entities assigned to a cluster and its centre, in this case, an entity (Kauffman & Rousseeuw, 1990). PAM has several favourable properties as it performs clustering with respect to any specified distance metric and it identifies clusters by the medoids. Thus, each element is considered as a potential medoid, while the other K-1 medoids are fixed (Van der Laan, Pollard, & Bryan, 2003). Nevertheless, the PAM algorithm has a slight drawback: it works inefficiently with large data set due to time complexity (Han, Kamber, & Tung, 2001). Namely, one of the advantages of the PAM method is the silhouette plot that shows how well cluster members are positioned within their respective clusters. Besides the calculation of the predefined number of clusters, it is possible to use the silhouette average widths for assessing the best number of clusters.

The silhouette plot shows how well cluster members are positioned within their clusters, and average silhouette widths enable us to assess the quality of the cluster structures. The silhouette width has a range [-1,1]. Values near +1 indicate that the entity is far away from any neighbouring clusters. A value of 0 indicates that the entity could be in the current cluster or in the neighbouring clusters and negative values indicate that the entity might be assigned to the wrong cluster. On the other hand, a value of the average silhouette below 0.5 shows a rather weak clustering structure, between 0.5 and 0.7 shows a reasonable cluster structure, and above 0.7 shows a strong structure(Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990).

3.2 Potthoff analysis

Multiple books and research articles aimed at introducing methods and tests to compare coefficients from ordinary least squares regression models (Howell, 2013; Potthoff, 1966). The Potthoff analysis stands out as a simple way of comparing linear regression models. Namely, so far it has been used with success in the fields of social psychology (Lawson & Lips, 2014), medicine (Akolekar, Syngelaki, Gallo, Poon, & Nicolaides, 2015), innovation management (Truong, Klink, Fort-Rioche, & Athaide, 2014), and others. Another evidence that the idea of comparing linear regression models is still developing, especially the Potthoff analysis, is the recently published SAS and SPSS code for related tests (Weaver & Wuensch, 2013).

In the simplest case, a Potthoff analysis is multiple regression analysis of the following model CGI: $Y = a + b_1 C + b_2 G + b_3 C^*G$, where $Y$ is the criterion variable, $C$ is the continuously distributed predictor variable, $G$ is the dichotomous grouping variable, and $C^*G$ is the interaction between $C$ and $G$. Grouping variables are commonly “dummy-coded” with $l-1$ dichotomous variables, where $l$ is the number of groups (Wuensch, 2016). The same form would be made if there were more continuously distributed predictor variables. Namely, then there would be added $j$ interaction variables, where $j$ is the number of continuously distributed predictor variables.

Essentially, the Potthoff analysis consists of three tests: test of coincidence, test of intercepts, and test of parallelism. To conduct all three tests, four regression models should be made. Namely, the analysis is done as a series of multiple regressions with comparisons among the various models (Wuensch, 2016). The first model, named CGI, consists of the dependent variable explained through the continuous variable, grouping variable, and the interaction variable. The second model, C, models the dependent variable using only the continuous variable. The next model, CG, is formed using the continuous and grouping variable to explain the dependent variable. Finally, the fourth model is CI, where the explanatory variables are the continuous variable and the interaction variable.

The model CGI is then compared to each of the three remained models using the partial F-test:

$$F = \frac{SS_{\text{full}} - SS_{\text{reduced}}}{(f - r)MSE_{\text{full}}} : F(m, n - k - 1)$$

(1)

Where $SS_{\text{full}}$ is the sum of squares of the model CGI, $SS_{\text{reduced}}$ is the sum of squares of the reduced model, which is C, CI, or CG depending on the test, $f$ is the number of degrees of freedom of the full model, $r$ is the number of degrees of freedom of the reduced model, while the $MSE_{\text{full}}$ is the mean square error of the CGI model. The test has Fisher’s distribution with $m$ and $n-k-1$ degrees of freedom, where $m$ is the difference in the number of variables between the full and the reduced model, $n$ is the number of observations, and $k$ is the number of variables in the full model.

Test of coincidence compares CGI with the C model as it aims to explore whether there is difference between the intercept, slope or both between the observed groups. Namely, the null hypothesis that the regression line for predicting $Y$ from $C$ is the same at all levels of some grouping variable (Wuensch, 2016).
Further, the test of intercepts compares CGI with the CI model to test whether the intercepts are identical across groups. Finally, the test of parallelism compares CGI with the CG model. The null hypothesis states that the slope for predicting $Y$ from $G$ is the same for all observed groups of $G$.

The three presented tests can provide a detailed comparison of the two or more regression models created using the same variables on different groups. If there is a significant $F$ result in the test of coincidence slopes and intercepts may then be assessed separately to determine whether they differ (Reynolds & Gutkin, 1980). So, the first test when conducting the Potthoff analysis is the test of coincidence, followed by the test of intercepts and test of parallelism if needed. However, before the Potthoff analysis, the grouping variable must be recoded meaningfully (West, Aiken, & Krull, 1996). In the conducted case study the grouping variable is the cluster the country belongs to.

4. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

The dataset on which the analysis was performed contained all ten topic values for 187 countries which are ranked by the DBI for the year 2016. The World Bank defines GDP per capita as the gross domestic product divided by midyear population (World Bank, 2018). The values of the GDP per capita have been collected from the World Bank database (World Bank, 2018) and normalised using Min-Max normalization. Afterwards, the first step in our analysis was to apply the clustering method, the PAM algorithm.

For our case study (187 entities, PAM algorithm, Euclidean distance), the “NbClust” package was able to obtain the results of 24 indices out of 30. The number of clusters suggested by the highest number of index was retained. In our case, seven indices proposed to retain two clusters. The most commonly used metric to evaluate PAM, the average silhouette width for the two retained clusters is 0.279, whereas the average silhouette width of each cluster is 0.190 and 0.451, respectively. Although the average silhouette of the first cluster is low, it is still positive. Countries which represent the cluster centres are Lebanon and Latvia.

Next, the descriptive statistics of the two retained clusters is presented in Table 2. The first column indicates the size of the clusters. We can observe that the clusters are not of similar size, 123 and 64 countries. Some of the countries which make cluster 1 are: Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Malta, Saudi Arabia, and South Africa. On the other side, some of the countries which make cluster 2 are: Australia, Belgium, Germany, Norway, United Kingdom, and the USA. As the clusters are large, the list of countries which make each cluster will not be listed completely, but it is available on demand. The next column indicates the mean value of topics in the specific cluster. According to the mean values in the first cluster, it can be observed that these countries underperform when it comes to certain topics and could reform to attract more FDI and investors. The topic with the lowest mean value in this cluster is T10, Resolving insolvency. On the other hand, the second cluster can be identified as a cluster of countries which perform well according to the DBI topics and whose laws aim to facilitate and stimulate doing business. It is also interesting to observe the minimum and maximum values of topics per cluster. In the first cluster, the lowest values of all topics expect T1 Starting a business and T9 Enforcing contracts, is 0, while in cluster 2, the situation is completely different. Namely, there is only one topic with the minimum value of 0, T2 Dealing with construction permits. What can also be observed from Table 2 is that the standard deviation (StD) of topics per cluster is high. This could lead to the conclusion that although the countries have been grouped in two clusters and that the majority of indices suggested such a structure, the obtained clustering structure might not be that coherent.

Table 2 Basic descriptive statistics of clusters created using the PAM clustering method

| Cluster 1 | Size | Mean | Min | Max | StD | Cluster 2 | Size | Mean | Min | Max | StD |
|-----------|------|------|-----|-----|-----|-----------|------|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| T1        | 123  | 76.27| 33.53| 94.51| 13.25| T1        | 64   | 89.94| 63.60| 99.96| 5.81|
| T2        | 123  | 59.77| 0.00 | 83.79| 16.13| T2        | 64   | 70.77| 0.00 | 86.30| 12.20|
| T3        | 123  | 56.68| 0.00 | 90.63| 19.63| T3        | 64   | 78.83| 43.42| 99.88| 12.13|
| T4        | 123  | 52.86| 0.00 | 90.59| 15.96| T4        | 64   | 75.64| 49.62| 94.46| 11.00|
| T5        | 123  | 36.50| 0.00 | 85.00| 19.78| T5        | 64   | 66.72| 35.00| 100.00| 15.02|
| T6        | 123  | 44.68| 0.00 | 76.67| 11.97| T6        | 64   | 63.46| 38.33| 81.67| 8.79 |
| T7        | 123  | 64.37| 0.00 | 99.44| 18.38| T7        | 64   | 79.89| 48.60| 99.44| 10.13|
| T8        | 123  | 58.44| 0.00 | 100.00| 20.56| T8        | 64   | 88.77| 59.61| 100.00| 11.21|
| T9        | 123  | 49.89| 6.13 | 78.23| 11.76| T9        | 64   | 65.20| 32.43| 84.15| 9.51 |
| T10       | 123  | 30.67| 0.00 | 69.59| 17.36| T10       | 64   | 66.32| 20.30| 93.81| 16.79|

To additionally inspect the clustering structure cluster means were compared using t-test as used by Russell and coauthors (2017) to compare means of clusters of countries. The results are presented in Table 3. As it can be observed, there is statistically significant difference in group means for all ten topics. This could lead to the conclusion that the clusters differ and that they are well separated. The absolute mean difference
varies from 10.99 (T2) to 35.65 (T10). The high absolute mean difference can also be acknowledged for T5 (30.22) and T8 (30.33).

Table 3 Results of the cluster means comparison t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
<th>T8</th>
<th>T9</th>
<th>T10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abs mean difference</td>
<td>21.56</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>30.22</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>15.52</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>35.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. t – value of t-statistics
2. Abs mean difference – Absolute mean difference between cluster means

Prior to conducting the Potthoff analysis we modelled the GDP per capita for all observed countries (Table 4). The obtained adjusted R² is 0.466 and the model is statistically significant (F(10,176)=17.255, p<0.01). Taking a closer look on the values of the obtained coefficients and their significance, we conclude that the intercept, Getting electricity, Getting credit, Paying taxes, Enforcing contracts, and Resolving insolvency are statistically significant for modelling the GDP per capita. The model created on all of the observed countries is statistically significant and of a good quality, indicating that the GDP per capita could be modelled using 10 DBI topics.

Table 4 Regression model of GDP for all the observed countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
<th>T8</th>
<th>T9</th>
<th>T10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β̂ i</td>
<td>-33.022</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.151</td>
<td>-0.083</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-5.053*</td>
<td>-0.398</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.479*</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>-2.894**</td>
<td>-0.861</td>
<td>2.888**</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>2.340*</td>
<td>5.166**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p<0.05,  p<0.01

The next step in the analysis was the application of the regression analysis on the retained clusters. The models for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 are presented in Table 5. The obtained adjusted R² is 0.274 for Cluster 1 and 0.508 for Cluster 2. The model created for the Cluster 1 is of a bit lower quality as 27.4% variability of GDP per capita is explained, while the model created for Cluster 2 is of a better quality as it explains 50.8% variability of GDP per capita. Both models are statistically significant (F_cluster1(10,112)=5.595, p<0.01; F_cluster2(10,53)=7.506, p<0.01).

Table 5 Regression models of GDP for the two retained clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
<th>T8</th>
<th>T9</th>
<th>T10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>β̂ i</td>
<td>-21.583</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-3.232**</td>
<td>-0.466</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>1.994*</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>-2.747**</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>2.708**</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>2.284*</td>
<td>1.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>β̂ i</td>
<td>-131.39</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-0.199</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-3.846**</td>
<td>1.196</td>
<td>-0.182</td>
<td>2.749**</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>-0.788</td>
<td>1.539</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>-0.386</td>
<td>4.233**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p<0.05,  p<0.01

When it comes to the model made for the countries in the first cluster, the intercept, Getting electricity, Getting credit, Paying taxes, and Enforcing contracts are statistically significant (Table 5). For Getting electricity, Paying taxes, and Enforcing contracts there is a positive relationship with the values of GDP per capita, while the ease of Getting credit decreases the value of GDP per capita. Topics which proved to be significant in Cluster 1 which attract attention are Getting credit and Enforcing contracts. The negative coefficient for Getting credit can be explained as that the credits given by banks in these countries might not generate enough positive return on investment (ROI). The negative impact of some indices seems to be logical (Messaoud & Teheni, 2014). When it comes to Enforcing contracts, the obtained coefficient can be explained as the more the country is prepared to enforce contracts, the foreign and domestic investors are more secure to invest knowing their investment can be timely solved in a quality and unbiased judicial process.

In the created model for Cluster 2, there are differences. Namely, the intercept is statistically significant, alongside Getting electricity, Paying taxes and Resolving insolvency (Table 5). All three topics have a positive relationship with the values of GDP per capita. Topic which proved to be positive and significant in
Cluster 2 which attracts attention is Resolving insolvency. The importance of this topics can be explained that if the investors know there is a legal framework for insolvency and that the commercial insolvency can be dealt in time and with a high recovery rate, they will invest more, which will eventually have an impact on growth.

Finally, we conduct the Potthoff analysis to inspect is there statistically significant difference between the two models. The analysis can provide valuable insights as if there is a difference in the regression models, it means that there is a difference in the importance of topics of doing business for the growth of GDP and GDP per capita. Therefore, the decision makers could be informed to use different approaches to increase the GDP per capita depending on the cluster they belong to.

The Potthoff analysis showed significant difference between the two models, (F(10,165)=4.000, p<0.01), whereas that difference is in the slopes (F(10,165)=4.2264, p<0.01), and in the intercept (F(1,377)=13.925, p<0.01). This result indicates that the models significantly differ, and that both intercept and coefficients differ. Topics which are statistically significant for both models are Getting electricity and Paying taxes. Nevertheless, in the model for Cluster 1, Getting credit and Enforcing contracts are statistically significant, while in model for Cluster 2 Resolving insolvency has statistically significant impact on the GDP per capita.

These results indicate that government representatives in all analysed countries should place more effort to ease the procedures and cost of getting electricity and to create a reasonable total tax and contribution rate. The representatives in developing countries which are mostly in Cluster 1 should be stricter regarding the ease of allowing credit, while they should improve their laws on enforcing contracts. On the other hand, the more developed country, mostly in Cluster 2, should think of improving their laws regarding insolvency.

5. CONCLUSION

Extensive research was done on the subject of the effects of nations’ political, legal, economic and social reforms on wealth and long-term growth (for example Acemoglu, Johnson, & Robinson, 2001; Knack & Keefer, 1995). Messaoud and Teheni (2014) went a step further and tried to model the relationship between business regulations and growth. Their results are also coherent with the results of Djankov, McLiesh, and Ramalho (2006) who stated that “good” business regulations lead to higher economic growth. Our paper is an attempt to extend the current literature on the topic.

The taken research approach was two-fold. We first clustered the countries ranked by the DBI. We retained two clusters, which are well separated. The first cluster is made of countries in which underperform when it comes to certain topics and could reform so as to attract more FDI and investors. On the other hand, the second cluster can be identified as a cluster of countries which perform well according to the DBI. In the next step, we performed the regression analysis of the GDP per capita and the Potthoff analysis. The chosen analysis has been used previously to compare regression models between groups (Lawson & Lips, 2014). Therefore, its results could indicate whether there is a difference in the models and should the decision makers use different approaches to increase the GDP per capita. The obtained results showed that the GDP per capita can be modelled using the DBI topics, that there is statistically significant difference between the two models. The observed difference indicates that policy makers in countries form different cluster should undertake different reforms to increase the GDP.

During our research we could identify two possible future directions of the study. One would be towards reducing the number of observed topics which make the DBI. For example, post-hoc l-distance could be implemented (Savic, Jeremic, & Petrovic, 2016). The second direction would be towards implementing hierarchical clustering methods (Miyamoto, 2012) or more advanced clustering methods, such as biclustering (Busgyin, Prokopyev, & Pardalos, 2008) as the clustering results indicate that the currently suggested clustering scheme could be modified.

We believe our research could provide additional insights on the topic of modelling GDP, application of composite indicator data, and comparison of regression models between groups.
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Abstract. Ranked set sampling (RSS) is the cost-efficient sampling procedure. This procedure gives more efficient estimators of the population parameters than the procedure based on simple random sampling (SRS), with the same sample size. In this paper, we compare the coverage probabilities of confidence intervals for the population standard deviation using the simple random sampling and the ranked set sampling. The following confidence intervals are considered: the exact, the Bonett, the Steve large sample normal approximations, the log asymptotic approximation and the adjusted degrees of freedom. The results for the Gamma, Log-normal and Exponential distributions and for the real data set are presented. The simulation study shows that the results obtained using the ranked set sampling are better than those using the simple random sampling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we construct the confidence intervals for the population standard deviation. The population standard deviation is the most common scale parameter. The existing confidence interval for the estimation of the population standard deviation is the exact confidence interval, based on the statistic which has $\chi^2$ distribution. This interval is appropriate if the distribution of the data is normal with no outliers. We are interested in confidence intervals which are appropriate if the data are not from the normal distribution, but from skewed distribution or have heavy tails. There are some alternatives to the exact confidence interval which can be used in such situations. There are no many authors who dealt with the confidence intervals that were less sensitive to the departure from normality and/or presence of outliers. Bonett (2006) proposed an approximate confidence interval for the population standard deviation which results were close to the exact confidence interval under the normality and had very good small-sample properties under the moderate non-normality. Cojbasic and Loncar (2011) and Cojbasic and Tomovic (2007) used the resampling methods for construction of confidence intervals for the population variance (taking the square root of the endpoints of that intervals gave the confidence intervals for the population standard deviation). Abu-Shawiesh et al. (2011) and Banik et al. (2014) conducted the large simulation studies in which compared the performances of the different confidence intervals for the standard deviation under the symmetric and skewed conditions. Hummel et al. (2005) proposed two alternative methods for finding the confidence interval for the standard deviation.

Ranked set sampling (or shortly RSS) is an alternative method of data collection and presents the cost-effective sampling procedure. The RSS is used for improving the estimators in the situations where the ranking of the units can be done easily compared to the effort required for the actual measurement of the variable of interest. This method was first proposed by McIntyre (1952). He estimated the mean of the population using the RSS instead of simple random sampling (or shortly SRS). Dell and Clutter (1972) showed that the ranked set sampling provided more precise estimates of the mean when the ranking of the units in the sample was easy. Using the RSS, Stokes (1980) concluded that an estimator of variance was asymptotically unbiased regardless of the errors that could occur during the ranking and that asymptotic efficiency of that estimator was better relative to the estimator based on the same number of the measured units from the random sample. Chen (2007) gave the review of the several variants of the ranked set sampling and presented some recent applications of that method. Samawi (1999) showed that the performance of the Monte Carlo methods, such as an importance or control variate sampling, were improved a lot using the ranked set sampling. Wolfe (2012) wrote the review article about the impact of the ranked set sampling on the statistical inference. Ganesalingam and Ganesh (2006) applied the ranked set sampling procedure on the estimation of the population mean and ratio using the real data set on the body measurements. Husby et al. (2005) used the crop production dataset from the United States Department of Agriculture to show the advantages of the RSS relative to the frequently used simple random sampling in the estimation of the mean and median of the population. Terpstra and Wang (2008) examined the several
methods for construction of confidence intervals for the population proportion based on the RSS. Albatineh et al. (2014) performed the simulation study in which evaluated the performance of the several confidence intervals for the population coefficient of variation, using the coverage probabilities and the width of the intervals. Albatineh et al. (2017) constructed the confidence intervals for the Signal-to-Noise ratio using the RSS. More about the ranked set sampling methodology and its application can be found in Ozturk (2018), Zamanzade and Mahdizadeh (2017), Zamanzade and Vock (2015), Zhang et al. (2016), etc.

In this paper, we examine the confidence intervals for the population standard deviation which are more adequate to use when the data do not follow the normal distribution. We construct the confidence intervals using the simple random sampling and the ranked set sampling. The examined intervals are implemented using the R programming language. We generate random data from the Gamma, Log-normal and Exponential distributions, respectively and compare the coverage probabilities of the presented confidence intervals. Then, we apply the considered intervals to the measure of the systematic risk data.

The goal of this paper is to present the ranked set sampling procedure for construction of confidence intervals for the population standard deviation. The contribution of this paper is to emphasize the advantages of the ranked set sampling procedure over the simple random sampling procedure. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the ranked set sampling methodology; in Section 3, we present the confidence intervals for the population standard deviation; in Section 4, we conduct the simulation study for the data from the Gamma, Log-normal and Exponential distributions and for the real data set; in Section 5, we summarize results and draw the conclusions.

2. RANKED SET SAMPLING METHODOLOGY

The ranked set sampling procedures can be balanced or unbalanced. Each procedure can be with the perfect or imperfect ranking process. In this paper, we consider the balanced RSS with the perfect ranking process (see Ganesalingam and Ganesh (2006), Wolfe (2012), Albatineh et al. (2014)). The process of generating the balanced RSS involves drawing \( k^2 \) units at random from the population. After that, these units are randomly divided into \( k \) sets of \( k \) units each (we get \( k \) simple random samples of the size \( k \)). Within each set, the units are ranked according to the variable of interest. The perfect ranking process implies that actual measurements of the variable of interest on the selected units are done and that ranking is based on them. Opposite to the perfect ranking process, the imperfect ranking process includes visual comparisons of the units or the use of the auxiliary variables. After the ranking process, from the first set we select the unit with the smallest rank \( X_{(1)} \) (if the ranking is perfect or \( X^*_{(1)} \), if the ranking is imperfect). The remaining \( k-1 \) units are not considered further. Then, from the second set we select the unit with the second smallest rank \( X_{(2)} \), and so on, until we select the unit with the largest rank from the \( k \)-th set, \( X_{(k)} \). This procedure results in \( k \) observations \( X_{(1)}, X_{(2)}, \ldots, X_{(k)} \) and is called the cycle. The number of the units in each simple random sample, \( k \), is called the set size. If we want to obtain the balanced ranked set sample of size \( n = mk \), we repeat the cycle \( m \) times (see Table 1). The complete balanced RSS with set size \( k \) and \( m \) cycles is given by \( \{X_{(j)i} : j = 1, 2, \ldots, k; i = 1, 2, \ldots, m\} \). The term \( X_{(j)i} \) is called the \( j \)-th order statistic from the \( i \)-th cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: The balanced RSS with ( m ) cycles and set size ( k )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{(1)1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{(1)2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle ( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{(1)m} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimators of the mean and the variance of the population, based on the RSS, are given with the following formulas (see Stokes, 1980):

\[
\bar{X}_{RSS} = \frac{1}{km} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{i=1}^{m} X_{(j)i},
\]  (1)
\[ S^2_{RSS} = \frac{1}{km-1} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (X_{(j)i} - \bar{X}_{RSS})^2. \]  

(2)

3. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE POPULATION STANDARD DEVIATION

In this section, we report five confidence intervals for the population standard deviation.

- The exact confidence interval

Let \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \) be independent and identically distributed random variables from the normal distribution, i.e. \( X_i \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2) \). Let \( S^2 = \frac{1}{(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^2 \) be a sample variance. The statistic \( (n-1)S^2 / \sigma^2 \) has \( \chi^2 \) distribution with \( n-1 \) degrees of freedom. The exact \((1-\alpha)\cdot100\%\) confidence interval for the population standard deviation, based on the previous statistic, is of the form:

\[
\sqrt{\frac{(n-1)S^2}{\chi^2_{\alpha/2}(n-1)}} \leq \sigma \leq \sqrt{\frac{(n-1)S^2}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/2}(n-1)}},
\]

(3)

Where \( \chi^2_{\alpha/2} \) and \( \chi^2_{1-\alpha/2} \) are the \( \alpha / 2 \) and \( 1 - \alpha / 2 \) percentiles of the \( \chi^2 \) distribution with \( n-1 \) degrees of freedom.

The exact confidence interval (3) is very sensitive to minor violations of the normality assumption. In the cases of violations of the normality assumption, there are the confidence intervals which present the alternatives to the exact confidence interval. In remain of the section, we consider that confidence intervals.

- The Bonett confidence interval

Let \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \) be continuous, independent and identically distributed random variables with \( E(X_i) = \mu \), \( \text{var}(X_i) = \sigma^2 \) and the finite fourth moment. Bonett (2006) proposed the following estimator of the kurtosis, \( \gamma_4 \), which is asymptotically equivalent to the Pearson’s estimator:

\[
\bar{\gamma}_4 = n \cdot \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - m)^4}{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^2 \right)^2},
\]

Where \( m \) is a trimmed mean with trim-proportion equal to \( 1 / \left( 2 \cdot (n-4)^{1/2} \right) \). This estimator tends to have less negative bias and smaller coefficient of variability than Pearson’s estimator in the symmetric and skewed leptokurtic distributions. The \((1-\alpha)\cdot100\%\) confidence interval for the population standard deviation can be written in the following form (see Bonett, 2006):

\[
\sqrt{\exp \left[ \ln \left( cS^2 \right) - Z_{1-\alpha/2}se \right]} \leq \sigma \leq \sqrt{\exp \left[ \ln \left( cS^2 \right) + Z_{1-\alpha/2}se \right]},
\]

(4)

Where \( c = n / (n - Z_{1-\alpha/2}) \), \( S^2 \) is the sample variance, \( Z_{1-\alpha/2} \) is the \( 1 - \alpha / 2 \) percentile of the \( Z \) distribution and \( se = c \cdot \left[ \bar{\gamma}_4 \cdot (n-3) / n \right] / (n-1)^{1/2} \).

- The Steve large sample normal approximations confidence interval

Steve proposed the following \((1-\alpha)\cdot100\%\) confidence interval for the population standard deviation (see Banik et al., 2014):
\[ \sqrt{\frac{S^2}{1 - Z_{\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{\hat{\gamma} - 1}{n}}} \leq \sigma \leq \sqrt{\frac{S^2}{1 + Z_{\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{\hat{\gamma} - 1}{n}}}}}, \quad (5) \]

where \( S^2 \) is the sample variance, \( Z_{\alpha/2} \) is the \( \alpha / 2 \) percentile of the standardized normal distribution and
\( \hat{\gamma} = n \cdot \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^4}{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^2 \right)^2} \) is the kurtosis estimator.

- The log asymptotic approximation confidence interval (LOG CI)

The distribution of the sample variance, \( S^2 \), has the high skewness for small \( n \). In order to reduce the skewness, Hummel et al. (2005) applied natural log to the sample variance in (5) and proposed the \((1 - \alpha) \cdot 100\%\) confidence interval for the population standard deviation:
\[ \sqrt{S^2 \exp \left( Z_{\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{\hat{\gamma} - 1}{n}} \right)} \leq \sigma \leq \sqrt{S^2 \exp \left( -Z_{\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{\hat{\gamma} - 1}{n}} \right)}, \quad (6) \]

Where \( Z_{\alpha/2} \) is the \( \alpha / 2 \) percentile of the \( Z \) distribution and \( \hat{\gamma} \) is the kurtosis estimator.

- The adjusted degrees of freedom confidence interval (ADF CI)

Hummel et al. (2005) adjusted the degrees of freedom of the exact confidence interval (3) and proposed the following \((1 - \alpha) \cdot 100\%\) confidence interval for the population standard deviation:
\[ \sqrt{\frac{\hat{r}S^2}{\hat{\chi}^2_{\alpha/2, \hat{\gamma}}} \leq \sigma \leq \sqrt{\frac{\hat{r}S^2}{\hat{\chi}^2_{1 - \alpha/2, \hat{\gamma}}}}}, \quad (7) \]

Where \( \hat{r} = \frac{2n}{\hat{\gamma} + \left( \frac{2n}{n-1} \right)} \) and \( \hat{\gamma} \) is the estimate of the kurtosis excess, which is defined as
\[ \hat{\gamma} = \frac{n(n+1)}{(n-1)(n-2)(n-3)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{X_i - \bar{X}}{S} \right)^4 - \frac{3(n-1)^2}{(n-2)(n-3)}. \]
If the random sample is generated from the normal distribution, then \( r = n - 1 \) and (7) reduces to (3).

The performance of all presented in-tervals will be considered using the SRS and the RSS. In order to get the estimators of the mean and variance of the population we will use the regular formulas for the SRS and Equations (1) and (2) for the RSS.

4. CASE STUDY

In this part of the paper, we present the results of applying the proposed methods on the simulated data and real-economic data.

4.1 Simulation study

In this part of our work we examine the coverage accuracy of two-sided confidence intervals for the standard deviation introduced in the Section 3. Our objective is to compare the performance of the confidence intervals for estimating the standard deviation using the SRS and the RSS. The nominal confidence level is set to 95\% and we want to determine which of the proposed intervals will give the coverage probability that is the closest to 95\%. For that purpose, we consider three scenarios. In the first scenario we deal with the Gamma distribution, while in the second scenario the subject of the consideration is the Log-normal
In the third scenario we investigate the Exponential distribution. It is important to emphasize that we can deal with any other scenario with the other skewed distribution.

In the first scenario, we consider the Gamma distribution with the shape parameter 2 and with the scaling parameters 0.5, 1.6 and 3.2. For each combination of the parameter setting and the sample size (15, 20, 50, 80), we performed 1000 simulations. All examined intervals are implemented using the R programming language. In Table 2 we present the results of the coverage accuracy of 95% confidence intervals for the standard deviation of the Gamma distribution. It can be seen that for the small samples (size 15), the RSS Bonett interval gives the best results, i.e. the coverage probabilities that are the closest to 0.95 (the coverage greater than 0.932). For the moderate samples (size 20), the RSS Bonett interval gives the best coverage (below 0.961). In the case of big samples (size 50), depending on the scaling parameter of the Gamma distribution, the best coverage probabilities are obtained using the Bonett and the RSS Log intervals (the coverage greater than 0.939). For the samples of size 80, the Bonett interval and the RSS ADF interval give the best coverage accuracy (above 0.943).

Table 2: The coverage of 95% two-sided confidence intervals for the standard deviation of the Gamma distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Bonett</th>
<th>RSS Bonett</th>
<th>Steve</th>
<th>RSS Steve</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>RSS Log</th>
<th>ADF</th>
<th>RSS ADF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second scenario, we deal with the Log-normal distribution with the shape parameter 2 and with the scaling parameters 0.25, 0.5 and 0.6. For each combination of the parameter setting and the sample size (15, 20, 50, 80), we generated 1000 samples. All considered intervals are implemented using the R programming language. In Table 3 we present the results of the coverage accuracy of 95% intervals for the standard deviation of the Log-normal distribution. For the small samples, the RSS $\chi^2$ and the RSS Bonett intervals give the coverage probabilities that are the closest to 0.95 (above 0.924). In the case of the moderate samples, depending on the scaling parameter of the Log-normal distribution, the RSS $\chi^2$ interval and the RSS Bonett interval give the best results (the coverage greater than 0.933). For the big samples (size 50) the best results are obtained with the Steve interval and the RSS Bonett interval (above 0.940). For the samples of size 80, the Steve, the RSS ADF, the Bonett and the RSS Bonett intervals give the coverage probabilities that are the closest to 0.95.

In the third scenario, we investigate the Exponential distribution with the rate parameters 0.5, 1.5 and 2.2. For each parameter setting and each sample size (15, 20, 50, 80), we performed 1000 simulations. All considered intervals are implemented using the R programming language. In Table 4 we present the results of the coverage accuracy of 95% confidence intervals for the standard deviation of the Exponential distribution. It can be seen that for the small samples, the RSS Bonett interval gives the best results (above 0.923). For the moderate samples, the RSS Bonett interval gives the best coverage (greater than 0.938). In the case of big samples (size 50) the best coverage probabilities are obtained using the RSS Bonett interval (above 0.945). For the samples of size 80, depending on the rate parameter of the Exponential distribution, the Bonett and the RSS Bonett intervals give the best coverage accuracy (above 0.942).
In this part of the paper, we analyze the yield of the securities to the changes in the yield on the market. 

The data are from the website http://finance.yahoo.com/

In analysis of securities, the measure of the systematic risk (beta) takes a central place. The measure of the systematic risk represents the measure of the sensitivity of the yield of the securities to the changes in the yield on the market. Beta shows that if the yield on the market changes by one percent, by how many percentage points the yield of the securities will change.

Descriptive statistics for the analyzed data are given in Table 5. Figures 1 represents the histogram of the analyzed variable. We can see that the measure of the systematic risk is not normally distributed. Also, we used the Shapiro-Wilk normality test to examine whether the beta was normally distributed. The test showed the same result as the histogram (p-value is approximately 0).

---

**Table 3:** The coverage of 95% two-sided confidence intervals for the standard deviation of the Log-normal distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>Bonett $\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>Bonett $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Steve</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>ADF</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>ADF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** The coverage of 95% two-sided confidence intervals for the standard deviation of the Exponential distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Bonett $\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Bonett $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Steve $\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>ADF</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>ADF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Application to the real data

In this part of the paper, we analyze the measure of the systematic risk data in 490 companies (it is about S&P500, but there are no data for some companies) on the 5th July 2017. The data are from the website http://finance.yahoo.com/.
Table 5: Descriptive statistics for the data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
<th>Skewness coef.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The measure of the systematic risk</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the coverage accuracy of 95% confidence intervals for the standard deviation of the data set are given in Table 6. It can be seen that for the small samples, the RSS $\chi^2$ interval gives the best coverage (0.945). For the moderate samples, the RSS ADF interval gives the coverage that is the closest to 0.95. For the samples of size 50, the RSS Steve interval is the best choice and in the case of the samples of size 80, the ADF interval gives the best coverage accuracy (0.946).

Table 6: The coverage of 95% two-sided confidence intervals for the standard deviation: the data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Bonett $\chi^2$</th>
<th>RSS Bonett</th>
<th>Steve</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>RSS Log</th>
<th>ADF</th>
<th>RSS ADF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we used the simple random sampling and the ranked set sampling to compare the coverage probabilities of confidence intervals for the population standard deviation. The exact confidence interval, the Bonett, the Steve large sample normal approximations, the log asymptotic approximation and the adjusted degrees of freedom confidence intervals were examined.

In the first scenario, we investigated the Gamma distribution. For the small and moderate samples, the RSS Bonett interval gave the coverage probabilities that were the closest to 0.95, whereas for the big samples the Bonett, the RSS Log and the RSS ADF intervals gave the best results. In the second scenario, we dealt with the Log-normal distribution. For the small and moderate samples, the best results were obtained using the RSS $\chi^2$ and the RSS Bonett intervals. In most cases, for the big samples, the Steve interval and the RSS Bonett interval gave the best coverage. In the third scenario, we considered the Exponential distribution. For the small and moderate samples, the RSS Bonett interval was the best choice, whereas for the big samples, the Bonett and the RSS Bonett intervals gave the best results.

The analysis of the real data showed that for the small samples, the RSS $\chi^2$ interval gave the best coverage accuracy, while for the moderate samples the best choice was the RSS ADF interval. For the big samples, the RSS Steve and the ADF interval gave the best results. We can see that using the RSS gives much better coverage probabilities, so we recommend using it when construct the confidence intervals for the population standard deviation.
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Abstract: As the human population is growing day by day, need for food is growing. However, possibilities for arable land are limited; it is necessary to improve the process of food production on the arable surfaces and use its full potential. With the development of remote sensing, it is possible to obtain information about agriculture surface without physical contact. Attention is devoted to monitoring the condition of crops and making different decisions based on the obtained data information in the electromagnetic spectrum. This paper presents an algorithm for detection of crop stress in the field using remote sensing. The algorithm is based on the extraction of vegetation indices from the image and comparing histogram of vegetation indices values of a healthy crop with all segments of the image. In this way, it is possible to notice the difference in vegetation indices between the healthy crop and stressed area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We live in the world where the current situation of global food security is one of the main issues. The balance between constantly growing food demand of the world population and global food production is alarming. From year to year, it is necessary to produce more food and raw materials which will be used in the further process of production, to feed growing population. As the climatic changes have a major impact on the production process, more efficient and acceptable production methods should be used. Given that the arable land has less, we must use their potential in the best possible way. Authors (Strange & Scott, 2005) explained that plant protection in general and the protection of crops against plant diseases in particular, have an obvious role to play in meeting the growing demand for food quality and quantity. Oerke, E.C., (2006) discovered that pathogens, animals and weeds, as direct yield losses are altogether responsible for losses between 20 and 40 % of global agricultural productivity. Zadoks, J. C., (1967) explained that crop losses due to pests and pathogens are direct, as well as indirect and they have some facets, some with short-term, and others with long-term consequences. Since the agricultural areas are very large, usually it is not possible to survey the whole field and detect all plant diseases. With the development and expansion of remote sensing in agriculture and using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as part of it, this problem is overcome. Since every object on the earth, due to solar radiation, radiates the energy of a part of the electromagnetic spectrum, using remote sensing it is possible to obtain information of the observed part of the field that carries part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Analyzing changes in the spectrum are noticed. By measuring these changes and studying their relationships, information on plant health is obtained.

The literature about the use of remote sensing is extensive. It is used in various fields to obtain images without physical contact to object. Suresh, S. et al. (2018) explained how to improve remote sensing process by collecting better quality images from the satellite. Remote sensing found the application in different areas like geology, hazard assessment, oceanography, construction etc. In one paper, Rathje and Franke, (2016) found the use of remote sensing in geotechnical earthquake reconnaissance to document damage patterns and measure ground movements. Thus, the most important application was found in agriculture. The benefits of using remote sensing in agriculture over traditional were described on nitrogen stress detection in wheat by Wright Jr., D. L. et al. (2005). With the appearance of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, use of remote sensing has experienced an expansion. Many authors (Konar & Iken, 2017; Omar et al., 2017; Xue et al., 2016) presented various possible areas of UAV’s application and their benefits, such as intertidal monitoring, concrete bridge decks surveying and development of automatic aerial spraying systems. Remote sensing application in agriculture was found thanks to multispectral images used for extraction of vegetation indices. Berni, J. et al. (2009) explained how to extract information about vegetation and plant stress using multispectral images. McDonald, A. J. et al. (1998) evaluated different vegetation indices obtained with multispectral images on coniferous forests. Combination of the multispectral image and variable rate technology in remote sensing was used to detect tree health problems and application of a pesticide in the citrus production, as described by Du., Q. et al. (2008).
In agriculture, remote sensing is used for a variety of purposes. Ballesteros, R. et al. (2014) noticed that remote sensing high-resolution images with proper treatment might be considered as a useful tool for precision in monitoring crop growth and development, water requirements, yield production, weed and insect infestations, among others. Vegetation indices, there are a lot of possibilities for monitoring condition of the field. Gitelson and Merzlyak (1998) used vegetation indices to determine the concentration of chlorophyll in higher plant leaves. Zhuang, S. et al. (2017) also used them to determine water stress in early phases. For stress detection in the field, in many papers, k-means is used for classification. Badnakhe and Deshmukh (2011) applied k-means clustering with AI to detect crop diseases. Also, Cheng, H. et al. (2013) presented k-means for image segmentation in their paper. Further research has found that there are many algorithms for stress detection, usually specialised for a particular type of stress.

Paper is organised as follows. After the introduction, Section 2 is devoted to the methodology and algorithm used for stress detection. Section 3 refers to the application of the stress detection algorithm on a wheat field. In Section 4, there is a conclusion and directions for further research.

2. METHODOLOGY

Remote sensing is the process of collecting information about an object or phenomenon without making physical contact with the observed phenomenon or object. It is a phenomenon that has numerous applications including photography, surveying, geology, forestry and other. Also, because of its ability to collect information about the huge area for less time and without physical contact, the remote sensing has found significant use in agriculture. There are very many applications of remote sensing in a field of agriculture like crop production forecasting, crop detection, identification all types of stress. In the field of agriculture, using unmanned aircraft sensor, the object is recorded, which is, in this case, the earth’s surface with the plant cultures. It is possible to determine plant stress using changes of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Plant stress is manifested as any state of the biological system that deviates from the optimum. Different intensity and length of negative effects affect the severity of stress, which always leads directly to a decrease in yield and quality of crops below the genetic potential. Stress causes a large number of natural and factors that are caused by man’s actions. Some of the types of stress that are most commonly represented are stress from low temperature, stress from excess water, city and storms, stress from pesticides, whiskey mites, insects and plant diseases. It is thought that 90% of plant production worldwide is endangered by stress and that it has an increasing impact.

The algorithm for field stress detection using remote sensing shown in this paper consists of three main parts. First part includes the preparation of data, an image acquiring using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). The second part is pre-processing, which consists of selecting samples from the acquired image, selection of vegetation indices and extracting them, and input values for clusters. The last phase is processing of the image by comparing vegetation indices values of each image segment with the vegetation indices values obtained from samples and put it in the appropriate cluster defined in part two. Each part of the algorithm is explained below in more detail.

2.1. Preparation phase

The data preparation phase involves the process of collecting images from the air. One of the most advanced remote sensing technologies today is the use of UAVs equipped with a camera. This way, in a very quick and easy way, images of a certain surface are suitable for precision agriculture. Gathering images from the air is one of the essential steps of the entire image analysis process. When taking a certain surface, it is necessary to take care of more details to obtain a picture that is appropriate for the further analysis process. Image quality depends on several factors such as camera specifications, weather conditions and flying altitude.

In remote sensing in agriculture, several types of cameras are used to capture fields such as thermal camera, RGB and NIR cameras. Thermal technology is not so often used to getting images from the air because of low spatial and temporal resolution, low shooting and high price. Color RGB (Red, Green, Blue) present images that most closely represent how human eye would see a field from a plane. The advantage of this image type is that RGB is available from most aerial imaginary platforms. Thus, it has certain limitations. Generally, the camera needs to be significantly stressed to see a visual difference that can be identified in a colour image. Also, colour imagery provides little opportunity to distinguish small differences in areas of high yield. RGB images are suitable for extraction of VARI and ExG vegetation indices. Near-infrared (NIR) imagery provides a greater assessment of plant health than traditional photos by visualising colour bands outside of what the human eye can see. It uses a false colour composite to display information that would normally be invisible to the human eye. The NIR map shows areas of highly vigorous crops in
bright red and weak crops or bare soil in grey. The most used image type in agriculture is Normalized Difference Vegetative Index (NDVI). This image type is often obtained using BNDVI filter, and the present calculated index used to monitor crop health and photosynthetic activity.

Figure 1: RGB and NDVI images of the field

2.2. Pre-processing phase

After image acquiring, it is necessary to select samples from the image of the field. The samples should be selected that represent a healthy plant crop. To achieve the efficiency of the algorithm, it needs to select at least ten samples. Vegetation interacts with solar radiation in a different way than other natural materials. The vegetation spectrum typically absorbs in the red and blue wavelengths, reflects in the green wavelength, strongly reflects in the near-infrared (NIR) wavelength, and displays strong absorption features in wavelengths where atmospheric water is present. Different plant materials, water content, pigment, carbon content, nitrogen content, and other properties cause further variation across the spectrum. Measuring these variations and studying their relationship to one another can provide meaningful information about plant health, water content, environmental stress, and other important characteristics. These relationships are often described as vegetation indices.

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is perhaps the most well-known and often used vegetation index. It is a simple, but effective VI for quantifying green vegetation. The NDVI normalises green leaf scattering in the near-infrared wavelength and chlorophyll absorption in the red wavelength. The value range of an NDVI is -1 to 1 where healthy vegetation falls between values of 0.20 to 0.80. The vegetation atmospherically resistant index (VARIgreen) is based on the Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index (ARVI) and is used to estimate the fraction of vegetation in a scene with low sensitivity to atmospheric effects. The Excess Green Index (ExG) provides a near-binary intensity image outlying a plant region of interest, from which a segmentation can be accomplished with a suitable threshold.
Depending on the type of image (RGB or NDVI), plant species and type of possible stress, the appropriate vegetation index is selected to be extracted from each sample. The process of vegetation index extraction is following: every sample is divided into a certain number of segments (depending on the spatial resolution of the image), and vegetation index value is calculated. After that, for each sample, a histogram of segment vegetation indices is made. Passing through all the samples and calculating vegetation index histograms, one histogram which represents their average is calculated, and it will be used as a benchmark for the healthy plant for processing phase.

K-means is a widely used clustering algorithm in remote sensing for segmentation. The K-means clustering algorithm tries to classify objects based on a set of features into K number of classes. The classification is done by minimising the sum of squares of distances between the objects and the corresponding cluster or class centroid. Experimental results demonstrate that improved k-means clustering algorithm can reduce the computation amounts and enhance precision and accuracy of clustering (Ballesteros, R. et al., 2014). Thus, using k-means in many cases, it is not able to clearly distinguish a healthy plant from all types of stress in the field. The algorithm overcomes this problem explained in this paper. In the last step of pre-processing phase, the range of values of each cluster is entered. The algorithm is using three predefined clusters which represent: healthy plant, potential stress and stress in the field. Entered values should include a range of 0-100 which represents the percentage of overlapping histograms, so they do not match.

Example of cluster range:
- Healthy plant: 80-100% overlap
- Potential stress: 60-80% overlap
- Stress: 0-60% overlap

With vegetation index benchmark histogram calculated and entered cluster range values, the last phase of the algorithm is accessed.

2.3. Processing phase

Image processing phase is the finishing step of an algorithm for stress detection. Segments of the image are compared with it and depend on the percent of overlapping, clustered in one of the predefined clusters using benchmark vegetation index histogram.

In this phase, the whole image is divided into equal size segments (usually size 1m²). Then, passing through each image segment, the histogram value of extracted vegetation index is calculated. By comparing the resulting histogram with the benchmark histogram, the percentage of the overlap is determined. Depending on this percentage, the segment will be classified to a particular cluster which includes an overlapping percentage. After classification of all image segments process of stress detection is finished, and every segment of the image contains information to which cluster belongs. In this way, stress detection has been determined, and the data is ready for further processing and decision making.

3. CASE STUDY

Wheat is one of the most important plants used in the everyday nutrition of people. As the world is harvesting more than 218 million hectares, it is very important that crops are healthy to meet the people needs. Since it is a highly sensitive plant, various insect species can very often harm her. Also, black rust and ash are some of the diseases that can affect the crop due to the action of various insects and microorganisms. All of this points to the importance of monitoring these changes that affect the plant itself. Stress detection algorithm described in the previous section will be applied to the wheat field.

Image acquiring process was carried out by passing and 8.9 ha field of wheat located in the Sutton Bridge, United Kingdom. Aerial images are collected flying 70m from the ground, using DJI’s drone, Phantom 4 Advanced. It is equipped with integrated still visible-light camera (RGB) with 20 megapixels objective and 3-axis gimbal stabilisation. After collection of images, stitching software is used to format picture of the whole field.
After image stitching, next step is a selection of samples which represent a healthy plant. Ten samples size of 1m² is selected from the field image, and shown in Figure 3. For each sample, vegetation indices will be extracted. Since the image was collected using an RGB camera, the most appropriate vegetation index for stress detection of wheat is The Excess Green Index (ExG) which is calculated in the following manner:

\[
\text{ExG} = 2g - r - b
\]

\[
r = \frac{R}{R + G + B} \quad g = \frac{G}{R + G + B} \quad b = \frac{B}{R + G + B}
\]

Each sample is then split into 10x10 segments, and ExG vegetation index is calculated for all of them. After creating histograms of vegetation index values for all samples, an average histogram was obtained which will be used as a benchmark in the processing phase.

Before accessing image processing, cluster range values should be entered for percentages of overlapping. The empirical research found that the algorithm gives the best results for cluster values: Good (80-100% overlap of the histogram), Potential stress (50-80%) and Stress (0-50%).

When the cluster range values are defined, and benchmark histogram is calculated, the image processing step is accessed. Using software for image processing, by passing through each segment of the image, vegetation index histogram is calculated and then compared to benchmark histogram. Depend on the overlapping percent; the segment is classified to the appropriate cluster. In Figure 5, the original image, and image with classified segment are displayed by cluster colours. In the right picture, healthy plant is displayed with green colour, potential stress with a yellow and stressed area with red.

The stress detection algorithm has identified the areas that are affected by stress and need to be rehabilitated, as well as areas with potential stress to which attention should be paid.
4. CONCLUSION

It is possible to influence the health of the plants and yield significantly using and improving various algorithms for stress detection in the field with remote sensing. The algorithm shown in this paper is very convenient to display generalised stress in the field. With geographic information system (GIS), used to capture, store, manipulate, and present geographic data, it is possible to extract georeferenced data for each segment of the field. From these data, in a very easy way, exact coordinates of areas that are under stress should be extracted, and then healed appropriately. In the future, emphasis should be placed on comparing this algorithm with existing ones, with the aim of improving it. Also, the focus should be on possibilities of integration the data obtained with this algorithm with GPS based technologies.
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Abstract: Over the recent years cryptocurrencies have attracted a significant amount of attention. Everything started with Bitcoin and built up to the situation where we have over 1500 cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrency market is the new stock market. Highly volatile, decentralised, open, widely accessible market. In this paper we will employ time series analyses together with Monte Carlo simulation to build financial simulation model for forecasting the price, analysing profitability and risk for some of the most popular cryptocurrencies. Although the cryptocurrency market has massive oscillations, any contribution to modeling its value increases the awareness of potential profits and losses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrencies can be defined as digital, computer currencies whose implementation stands on the principles of cryptography, both to validate the realised transactions and to enlarge the currency in circulation (Cocco, Concas, & Marchesi, 2017).

The most well-known and widely used cryptocurrency is Bitcoin (BTC). At the same time, this cryptocurrency has the highest market valuation, usage, merchant acceptance and popularity (Hayes, 2015). Bitcoin was introduced in 2009, as the first decentralised digital currency platform, a currency which does not have a central authority to regulate it’s usage, validate, and settle transactions (Gandal & Halaburda, 2016).

Following Bitcoin’s footsteps, other cryptocurrencies were launched (Iwamura, Kitamura, & Matsumoto, 2014). Everyone can create its own cryptocurrency in minutes (Long, 2018). All cryptocurrencies formed after Bitcoin are called altcoins. Some of the most popular altcoins are Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Ripple (XRP), Zcash (ZEC), and Monero (XMR).

Bitcoin is one of the most studied cryptocurrencies, many authors analysed its pros and cons. Barber, Boyen, Shi, and Uzun (2012) pointed to several problems with Bitcoin, such as technical vulnerability, potential deflationary spiral, accidental loss of bitcoins, and malware attacks. Yermack (2013) analysed Bitcoin price against fiat currencies and showed that its volatility undermines its usefulness as a currency. Baek and Elbeck (2015) presented strong evidence to suggest that Bitcoin volatility is internally (buyer and seller) driven – leading to the conclusion that the Bitcoin market is highly speculative. Urquhart (2016) showed that Bitcoin market returns are significantly inefficient if observed at once, on the whole sample, but when sample is split into two subsample periods, test indicate that Bitcoin is efficient in the latter period. Bitcoin showed vast success and popularity since its creation (more in the recent years), thanks to its added value. Namely, some of the most important pros of Bitcoin are anonymity, decentralised nature, enhanced revenue, and use of proof-of-work mechanisms (Moore & Christin, 2013).

Cryptocurrencies have not been a topic of great interest for scientific papers until recently. Namely, only 193 articles have been published by the end of 2017 in journals indexed on Clarivate Analytics Web of Science Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) with the topic “cryptocurrency” OR “bitcoin” (Clarivate Analytics, 2018). Most of the authors tried to determine which factors influence the cryptocurrency price, trade volume, and volatility. Kristoufek (2013), for example, showed that there is a connection between the search queries and the Bitcoin price. Glaser, Zimmermann, Haferkorn, Weber, and Siering (2014) studied whether the reason for interest in cryptocurrencies on Wikipedia is looking for the new investment asset or the usage as currency itself. The result of the study showed that most of the interest is due to the asset aspect. It will be interesting to investigate their value if they ever become usable for their primary purpose – as medium of exchange for goods and services. Although concept of digital currency would highly increase efficiency of payments in digital world, it currently involves high risk for both consumers and businesses, due to its value instability.
This paper presents steps in modelling the cryptocurrency price and trying to forecast it. The first step was to apply time series analyses for fitting the cryptocurrency historical price data using specific time series model. Afterwards, the resulting function is used for forecasting the price with the help of Monte Carlo simulation.

After defining cryptocurrency and short literature review, in section two, the process of collecting data and building the model is presented. In the same section, the example of investment profitability analyses is demonstrated using the developed model as a framework and running simulation experiments. The results are analysed afterwards. Finally, in section three, conclusion and some future directions of the research are provided.

2. CRYPTOCURRENCY INVESTMENT SIMULATION MODEL

Three most popular cryptocurrencies have been chosen for building the model for forecasting cryptocurrency price: Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin. Data has been collected for the daily closing price in USD ($) for each of them. Bitcoin data covers the period from 17.07.2010 to 29.04.2018 (CryptoCompare, 2018a), Ethereum from 07.08.2015 to 29.04.2018 (CryptoCompare, 2018b) and Litecoin from 24.10.2013 to 29.04.2018 (CryptoCompare, 2018c). There are a lot of online cryptocurrency historical price databases, but CryptoCompare is selected as the one that has prices for all the mentioned cryptocurrencies. Simple descriptive overview of the data is presented in Table 1.

We can see that Bitcoin price has grown from an average of $0,14 in 2010 to $9.883,01 in 2018. The rate has been even higher for some periods of time, reaching the maximum value of $19.345,49 on 16.12.2017. Ethereum and Litecoin saw excessive growth in value, too.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bitcoin price [$]</th>
<th>Ethereum price [$]</th>
<th>Litecoin price [$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Mean 0,14</td>
<td>5,64</td>
<td>8,29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 0,09</td>
<td>5,62</td>
<td>3,21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Mean 5,64</td>
<td>200,15</td>
<td>272,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 5,62</td>
<td>260,77</td>
<td>176,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Mean 8,29</td>
<td>221,68</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 3,21</td>
<td>6,32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Mean 200,15</td>
<td>272,02</td>
<td>221,68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 260,77</td>
<td>176,24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Mean 272,02</td>
<td>567,00</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 176,24</td>
<td>138,35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Mean 567,00</td>
<td>221,68</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 138,35</td>
<td>3,67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Mean 365</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 365</td>
<td>256,57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Mean 365</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. 365</td>
<td>41,11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>AR2</td>
<td>GARCH</td>
<td>ARMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Logarithmic</td>
<td>Logarithmic</td>
<td>Logarithmic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detrend</td>
<td>First Order</td>
<td>First Order</td>
<td>First Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deseasonalize</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike (AIC) Rank</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>#3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike (AIC) Fit</td>
<td>-7093.55</td>
<td>-7090.92</td>
<td>-7073.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian (BIC) Rank</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>#4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian (BIC) Fit</td>
<td>-7069.75</td>
<td>-7067.12</td>
<td>-7050.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter #1</td>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>Mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>4.27E+11</td>
<td>4.27E+11</td>
<td>3.89E+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter #2</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter #3</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>3.33E+12</td>
<td>2.78E+11</td>
<td>-1.90E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter #4</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-1.77E-01</td>
<td>3.40E+11</td>
<td>2.74E-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eleven time series algorithms have been employed on cryptocurrencies prices using Palisade @RISK 7.5.2 plug-in software for Microsoft Office Excel 2016. @RISK features automatic detection of required transformations to achieve stationarity. Each algorithm used logarithmic data transformation and first-order detrend. There have not been need to de-seasonalize the data. Akaike Fit (Akaike information criterion – AIC) and Bayesian Fit (Bayesian information criterion – BIC) are used as quality measures for time series fit. Results for the best ranked algorithms for each cryptocurrency are presented in Error! Reference source not found..

AR2 – the autoregressive model showed the best result for representing Bitcoin price, and it will be used for creating the financial model for cryptocurrency profit analyses. This fit is presented in Figure 1, together with parameters for AR2 @RISK function.

**Figure 1: AR2 time series for Bitcoin price**

**Figure 2: MA1 time series for Ethereum price**
MA1 – moving average model showed the best results for representing Ethereum price according to both quality measures, and it will be used for simulating price in the financial model. This fit is presented in Figure 2, including parameters for MA1 @RISK function.

GARCH – generalised autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity model is selected for representing Litecoin price trend. It has been ranked as the best one according to both quality measures, and it will be used for simulating price in the financial model. This fit is presented in Figure 3, as well as parameters for GARCH @RISK function.

We will analyse a hypothetical situation where $10,000 is invested in each observed cryptocurrency on 29.04.2018 (Figure 4 – yellow fields are for input variables, blue for calculation steps, and green for output). Based on the investment, quantity of each cryptocurrency bought is calculated. In the next step, three time series fit functions are used for generating market price on 29.05.2018. Afterwards, the new cryptocurrency value and profit are calculated. Note that RiskOutput() is used for setting the profit as simulation output variable.

After building the model, simulation is conducted using @RISK software with 100,000 iterations (Figure 5).

In each iteration, the cryptocurrency price on 29.05.2018 is generated using the selected time series model, other values are calculated and results are saved in database. When the simulation is finished, results are presented in form of probability distributions with extensive statistical indicators.
We can say that investment into any cryptocurrency involves high risk, as the market is highly volatile (Yermack, 2013). Our results showed that the average profit on Bitcoin investment on 29.05.2018 should be $1,964.51, with a standard deviation of $4,135.37. Highest loses are set at $7,548.15 and the highest profit at $37,488.39. If we take a look at Figure 6, we can see that the profit will be between -$3,500 and $9,616 with 90% chance. Results for Ethereum and Litecoin are analysed in a similar manner.

Based on the current market situation and our predictions, Ethereum shows the highest potential for growth and profitability (Figure 7). Namely, mean profit on an investment of $10,000 into Ethereum is $2,524.90, and the maximum possible profit is $46,346.79.
Litecoin carries the highest risk (Figure 8), with highest standard deviation and highest possible loses, but also it has the highest potential profit of $71,228,63.

3. CONCLUSION
Cryptocurrency popularity is inevitably rising (Cheah & Fry, 2015). Our aim in this paper was to make a step towards equipping individual investors with a model for cryptocurrency price analyses using well-known time series analyses and Monte Carlo simulation.

To encourage other researchers on modelling and forecasting cryptocurrency price, the data sources and widely accessible tools for analyses are suggested. Afterwards, the model is created using the mentioned methodologies. Additionally, the model is employed on the example of investment and results are analysed.
Bitcoin price is prone to speculative bubbles and the bubble component contained within Bitcoin price is substantial (Cheah & Fry, 2015; Fry & Cheah, 2016). The market is highly volatile, but any kind of information gathering and analyses are giving higher insight into the possible price trends. Combination of time series with Monte Carlo simulation gives the investor possibility to analyse potential price in terms of probabilities and statistical indicators.

Monte Carlo simulation results for the three observed cryptocurrencies show high investment risks, but also high potential profits. Ethereum emerged as the cryptocurrency with highest mean and potential maximum profit, while Litecoin has the lowest mean profit and highest maximum losses. Bitcoin is in the middle, with lowest standard deviation, and solid mean profit.

During the research, we identified several future directions of the study. Firstly, the built model can be expanded to include portfolio optimisation features. This would significantly reduce potential investors’ risk and make investing more tempting. The other direction is regarding the number of cryptocurrencies analysed. The model can be simply expanded to involve a higher number of cryptocurrencies, especially the new and rising ones.
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Abstract: Statistical and soft computing techniques are widely used in airline industry for processing a large amount of data and assisting in the decision making process, since they are capable to capture both internal and external factors. Depending on the data, presence of vagueness, uncertainty and model existence, statistical and soft computing techniques could be applied in various processes. Aim of this paper is to provide the analysis of the literature covering the usage of these techniques in airline industry. We reflect on 44 papers published in a period 1961-2018. It consisted of 3 stages: initial analysis (publishing year), brief analysis of proposed methods and identification of operations/business processes. Results are indicating an extensive usage of statistical techniques. However, due to the ability to tolerate imprecision and uncertainty, there is a lot of opportunity for the application of soft computing techniques, especially for the passenger demand, overbooking and no-show forecasting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, processing a large amount of data in airline industry is much easier than in previous few decades. Development of computational technologies allowed carriers to process data much faster and to make real time decision (Min & Joo, 2016; Pineda, Liou, Hsu & Chuang, 2018). Numerous techniques based on mathematics theory are applied in this complex process, and depending on the nature of the problem, there are - statistical or soft computing techniques. As pointed out by Lim and Balas (2013), the main difference is that statistical techniques (ST) are based on principles of precision and certainty, and soft computing techniques (SCT) tolerate imprecision and uncertainty. When it comes to the big data processing, ST need more time and a precisely formulated analytical model for computation. On the other hand, when observing vagueness and inconsistency in data, application of SCT could offer required and much needed solutions.

Two most commonly used SCT are fuzzy logic (FL) and neural networks (NN). As pointed out by Zadeh (1994), FL could be used to a highly extent in solving problems related to the vagueness and NN could be applied in situation in which uncertainty is highly present. When it comes to the ST, time series and statistical analyses are frequently used approaches. Both could be very efficient in capturing trends among data, seasonal components and could be a strong predictive tool with a precisely formulated analytical model. In airline industry, there are several fields in which both SCT and ST could be applied and contribute to the great extent. Fuzzy logic is mostly applied to measure quality of airline service (Li, Yu, Pei, Zhao & Tian, 2017) and neural networks are proposed for various predictions – aircraft maintenance operations (Luxhoj, Williams & Shyr, 1997), seat inventory management (Sun, Brauner & Hormby, 1998) and forecasting passenger demand (Chikr-El-Mezouar & Mohamed Hassan Gabr, 2011). Time Series analysis technique is used for building ARIMA models for forecasting passenger trends (Riddington, 1987) and statistical analysis is applied for building a model that is calculating the overbooking level (Amaruchkul & Sae-Lim, 2011). One of the overlapping area for both techniques is forecasting passenger demand. As highlighted by Cheng and Mengting (2018), various methods and their combinations could be found on this topic. Good example could be Faraway and Chatfield (1998) who combined neural networks and time series to create forecasting model. Aim of this paper is to provide the analysis of the literature covering the usage of both statistical and soft computing techniques for solving issues and challenges in airline industry. The analysis is covering 44 papers published in a 1961-2018 period. Next two sections contain the analysis of papers in which SCT and ST are used respectively. Focus of the analysis is to highlight proposed solutions and applied methods, and to link them to the carrier’s business processes and operation areas in which they are used. Section four contains numerical analysis. Section five concludes the paper.

2. APPLICATION OF SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES IN AIRLINE INDUSTRY

Due to the complexity and frequency of changes in the airline industry, carriers are often forced to take into account the uncertainty and ambiguity in the decision making process. Depending on the type and subject of
the decision, SCT could be used to embrace uncertainty and deal with the incomplete and inaccurate information. Fuzzy logic could be applied to measure airline service quality, in new routes selection and supplier evaluation. Neural networks are finding their application in forecasting passenger demand, as a standalone technique or with the combination of other SCT and ST. Beside the FL and NN, other SCT were also considered as a part of this research - genetic algorithms and case based reasoning approach. In the following subsections, 17 papers dealing with the application of SCT in airline industry were analyzed.

2.1. Fuzzy logic

One of the key contribution of the fuzzy logic could be seen through the treatment of linguistic variables (Sugeno & Tanaka, 1991) and by applying fuzzy rules and fuzzy graphs (Zhu & Xu, 2014). With respect to the airline industry, an extensive usage of FL is recorded in measuring carrier’s service quality. Chou, Liu, Huang, Yih and Han (2011) proposed weighted SERVQUAL method. Since human judgments are often vague, they stated that it is more adequate to use linguistic approach for describing the expectation value, perception value and important weight of evaluation criteria. Proposed method was applied on the Taiwanese airline and in the conclusion, recommendations were made for the carrier to improve current service quality. Li, Yu, Pei, Zhao and Tian (2017) developed a hybrid approach based on fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic method. The performance of the proposed three-stage model was measured on a three airlines’ in-flight service quality in China. As stated by Percin (2017), evaluation of the service quality in airline industry has become one of the most challenging tasks that could influence carriers’ success on a long term basis. Using the combined fuzzy decision-making approach, Percin proposed a method for evaluation of the service quality performance of airlines in Turkey. Combined approach, included fuzzy DEMATEL for dealing with the interactions among the evaluation criteria, fuzzy analytic network process for considering the interdependence and calculate the relative importance of each criterion and fuzzy VIKOR for evaluation and ranking.

Similar to addressed carriers’ service quality, methods for evaluating service quality of an airport towards carriers were proposed. Pabedinskaite and Akstinaitė (2014) also used SERVQUAL method, to assess the quality of airport services that has been provided to the carriers. Their method resulted in a set of criteria that are taking into account the changes in consumer needs. Evaluation of the service quality provided by the airports was also a subject of a research conducted by Pandey (2016). Author conducted investigation of service quality using the fuzzy multi criteria decision making method in order to identify the scope of improvements. Two airports in Thailand were assessed, and results indicated that the service quality of both airports is satisfactory, and some areas are marked for improvement.

In addition to the service quality evaluations, FL were also applied in other areas. Atli and Kahraman (2012) developed an aircraft maintenance planning system, in which for minimizing aircraft maintenance planning time, they proposed fuzzy critical path algorithm. Schedule planning was covered by Deveci, Demirel and Ahmetoğlu (2017). They proposed the interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS multi-criteria decision-making method for identifying the aspects and selecting the new routes. Rezaei, Fahim and Tavasszy (2014) analyzed suppliers within airline retail industry and emphasized the importance of selecting the most suitable supplier(s) that will meet a carrier’s specific needs. Since this is a complex process characterized with the involvement of many, sometimes conflicting, qualitative and quantitative criteria, authors proposed a fuzzy AHP.

2.2. Neural Networks

A significant organizational and technological advantages are offered by neural networks within the decision making process (Aiken & Bsat, 1999). NN could be very useful with the imprecise and data with nonlinear relationship, and when exact model don’t exist or it is poorly defined. When it comes to the airline industry, an extensive usage of NN is present in forecasting passenger flight demand. One of the earliest application in this field is proposed by Nam and Schaefer (1995). They highlighted forecasting passenger demand as crucial and necessary for carrier when making decision regarding seats allocation, hiring additional staff during the summer months, or even when ordering materials that have long delivery lead times. Authors also expressed their suspicion that the appropriate statistical technique will provide the best results. Thus, they proposed NN to be applied and included in the forecasting process. Chikr-El-Mezouar and Mohamed Hassan Gabr (2011) proposed iterated neural network models for time series analysis and performed validation on the two time series datasets - airline data and sunspot data. Comparing with the Box-Jenkins ARIMA model, NN gave slightly better results. Similar, Weatherford, Gentry and Wilamowski (2003) proposed NN for forecasting passenger demand and compared results with the traditional forecasting techniques - moving averages, exponential smoothing and regression. Results indicated that even basic NN structures provided better forecasts results.
The application of NN in the forecasting passenger flight demand is evident, but it is not limited to only that field. Luxhoj, Williams and Shyur (1997) developed NN model for prediction of the inspection profiles for aging aircrafts issue. The aim of the NN was to provide the number of abnormal and potentially unsafe conditions in aircraft and/or aircraft components/equipment that carrier could expect. Performance of the proposed NN model was tested against the performance of regression based model, and both models provided good prediction results. A more complex neural network model was applied by Sun, Brauner and Hornby (1998) to help in the decision making process within the carrier’s revenue management system. Their findings implied that a significant improvement in accuracy can be achieved by applying NN.

2.3. Genetic algorithms and case based reasoning

A recent research conducted by Demirel and Deveci (2017) is proposing the application of genetic algorithm (GA) variants in the crew pairing process. Main objective of the GA is to generate a combination of crew pairings that will have minimal cost, will cover all flight legs and meet legal criteria. Similar, Kotecha, Sanghani and Gambhava (2004) proposed GA for solving the carriers’ crew pairing problem. They added new cost-based uniform crossover (CUC) to the GA in order to solve set partitioning problem efficiently. Combined GA and CUC model was tested using the 28 real-world airline crew scheduling problems and promising results were obtained. Chiu, Chiu and Hsu (2004) proposed the usage of GA in the combination of case based reasoning (CBR) in the aircraft maintenance process. Objective of the proposed machine learning method is to retrieve similar cases for Boeing 747-400, and GA was applied for determining the dynamic weights and to introduce much needed non-similarity functions. In order to enhance the performance of the seat inventory management system, Chang, Hsieh, Yeh and Liu (2006) proposed a CBR seat allocation system in the combination with the dynamic probability method. Using the large carrier data, new combined system provided better results from the first-come first-served method that was currently applied.

3. APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES IN AIRLINE INDUSTRY

Processing a large amounts of data, using one of the ST require a significant amount of time and a precisely formulated analytical model. Considering a problem in which these conditions are met, ST could provide excellent results in various decision making processes. Among many techniques that could be categorized here, it can be said that time series and statistical analyses are frequently used approaches within the airline industry. In addition, other ST were also considered - operational research, stochastic programming and others. In the following subsections, 25 papers dealing with the application of ST in airline industry were analyzed.

3.1. Time series analysis

Time series analysis is widely applied ST in airline industry for forecasting passenger flight demand. One of the earliest research was conducted by Riddington (1987), who emphasized the financial benefits that carrier will achieve if forecasting accuracy is increased. Riddington proposed ARIMA model with the combination of cash management process in order to increase accuracy in predicting passenger flight demand. Research examined the effect of forecasting accuracy using the ‘safety stock’ approach and cash-management policy. Based on the obtained results, Riddington concluded that “far greater returns can be achieved by adopting, in financial areas, approaches common in planning physical inventories”.

Forecasting method that combines time series analysis with additional approach was proposed by Benitez, Paredes, Lodewijks and Nabais (2013). With the modified Grey model authors introduced new aspect of time-varying coefficients which enabled recent data within database to be more influential. Solution has been tested on approximately 18000 routes from airport origin to airport destination, which is equal to 5857 routes, operated by different airlines, from city origin to city destination. Results indicated that modified Grey model worked properly for all airports and connections. To identify passengers demand trend, Tsui, Balli, Gilbey and Gow (2014) proposed a combination of two ARIMA models - the Box-Jenkins seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) and the ARIMAX. Proposed solution was tested using the data of the Hong Kong airport. Different monthly time series were used for testing. SARIMA models were tested using the monthly time series between January 1993 and November 2010 and ARIMAX models were applied on the periods of January 2001 to November 2010. As concluded, even for different forecasting periods, both models provided accurate forecasting results with low MAPE and RMSE values.

3.2. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis found its place within the revenue management area in airline industry. Various methods and solutions were created with the aim to optimize inventory, minimize the worst case regret, and forecast number of seats that carrier should allow to be overbooked. As explained by Somboon and Amaruchkul
(2017), maximization of profit could be achieved by seat inventory control and overbooking (accept number of reservations greater than plain capacity to compensate late cancellations and no-shows). Authors developed two-class overbooking model using the show-up probability, and conduct testing on a real life data. Based on the findings, they concluded that the profit is higher if overbooking limits are included.

To optimize inventory capacity, Chen, Günther and Johnson (2003) proposed optimal yield management policies that are considering statistical learning approach. As emphasized, a good yield management policy could be crucial to the carrier, since it allocates airplane seat capacity to various fare classes and maximizes revenue. Another capacity optimization method was proposed by Amaranthkul and Sae-Lim (2011). Their overbooking models comprised of three show-up rate distributions - normal, beta and deterministic. For testing and comparison purposes, binomial model was used as a benchmark. Based on the obtained results, model with beta show-up rate performed best. Lan, Ball, Karaesmen, Zhang and Liu (2015) developed a simultaneous overbooking model that minimizes the worst case regret. As important factor in airline network management area, Grammig, Hujer and Scheidler (2005) highlighted forecasting passenger demand. Thus, they introduced a multinomial probit specification model for forecasting number of passengers and tested it on a real airline booking data.

3.3. Other statistical techniques

One of the earliest researches of the booking problem with multiple fare classes was conducted by Thompson (1961). Later, Rothstein (1984) analyzed the same problem in order to emphasize the operational research techniques that carriers applied. After 60’s and early 80’s, this field gets more “deserved” attention from a both researchers and practitioners. Belobaba (1989) proposed a probabilistic decision model to be implemented as a part of carrier’s automated booking limit system. Smith, Leimkuhler and Darrow (1992) analyzed multiple models for revenue management in airline industry, and Robinson (1995) proposed probabilistic decision making model to set booking limits on future flights (seat inventory utilization). Van Ryzin and McGill (2000) recommended a simple approach based on adaptive algorithm and stochastic approximation theory to tackle the same problem - seat utilization. Similarly, other researchers proposed solutions with stochastic programming technique (Ahmed & Poojari, 2008; Gu & Zhu, 2016). All efforts towards the seat utilization should lead towards financial results. To measure airline financial performance, Weatherford and Belobaba (2002) proposed simulation analysis based on heuristic decision rule model. The same effort was made by Boyd and Bilegan (2003) who concluded that seat inventory utilization mechanisms are arguably the most important factors for carrier for achieving revenue. Fan and Wang (2013) even included risk and discount in the seat control model using the Markov decision process. To maximize revenue, another group of authors (Huang, Ge, Zhang & Xu, 2013) also used Markov decision process approach and applied on parallel flights with transference. As demand for flights increased progressively, focus slightly shifted from seat optimization to forecasting passenger flight demand. Under the limited demand information, Lan, Gao, Ball and Karaesmen (2008) proposed a new static and dynamic booking control policies. Filder, Wei and Ismail (2011) observed existing forecasting econometric models and evaluated their forecasting performance using multiple error measures. Zeng and Li (2015) analyzed passenger seat choice behavior and suggested overbooking policies to be applied. To determine the level of overbooking, the efficient way is to forecast no show, as suggested by several authors (Fildes, Nikolopoulos, Crone & Syntetos, 2008; Kunnunmakal, Talluri & Topaloglu,2012).

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This section represents the numerical analysis of the literature review. Next figures represent analyzed papers by year and technique group.

![Figure 1: Analyzed papers by year and technique group](image-url)
Among the total of 44 papers, 17 (38.6%) are covering SCT, 25 (56.8%) are covering ST and 2 (4.5%) are covering combination of both. Publishing years are grouped into three periods, based on the interests in the application of various techniques within the airline industry: (1) 1961-1990, early start; (2) 1991-2000, slow expansion; and (3) 2001-2018, progressive increase of interest. This can also be confirmed by observing the number of papers found and analyzed in those periods. This is not a finite number of papers, but it can definitely serve as a representative example how application of various techniques in solving airline industry issues moved through time. Next figure shows the methods proposed and analyzed in papers.

**Figure 2:** Analyzed papers by methods covered and technique group

Majority of papers are proposing a forecasting method (25) with an extensive usage of ST. In terms of the evaluation methods, a primary role of SCT is evident (7), which is opposite when it comes to papers that analysed multiple methods (4). For the optimization, equal number of statistical and soft computing techniques is captured. Next figure shows the business processes/operations within airline industry that are covered in papers.

**Figure 3:** Analyzed papers by business processes/operations covered and technique group

The majority of analyzed papers are considering passenger flight demand forecasting (12), and among others, next business processes/operations are highlighted: seat utilization as a part of revenue management (7), overbooking (6), Service quality evaluation (5) and no show (4).
5. CONCLUSION

Complexity of business processes and operations, and the need for processing large amounts of data, made airline companies an interesting field for the application of computer techniques. Depending on the data, presence of vagueness, uncertainty and model existence, statistical and soft computing techniques could be applied in various decision making processes within airline industry.

Aim of this paper is to provide the analysis of the literature covering the usage of both statistical and soft computing techniques for solving issues and challenges in airline industry. For the purpose of this literature review, papers from various scientific journals were used. Analysis covered three stages: initial analysis (focus on publishing year and techniques), brief analysis of the proposed methods and identification of operations/business processes. Based on the initial analysis, it can be said that the airline industry is receiving a lot of attention nowadays when it comes to the application of SCT. A majority of founded and analyzed papers are covering a period of 2001-2018, and just few of them could be found in earlier periods. More than half of the papers are proposing a forecasting method (25) with an extensive usage of statistical techniques. Passenger flight demand forecasting is still one of the most interesting topics (12), as well as inventory seat utilization as a part of revenue management (7).

Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that there is still a lot of opportunity for the application of SCT, especially when it comes to the passenger demand, overbooking and no show forecasting. Although this research is not final and certainly not covering all papers that are dealing with the application of SCT and ST in airline industry, it could be used as a guide for additional researches and reviews.
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Abstract: The introduction of low cost model into long-haul service has been a challenging task which is proved to be successful for several carriers across the globe. Norwegian Air Shuttle has been the pioneering carrier in Europe that adopted the low-cost model in long-haul market mainly focusing its network on high density transatlantic routes from Scandinavian cities as well as from United Kingdom. This paper performs analysis on some aspects of competition in the route that connects two metropolitan cities London and New York. By employing descriptive statistics, the comprehensive analysis on certain competition indices such as market share, market concentration index (HHI) and price comparison of fares has been performed in this paper. The findings approve that Norwegian expansion at London Gatwick has became a serious threat to well established carrier on this route, particularly British Airways that put substantial effort to create counter strategy to efficiently combat the rival.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Deregulation Act stipulated in 1978 in United States has become a milestone for revolutionary changes bringing the number of innovations. The most important among them are regulatory changes that certainly shape the market structure allowing the entrance of new players on the market and providing the level playing field for all participants. The wave of changes was riding at phenomenal speed serving as an impetus to other regions, specifically Europe, to liberalize its market across national borders. The emergence of low-cost business model can be perceived as a “pure fruit” of market liberalization (Francis et al., 2006) in Europe that permanently alter the landscape of competition. In such new circumstances, the full-service network carriers (FSNCs) initially protected by the state, coped the severe competitive pressure induced by low-cost carriers (LCC) and their business model that aims at keeping the costs as lower as possible. Although the LCCs organize their network as point-to-point system opposed to FSNCs that highly rely on hub-and-spoke network concept, they still have a large portion of overlapping market in which a fierce battle is evident among them.

Thanked to its simple operating model with no-frill product (Cento, 2009) and their network focused on connecting intra-European destinations, the LCCs successfully survived the crisis occurred as an outcome of terrorist attack in 2001. Moreover, the emergence of LCCs with their flights operated from secondary, less congested airport (in the vicinity of primary airports) become a serious threat to FSNCs that operate their flights from primary (hub) airports. In that sense, the competition must be light at a broader context taking into account not only competition among competitors on specific airport pairs, but also between city pairs or even region levels.

According to Dobruszkes (2006) who used exhaustive data from 2004, the LCCs contained 18% of regular intra-European seats at the time, and that these seats were limited almost exclusively to Western Europe (98%). In the following years, the LCCs put substantial effort to diversify its networks towards markets of Central and Eastern Europe (Dobruszkes, 2009). Finally, in recent years some European carriers have attempted to incorporate the low-cost business concept into long-haul markets mainly by connecting large European cities with large metropolis in North America. The aim of this paper is to investigate some aspects of competition on long-haul route where low-cost carrier offer its service in addition to several full-service carriers that are traditionally dominant in these markets.

The paper is divided as follows. After a brief Introduction, the Section 2 provides literature review on long-haul low cost business model. Section 3 outlines some essential information on long-haul low cost model that emerge as a new business concept by exploring Norwegian Air Shuttle as a representative of the airline group that successfully applies this business model. The Section 4 highlights some aspects of competition between on the route between London and New York characterized by the presence of both LCC and FSNCs. In this section, several measures that represent some aspect of competition will be calculated such
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The long-haul low cost business model has been relatively novel in airline industry. In recent few years, abundant of literature investigate the viability of such concept that require the radical enhancement in order to be profitable. Bearing in mind that large number of airlines adhered to this model in recent past, the investigation of cost and revenue aspect of their business model become essential factor for their sustainability on the dynamic competitive market. Low cost business model has been reserved for short and medium-haul routes for years with 50-60% cost savings compared to FSNCs, the advantage that is impossible to achieve on long-haul routes.

The viability of low cost business concept into long-haul service has raised the fierce debate among scholars and airline experts who broadly investigated the financial aspects of such model. Morrell (2008) was among the first who examined the applicability of well-established LCC business model advantages into long-haul service. The author took a rather pessimistic approach and questioned the problem of generating demand (due to the lack of connecting passengers) to support the existence of hub by-pass service. The author also claimed that lowering long-haul fares significantly from current fares is not feasible for LCCs. On the other hand, Daft and Albers (2012) held optimistic side emphasizing the importance of revenue consideration as a key factor of feasible existence of LCC long-haul service. The authors found that ancillary revenues can significantly contribute to airline’s profitability. The recent study conducted by De Poret et al. (2015) who performed a detailed financial assessment of low-cost operation on the transatlantic market leads to similar conclusions. Namely, the authors revealed that higher seating densities, higher cargo revenues and additional ancillary revenues can ensure the economic viability of long-haul LCC operation.

Despite previous work that focused on revenue side of long-haul low cost model, Soyk et al. (2017) focused solely on evaluation of cost differences between 37 airlines that operates transatlantic routes, among which there are those who adopt low-cost business model. The authors found that emerging long-haul LCC carriers within derived cluster achieved 33% lower unit costs compared to legacy hub carriers, of which 24 percentage points were evaluated as sustainable. Finally, in the contrast to the previous researches, Soyk et al. (2018) found that the emerging North Atlantic long-haul LCCs do not have a revenue disadvantage compared to FSNCs particularly on dense routes approved by the application of new metric proposed.

In addition to already well-established European long-haul carriers, one can anticipate that prominent LCCs such as Ryanair could pave the way for successful acquiring of long-haul operation in the future, the idea which is thoroughly investigated in van den Hoek (2017). Having in mind that there is a potential of between 20 and 113 out of 442 routes of up to 12,000 km that do not have non-stop flight to and from Europe (Wilken et al., 2016) combined to the tendency of LCCs to enter the charter airline long-haul territory (Rodriguez and O’Connell, 2017), the development of future network of LCC long-haul carriers will be challenging task.

3. THE EVOLUTION OF NORWEGIAN LONG HAUL LOW COST BUSINESS MODEL

As stated in Wensveen and Leick (2009), the concept of low-cost long haul flying dated back to 1977 when Skytrain, the company founded by Freddie Laker, operated between New York and London offering airfares substantially lower than its legacy competitors. However, it took several decades that this concept becomes well established in airline industry. The current iteration of the long haul low cost model has been around for a decade, with Jetstar (2006) and AirAsia X (2007) the initial pioneers (CAPA, 2017). Concerning European floor, Norwegian Airlines was the pioneering company that launched its first long haul flight in 2013 between Oslo and New York and shortly after between Stockholm and New York. In addition to these transatlantic flights from Scandinavia (including Copenhagen), the carrier introduced long-haul links from three large European cities: London (2014), Paris (2016) and Barcelona (2017). By the end of October 2017, the airline long haul network encompassed 26 destinations and 28 routes that place it as a largest long haul low cost operator in terms of network size and in the second place in terms of weekly seats (Table 1).

However, this network expansion is supported by the strategy of exploit new Boeing 787-9 with 294 seats onboard. The long-haul strategy for the 787 fleet currently highly relies on dense routes into popular leisure markets that can easily be stimulated by low-fares. These routes include New York (via JFK and now Newark), Los Angeles, San Francisco (via Oakland) and Miami (via Fort Lauderdale).

As abovementioned, Norwegian put substantial effort to position itself on U.K. market since 2014 by operating its transatlantic flights from the less congested airport in London airports system, London Gatwick (LGW), which provides more flexibility in terms of airport charges as well as slots allocations. Table 2
outlines the characteristics of six competing routes between Norwegian and legacy carriers British Airways which traditionally been dominant in these markets. On the other hand, British Airways flights are mainly concentrated at London Heathrow (LHR), although it directly competes with Norwegian on San Francisco and Orlando routes from London Gatwick.

### Table 1: Long haul low cost operations ranked by weekly seat capacity (2nd-8th October 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Airline</th>
<th>Weekly seats</th>
<th>Number of routes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>AirAsiaX</td>
<td>133458</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>87337</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Scoot</td>
<td>69144</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Jetstar Airways</td>
<td>46900</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Air Canada rouge</td>
<td>37923</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Thai AirAsia X</td>
<td>31668</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>NekScoot</td>
<td>24070</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Cebu Pacific</td>
<td>13080</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Azul</td>
<td>12466</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Eurowings</td>
<td>11780</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CAPA (2017)

However, not all routes presented are characterized by the same level of competition between those two airlines. It is evident that competition will be intensified when there is overlapping characteristics of service offered. However, the market share on specific routes will be highly affected by passenger's personal preferential towards. The competition will be certainly intensified when both carriers offer their flights with similar schedule (the same day and approximately the similar departure times) such as the case with New York and Los Angeles routes. On the other hand, Norwegian operates Miami route only twice a week, while the same route with one stopover is served by British Airways in the code share with its partner American Airlines every day with high frequency accounting up to ten daily flights. Since direct flight is not offered by British Airways, it is reasonable to expect that certain amount of passengers will be attracted by Norwegian direct flight if the timetable fits specific passenger’s requirement.

### Table 2: The characteristics of the competing transatlantic routes between Norwegian Air Shuttle (DY) and British Airways (BA) in 2017/2018 winter timetable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination airport</th>
<th>Origin airport</th>
<th>Days of operation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Schedule departure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New York (JFK Airport)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>2 daily flights</td>
<td>06:00; 17:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Heathrow</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>13 daily flights</td>
<td>From 08:25 to 19:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>16:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Los Angeles (LAX Airport)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>12:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Heathrow</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>5 daily flights</td>
<td>From 10:35 to 15:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boston (BOS Airport)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>16:00 (4, 7); 16:20 (1,3); 16:50 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Heathrow</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>4 daily flights</td>
<td>From 11:15 to 19:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fort Lauderdale-Miami (FLL Airport)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>16:20 (1); 14:55 (3,5); 14:50 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>09:05 (1, 4); 09:10 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Florida Orlando (MCO Airport)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>14:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>11:35 (1,2,3); 11:00 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 daily flights</td>
<td>11:35; 13:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Francisco – Oakland (OAK Airport)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>12:55 (2, 6); 12:45 (4); 14:20 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>1234567</td>
<td>1 daily flight</td>
<td>08:45 (1); 10:10 (3); 11:00 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that Norwegian’s less-price based strategy aims at diverting the portion of those price sensitive passengers away from legacy carriers, and to secure some portion of business traffic in order to increase its yield. For example, on New York routes, traditionally perceived as the most popular touristic market, the Norwegian’s average fare is approximately 30% less than its rival British Airways price. However, British Airways offers fourteen daily flights spread across entire day at LHR compared to one daily flight offered by
Norwegian. With its well-established flights to New York, British Airways can capture the portion of passengers that highly regards early departure times. With its late afternoon flight, Norwegian could count on the price sensitive segment of passengers who are willing to arrive late afternoon in New York and it is likely that certain portion of these passengers previously used the legacy carrier’s flight. Afternoon departure times are generally characteristics for all Norwegian transatlantic routes from London Gatwick, as it is probably seen as a good strategy that provides the balance between different passenger segments’ requirements.

The next section provides the comprehensive assessment of different aspects of competition that exists or has existed in the high-density market such as those that connects two metropolitan cities London and New York. The influence of Norwegian on legacy carriers, specifically British Airways as a dominant player in London-New York market, will be thoroughly discussed through traffic and capacity statistics.

4. THE OUTLOOK OF LONDON – NEW YORK ROUTE

The London New York route has always been perceived as one of the high density route in the world. Two metropolises have historically had important links that catalyze the mobility of people, trade and service. Moreover, London stands out as an important gateway that consolidates a large portion of traffic from different part of Europe, Africa and Asia that terminate in New York area. Both London and New York are served by multiple airport system, which allow the large number of possible connections between two cities. Table 3 provides the list of airports that serves these two metropolitan cities along with their respective number of passengers.

Table 3: Airports serving the metropolitan areas of London and New York (Port Authority, 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Airports</th>
<th>IATA code</th>
<th>Number of passengers in 2015 (mil.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Airport System</td>
<td>London Heathrow</td>
<td>LHR</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London Gatwick</td>
<td>LGW</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London Stansted</td>
<td>STN</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London Luton</td>
<td>LTN</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London City</td>
<td>LCY</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York metropolitan area</td>
<td>John F. Kennedy International</td>
<td>JFK</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newark Liberty International</td>
<td>EWR</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LaGuardia Airport</td>
<td>LGA</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, London is served by five airports among which London Heathrow is the largest one and serves as a hub of full-service carrier British Airways. On the other hand, New York metropolitan area is served by three airports, among which JFK is the largest and most important one from which large number of intercontinental flights have been performed. In other words, the same city pair (i.e. London-New York) can be realized throughout different airport pairs offering the potential passengers possibility to make selection between different airports as well as between different airlines.

4.1. Number of passengers and airlines’ market share

In order to have better insight into the different degree of competition, Table 4 outlines the characteristics of three routes (airport pairs) that serve these two metropolitan areas in 2016. The data on the number of passengers have been retrieved from U.S. DoT’s T-100 database provided by Bureau of Transportation Statistics that allows the free access.

Table 4: Some characteristics of London – New York route in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport pairs</th>
<th>Airlines operated</th>
<th>Number of passengers</th>
<th>Total number of passengers (% of all pax)</th>
<th>Market share per route per airline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LHR-JFK</td>
<td>British Airways (BA)</td>
<td>651 397</td>
<td>45.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virgin Atlantic (VS)</td>
<td>406 229</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Airlines (AA)</td>
<td>238 756</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta Air Lines (DL)</td>
<td>135 282</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuwait Airways (KU)</td>
<td>2 387</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norwegian Air Shuttle (DY)</td>
<td>112 469</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Airways (BA)</td>
<td>56 011</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGW-JFK</td>
<td>United Airlines (UA)</td>
<td>232 118</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Airways (BA)</td>
<td>134 599</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norwegian Air Shuttle (DY)</td>
<td>112 469</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virgin Atlantic (VS)</td>
<td>74 050</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air India (AI)</td>
<td>9 176</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2018)
As seen from Table 4, London – New York route was operated by two European carriers (BA and DY), four American carriers (VS, AA, UA, DL), one Middle Eastern carrier (KU) and one Asian carrier (AI). The high density route among these three options is certainly one that connects two major airports (LHR and JFK) within the cities. This route encompassed the market share of 69.9% in terms of passengers that commenced their trip at London. BA is dominant carrier on this route accounting for 45.4% of all passengers transported and followed by three American carriers – VS, AA and DL which market share accounts for 28.3%, 16.6% and 9.4% respectively. The second dense route is one that connects LHR with EWR, the second largest airport in New York area, with market share of almost 22%. Similar to LHR-JFK route, this route is operated by BA as a dominant player (51.6%), two American carriers that combined have a market share of almost 50% and Air India with only 2% of share. Finally, the route that connects second largest airport (LGW) and major airport in New York (JFK) is characterized by the presence of low-cost carrier DY that started its operation in the third quarter of 2014. In order to reduce the competitive pressure induced by low fares offered by DY, BA has recently announced its flights to JFK from LGW. However, the market share of BA is significantly lower compared to DY that held almost 70% of share and transported more than hundred thousand passengers in 2016.

Fig. 1 depicts the historical trends in terms of number of passengers on the route London New York including the traffic on all three possible airport cities pairs. It was felt that 2010 was an appropriate start year because this period coincides with recovery of airline industry after the severe world economic crisis occurred in 2008.

![Figure 1: Number of passengers at three routes connecting London and New York](image)

As observed from Fig. 1, the number of passengers from London Heathrow to New York JFK had seen the steady growth in the period from 2010 to 2013. Afterwards, the number of passengers fluctuated around 1.45 million reaching its peak in 2015 when almost 1.5 million people were transported between these two points. Among five airlines operated these routes, it is evident that BA has the highest market share. BA is currently the most dominant carrier on this route with market share encompassing approximately 45% of total passengers carried, followed by three American carriers: VA, AA and DA. However, not all of them have been the real competitors. For example, AA offers some portion of its flight in the cooperation with BA through code-share agreements, while other portion operates independently. Over the time horizon, VA has radically increased its market from 23.7% in 2010 to 28.3%, whereas AA reduced its share from 25.2% in 2010 to 16.6% in 2016. Finally, Kuwait Airways has been present on this route during the observed period, but its market share is not significant (less than 1%). On the other hand, the number of passengers at LHR-EWR was stable during the period from 2010 to 2014 accounting for around half million passengers with slight decrease in 2015 and 2016. Continental Airlines (CO) was present at this route with significant market share in the past, but it withdrew the market in 2012. Finally, the flights to New York have been introduced from LGW for the first time in 2014 when DY offered its service by affordable prices. Since then, this carrier records the rapid expansion with number of passengers exceeding one hundred thousand in 2016.

### 4.2. The market concentration of London – New York route

The Herfindahl–Hirschman index (HHI) is defined as the sum of squared market shares of airlines in a market and thereby provides an easily interpretable measure of concentration (Lijesen, 2004). The HHI for specific route can slightly vary depending on the measure used to express the market share and thus it can be calculated by either capacity offered or number of passengers transported. The HHI ranges from the value close to zero, indicating nearly perfect competition to ten thousand, indicating a monopoly. For the purpose of this paper we calculated the value of HHI based on market share expressed through number of passengers carried, followed by three American carriers: VA, AA and DA. However, not all of them have been the real competitors. For example, AA offers some portion of its flight in the cooperation with BA through code-share agreements, while other portion operates independently. Over the time horizon, VA has radically increased its market from 23.7% in 2010 to 28.3%, whereas AA reduced its share from 25.2% in 2010 to 16.6% in 2016. Finally, Kuwait Airways has been present on this route during the observed period, but its market share is not significant (less than 1%). On the other hand, the number of passengers at LHR-EWR was stable during the period from 2010 to 2014 accounting for around half million passengers with slight decrease in 2015 and 2016. Continental Airlines (CO) was present at this route with significant market share in the past, but it withdrew the market in 2012. Finally, the flights to New York have been introduced from LGW for the first time in 2014 when DY offered its service by affordable prices. Since then, this carrier records the rapid expansion with number of passengers exceeding one hundred thousand in 2016.
seats (i.e. capacity of aircraft) offered by specific airline. It is worth mentioning that depending on the configuration of the aircraft operated, the values of HHI can slightly differ. As a carrier with the most carried passengers, BA’s configuration of two most dominant aircraft type B777 (two version – V1 and V2) and B747 (three versions – V1, V2 and V3) (Table 5) can have impact on the value of HHI. Fig. 2 shows the different value of HHI based on maximum, medium and minimum configuration of aircraft operated this route.

**Table 5: British Airways B777 and B747 configuration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B777</th>
<th>B747</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B777-200 (V1)</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777-200 (V2)</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777-300</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B747-400 (V1)</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B747-400 (V2)</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B747-400 (V3)</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The U.S. Department of Justice considers a market with an HHI of less than 1,500 to be a competitive marketplace, an HHI of 1,500 to 2,500 to be a moderately concentrated marketplace, and an HHI of 2,500 or greater to be a highly concentrated marketplace (Investopedia, 2018). As observed from Fig. 2 the market concentration index ranges from less than 1,600 in 2010 to more than 1,800 in the case of moderate capacity. Thus, the London New York route can be characterized as a route with medium level competition, which is certainly benefit for potential passengers perceived through lower fares and higher level of service.

**Figure 2:** HHI index for different aircraft configuration for London New York route

### 4.3. Price competitiveness between BA and DY

In order to investigate the price competitiveness of two major rival BA and NY, the fares from both carriers are collected throughout time-horizon starting from fixed points in the time (2nd October) encompassing twelve points in time ranging from 7 days before departures to 6 months (7 observations in total). For each of time point, the average value in economy travel class (the lowest tariff) are calculated and presented in Fig 3.

**Figure 3:** Average fares of BA and DY on routes connecting London and New York (in EUR)

DY average ticket price is even two times lower for this route than that offered by its major competitor BA. This makes the LGW-JFK route appealing to price sensitive passengers. Moreover, the differences in price is
significant enough to seriously harm BA market position, although it still can count on its well established hub-and-spoke network that serves as a “feeder” to these long-haul flights. The evidence of rising competition can be found in British Airways strategy that has been recently announced through “squeezing” 52 seats on its Boeing 777 flights from Gatwick by shrinking seating space (Telegraph, 2016). The configuration of British B777 counts 275 seats in 3 classes, and with additional seats BA services will be more in accordance with Norwegian’s B787 with 294 seats onboard. In this way, the airline attempts to reduce its unit cost and to offer even more low fare in order to retain its market position on competitive routes. According to comparative analysis of fares provided by BA from LGW provided in Fig. 3, it seems that BA successfully applied the mentioned strategy.

5. CONCLUSION

The long haul routes have been traditionally reserved for full-service carriers that successfully manage to collect a large number of passengers over their hub-and-spoke network system. However, in recent few years, the situation has been radically changed with several low-cost carriers that started to efficiently operate long-haul routes. One of the most successful one among them in Europe was certainly Scandinavian carrier, Norwegian Air Shuttle with its aggressive strategies that aims at diverting a large portion of passengers, particularly those price sensitive, from well-established airlines. The Norwegian routes are still focused on touristic destinations that characterized the high demand during the entire year.

The paper investigates some aspects of competition on London New York route as one of the highest density route in the world. Norwegian initially used the opportunity to solely operate from London Gatwick, less congested airport in London Airport System offering one daily flight and offering the fares which are almost double lower than its major competitor British Airways from London Heathrow. In order to efficiently combat the fierce competition imposed by low-cost rival, British Airways started to operate the flights from the London Gatwick implying the strategy of “squeezing extra seats”. In such way, British Airway succeeded to offer lower fares which are highly in line with those offered by Norwegian. However, the introduction of low-cost service in this market stimulating the demand generating the new growth in market that is well matured.
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Abstract: Sponsorship, as a communication activity, has significantly developed in the last several decades. Although the budgets that the companies are willing to allocate for sponsorship are growing, the sponsor's attitude towards sponsorship and sponsoring events is changing. The decision on which athlete, sports club or competition to sponsor is nowadays a highly important decision which can have a significant impact on the brand image, brand awareness, brand preference, and attitude towards the brand. Therefore, analytical approach should be taken. Herein we suggest a multivariate approach to making sponsorship decisions. The proposed approach was employed on the case of European football leagues: Premier League (United Kingdom), La Liga (Spain), and Ligue 1 (France). We hope the presented research will provide additional insights on differences between the three European football leagues and on the application of multivariate analysis in decision making in sport sponsorship.

Keywords: Sport sponsorship, Football, Data analysis, Clustering, Decision making

1. INTRODUCTION

Sponsorship can be defined as an investment, in cash or products or services, in return for exploitable commercial rights (Smith, Graetz, & Westerbeek, 2008). The possibility of displaying advertisement messages to wider public has attracted the attention of marketing managers to turn to sponsorship as the mean of marketing communication. Sponsorship of sport, arts, and entertainment-related events and competitions has slowly, but surely, become an important part of the marketing mix (Jensen & Cornwell, 2017). According to the International Events Group (2017), companies spent $60.1 billion on sponsorship in 2016, whereas the most common type of sponsorship is sport sponsorship.

With the development of information systems and technology it became possible to use distinct methods of tracking and collecting data from the sport matches. The collected data could later be used by various interest groups: team managers, journalists, data analysts, and of course, the fans (Radojičić, Dijokovic, & Jeremić, 2016). The application of statistical and mathematical methods, data visualization, and data mining to the collected data from the pitch to gain information on previous play and predict future results is considered sports analytics (Alamar, 2013). Experts in sport marketing are taking the advantage of the acquired data and the results provided by sports analytics to assess their current marketing activities, but also to predict new ones (Fried & Mumcu, 2017). Namely, the obtained results can help the experts to make the decision which event or talented individual to sponsor.

The big five of the European football are the English Premier League, Spanish La Liga, German Bundesliga, Italian Serie A, and French Ligue 1. In the last several years the Serie A has witness a decline in both results and attendance (Kate Langshaw, 2017; UEFA, 2016), leaving Premier League and La Liga to dominate. In the last four years of the last 15 major European and International major club titles, Spanish clubs have won 14 and English clubs just one. In our analysis, we chose the Premier League, La Liga and Ligue 1. Bundesliga was listed out of the analysis as their league consists of 18 clubs compared to 20 in the chosen three and Serie A was ruled out due to the current decline of the League.

The aim of this paper is to try to assist marketing and brand managers in the process of deciding which football league and football club to sponsor. Namely, using statistical multivariate analysis, we strive to inspect the differences between three leading European football leagues based on seasonal post-match data. The research hypothesis is that there are differences in the football style that these clubs play within their leagues, and that the clubs although from three different leagues can be grouped. The analysis could assist the decision makers to choose the football clubs which play similar style when making their sponsorship mix of clubs and leagues in which they will be present.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 sees a brief literature review of sport sponsorship and decision making in sponsorship. The research results are elaborated in the next section while we finish the paper with the discussion and the concluding remarks.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the following two subsections we will place our attention on the role of sport sponsorship in the integrated marketing communications of a company and the possible benefits the sponsoring company might gain from such activities. Accordingly, we give an overview of the process of decision making in sponsorship.

2.1. Sport sponsorship

Sport events attract the attention of a large number of spectators and thus are increasingly being broadcast worldwide. As a result of this high media coverage, sport sponsorship takes on an international character, and the budgets allocated for becoming an official sponsor of a global sports event are rising and have no tendency to decline (O'Reilly, Lyberger, McCarthy, Séguin, & Nadeau, 2008). For many world acknowledged brands, sponsorship of sports events plays a central role in their integrated marketing communication (Santomier, 2008).

Sport sponsorship has become the most common form of sponsorship (Quester, 1997). Sports events and sport competitions have traditionally been given significant support by the sponsors (McCarville & Copeland, 1994). However, the popularity of sport sponsorship has grown significantly in the past century thanks to drastic social changes, i.e. the development of information technologies, the Internet, social media, media, and transport. Namely, the marketing experts saw the possibility to use the attention of spectators during sports events to show them their sponsorship messages. Therefore, sport sponsorship has become a long-term marketing strategy which is used to communicate with a large external and internal audience to gain competitive advantage (Papadimitriou & Apostolopoulou, 2009).

Another major benefit of sponsorship sport events is the presence of heightened emotions. Namely, visitors and viewers of sport competitions are emotionally involved with the game, their club, favourite athlete, or national team (Biscaia, Correia, Rosado, Ross, & Maroco, 2013). Global brands are aware of the emotional impact of sport and utilize it to connect with the consumers (Santomier, 2008). Namely, the best world-class athletes and teams are sponsored by the largest companies in the world under the motto "the best with the best" (Šurbatović, 2014). In this way, companies want their brand to be identified with athletes and teams and want to transfer the positive sports results to their products and services. Therefore, sport sponsorship has become an effective marketing strategy for companies, but at the same time it is an important source of revenue for sports organizations.

2.2. Decision making in sponsorship

Decision making is sponsorship is a topic which is slowly, but surely gaining importance. As the decision on sponsorship activities can impact the brand, the question “whom to sponsor” still remains a challenging practical and academic question (Lee & Ross, 2012).

There are several studies which have employed statistical, data mining, and decision-making techniques in the field of sponsorship. Lee & Ross (2012) employed Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to identify the decision-making factors of sport sponsorship. Their analysis covers sponsors of clubs competing in different sports, therefore providing insights on the importance of factors from different perspectives. Research also shows that AHP could be easily combined with other multiple attribute decision making (MADM) methods such as TOPSIS (Isik, Ozaydin, Burnaz, & Topcu, 2016).

Another interesting approach, although not yet applied in the sphere of sponsorship, is the application of Data envelopment analysis (DEA) and efficiency analysis the efficiency of sports teams. According to the received results of efficiency analysis, managers can choose whether a player should be given more play time or not, the board can decide to decrease or increase player’s salary, or sponsors can make a decision which player or team to sponsor. For example, an interesting distance-based approach to efficiency initially suggested by Jeremic et al. (2012) was applied to evaluating efficiency of basketball players (Radovanović, Radojičić, Jeremić, & Savić, 2013).

Multivariate statistical analyses were also employed to assess the effectiveness of sponsorship, which can be assessed in decision making in sponsorship. For example, linear regression was employed to model the accuracy and certainty of brand recognition (Olson & Mathias Thjømøe, 2009). On the other side, multivariate statistical analyses were used in sports analytics. Multiple linear regression was used to calculate the efficiency of football players in the UEFA Champions League (Radojičić, Djokovic & Jemremić, ...
2016), while cluster analysis and Principal component analysis (PCA) were used to assess players of Real Madrid and Barcelona (Radojičić, Milenković, Totić, Bijelić, Djoković, 2013).

The presented literature review shows that the field of application of statistical and mathematical methods on data related to sport is developing and that the obtained results can be of use for decision making in sponsorship.

3. RESEARCH RESULTS

In the proposed research we collected the data on the Premier League, La Liga, and Ligue 1 for the season 2016/17. The data was collected from the official web sites of the three leagues which provide aggregate statistics (Soccer Stats, 2018). The chosen indicators which we observed in the analysis can be grouped as follows:

- Attractiveness of the game – Measured through indicators Goals for, Number of assists, Total shots, Shots on goal. Goals scored from direct play
- Roughness of the game – Measured through indicators Number of yellow cards, Number of Red cards, Number of fouls against.

We chose the indicators of attractiveness and roughness of the game as we believe these features of the game can attract or turn away football fans and spectators. Accordingly, we consider that these features might be of interest for sponsors, so as they could choose the league and/or club which will attract the most viewers.

3.1. Comparison of the three football leagues

In this part of our analysis we aimed to inspect whether there is statistically significant difference between the values of the chosen eight indicators within the three leagues. The first step was to determine whether the observed indicators are normally distributed or not. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that none of the indicators is Normally distributed, therefore, in the next steps of the analysis we used nonparametric tests.

When it comes to the comparison of attractiveness indicators between the three leagues the Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that there is no statistically significant difference. This means that the spectator or viewer of the French League can expect to enjoy the same attractiveness of the game as the spectator or viewer of the Spanish or English league. There is no statistically significant difference between the total number of goals for (KW=2.483, p>0.05) and for the number of assists (KW=0.346, p>0.05). Also, goals are scored after a similar number of shots on goal (KW=4.159, p>0.05) and total shots (KW=2.946, p>0.05). In the three observed leagues, there is no difference in the number of goals scored from direct play (KW=4.601, p>0.05). All this could lead to an important conclusion that the French league, which might not be financially and marketing supported as English or the Spanish League, is not missing out on-field excitement. Namely, Premier League clubs' revenue in 2016 was €110m per club, compared to €44m in La Liga, and €21m in Ligue 1 (UEFA, 2016).

Analysis of the roughness indicators shows there is difference between the leagues. It has been established that there is statistically significant difference: Number of yellow cards (KW=32.256, p<0.01), Number of Red cards (KW=16.559, p<0.01), and Number of fouls against (KW=26.051, p<0.01). All indicators are related to the subjective factor reflected through referees, because they are the ones who assess whether a particular start or duel will be defined as a foul and whether it will be sanctioned by a card. As there has been noted that there is difference between the three leagues in terms of roughness, we examined more closely the Medians of the three indicators per league. The results are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Median of the chosen three indicators of roughness per three observed leagues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>Number of yellow cards</th>
<th>Number of red cards</th>
<th>Number of fouls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premier</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>430.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Liga</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>537.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligue 1</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>470.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the median, the most yellow cards are awarded in the Spanish league. However, the situation is different when the number of red cards is observed. In La Liga the red cards are awarded more often, and the same accounts for France. The results of French League have the lowest median of Number of yellow cards and the highest median of Number of red cards. This could indicate that style of the League 1 is rougher with more tackles which are sanctioned. On the other hand, this could indicate that the referees in the league do not allow rough play. As far as the number of fouls is concerned, they are most often awarded in the Spanish league, which has the median of 537.5. This result could be interpreted as that the referee...
organization in Spain suggests their referees to protect the players from possible injury and stop any signs of dangerous play. It is presumed, that such a decision has been made because La Liga, especially Real Madrid and Barcelona, has the best and the most expensive players of today's. Namely, their injury and absence from the field would mean a drawback for the team. On the other hand, it would also be a financial loss for the entire league reflected through marketing activities and sponsorship contracts, and primarily by selling broadcast rights. The least fouls are awarded in Premier League, which means that their referees allow a rougher game. It can also be concluded that the Premier League is therefore the most dynamic of the three leagues as it has the least stoppage time during matches.

To additionally inspect the relationship between the chosen three indicators, we conducted the correlation analysis per league (Table 2). It can be observed that there is high positive correlation between fouls and yellow cards over all leagues, which ranges from 0.702 (Premier League) to 0.619 (La Liga). Such a result indicates that a large number of fouls is accompanied by a larger number of yellow cards. Interestingly, the correlation between the number of yellow and red cards is only observed in the Spanish league. The relationship is such that a greater number of yellow cards leads to a greater possibility of obtaining red card. This indicates that in the French and the English league there is a greater possibility of getting a direct red card. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients show that there is no statistically significant relationship between number of fouls and red cards, which may indicate that most red cards are not received after two fouls, whereas that players after the objection or inappropriate tackles often earn the most severe warning.

Table 2: Correlation analysis between the chosen three indicators of roughness per three leagues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>Number of yellow cards</th>
<th>Number of red cards</th>
<th>Number of fouls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League</td>
<td>Number of yellow cards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.702**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of red cards</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Liga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of yellow cards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.506*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.619**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of red cards</td>
<td>0.506*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligue 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of yellow cards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.646**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of red cards</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.05, **p<0.01

3.2. Clustering clubs from the three football leagues

The second direction of our research was to cluster clubs of the three observed leagues according to “roughness” and “attractiveness”. To conduct the analysis, we performed the K-means clustering (Hartigan & Wong, 1979). K-means clustering algorithm partitions the observations into k predetermined number of clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as the centre of the cluster. Therefore, on our analysis, the cluster centre is a fictive club. To cluster clubs according to “roughness” we used Number of yellow cards, Number of red cards, and Number of fouls. We retained three clusters which we named Rough, Medium rough, and Soft clubs.

The distance between the cluster Rough clubs and Medium rough clubs is 74.682, between Rough clubs and Soft clubs 151.281, and between Medium rough and Soft clubs 77.336. The cluster centres are presented in Table 3. It can be observed that the clubs in the cluster Rough clubs tend to receive more yellow cards, red cards, and commit more fouls. Interestingly, the Medium rough clubs almost receive the same number of red cards as the Rough clubs. According to the cluster centre of the third cluster, the clubs in cluster tend to play “clean” and avoid making fouls.

Table 3: Cluster centres of the three retained clusters of clubs based on “roughness”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Number of yellow cards</th>
<th>Number of red cards</th>
<th>Number of fouls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rough clubs</td>
<td>102.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>564.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium rough clubs</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>494.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft clubs</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>417.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis which would be of interest for the decision-makers is to observe how many clubs from each league is in each of the retained clusters and to provide additional information on the retained clusters. Table
4 provides valuable insights. The cluster Rough clubs consists of 12 clubs of which 11 are from Spanish league, and only one from French league (Toulouse). Interestingly, there is no club which plays in the Premier league that is characterized as rough. For the European football it is a good result that this is the smallest cluster, meaning that the clubs from the first leagues of these three countries primarily practice “fair play”. When it comes to the cluster Medium rough clubs, the clubs in this cluster have a similar average of red cards as Rough clubs, but they have considerably fewer fouls made and yellow cards obtained. This cluster is mostly made of French clubs (10), followed by Spanish (7) and English clubs (5). The last cluster includes 15 clubs from Premier League, nine from Ligue 1 and only two clubs from La Liga. Interestingly, the two clubs from La Liga are the two best Spanish clubs, Real Madrid and Barcelona. Therefore, according to the number of fouls that their players make, the number of red and yellow cards received, Real Madrid and Barcelona are more similar to English than Spanish clubs.

| Table 4: Cluster centres of the three retained clusters of clubs based on “roughness” |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Cluster                      | Premier League | La Liga  | Ligue 1  | Total  |
| Rough clubs                  | 0              | 11       | 1        | 12     |
| Medium rough clubs           | 5              | 7        | 10       | 22     |
| Soft clubs                   | 15             | 2        | 9        | 26     |

However, since the previously conducted Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that there might be difference in the referees’ criteria between the observed leagues, these assigned cluster names should be taken with caution. Namely, the “soft” clubs do not have to play without contact yet that referees hesitate to give their players red or yellow cards. One thing is certain, Real Madrid and Barcelona in the Spanish league have a similar treatment from the referees as clubs from the English League. For potential further, in-depth analysis, we provide the list of clubs within each cluster (Table 5).

| Table 5: Clubs which make each of the three retained clusters on based on roughness indicators |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Rough teams                                   | Medium rough teams                             | Soft teams                                    |
| Sevilla (ESP)                                 | Middlesbrough (UK)                             | Chelsea (UK)                                 |
| Espanyol (ESP)                                | Everton (UK)                                  | Hull City (UK)                               |
| Alaves (ESP)                                  | Real Sociedad (ESP)                           | Tottenham (UK)                               |
| Malaga (ESP)                                  | Las Palmas (ESP)                              | Stade Malherbe Caen (FRA)                    |
| Valencia (ESP)                                | Manchester United (UK)                        | West Ham United (UK)                         |
| Real Betis (ESP)                              | Villarreal (ESP)                              | Arsenal (UK)                                 |
| Deportivo La Coruna (ESP)                     | Atletico Madrid (ESP)                         | Southampton (UK)                             |
| Leganes (ESP)                                 | Crystal Palace (UK)                           | West Bromwich Albion (UK)                    |
| Sporting Gijon (ESP)                          | Athletic Bilbao (ESP)                         | Blackburn (UK)                               |
| Osasuna (ESP)                                 | Eibar (ESP)                                   | Angers (FRA)                                 |
| Granada (ESP)                                 | Celta Vigo (ESP)                              | Liverpool (UK)                               |
| Toulouse (FRA)                                |                                               | Manchester City (UK)                         |

To cluster clubs according to “attractiveness” we used Goals for, Number of assists, Total shots, Shots on goal, and Goals scored from direct play. We again retained three clusters which we named Attractive, Watchable, and Boring clubs. The distance between the clusters Attractive and Watchable clubs is 144.595, between Attractive and Boring clubs 237.800, and between Watchable and Boring clubs 93.869. Comparing the distances between clusters retained in case of “roughness” and “attractiveness”, it can be observed that in the case of “attractiveness” the clusters are more separated. The cluster centres are presented in Table 6. According to the cluster centres it can easily be concluded that there is difference in the values of attractiveness indicators which achieve the clubs in the three clusters. Attractive clubs dominate within all five attractiveness indicators.
Table 6: Cluster centres of the three retained clusters of clubs based on “attractiveness”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Goals for</th>
<th>Number of assists</th>
<th>Total shots</th>
<th>Shots on goal</th>
<th>Goals scored from direct play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attractive clubs</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>601.3</td>
<td>238.4</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchable clubs</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>479.3</td>
<td>176.9</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boring clubs</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>399.9</td>
<td>130.3</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional analysis of the three retained clusters is presented in Table 7. Among the 60 observed football clubs, more than half of them can be classified as Boring clubs. Namely, the play of 34 clubs is mostly oriented to defence and actions to save their goal. The league with most Boring clubs is the French league, where 43.33% of them practices such tactic, followed by Spanish league (36.67%), and English league (33.33%). Interestingly, the least boring and the most attractive clubs come from the English league. The six attractive clubs from the Premier league are the clubs which finished the season 2016/17 on the top six places (Arsenal, Liverpool, Manchester United, Manchester City, Tottenham, Chelsea). Expectedly, the two attractive clubs from the Spanish league are Barcelona and Real Madrid. However, the analysis of the attractive clubs from the French league provides interesting insights. Olympique Lyonnais has been grouped as an attractive club, while Nice was not. However, Nice completed the championship as third, and Olympique Lyonnais as fourth. Therefore, although Olympique Lyonnais played more attractive football, Nice had better defence which eventually led to its better rank. The provided clustering structure indicates that the Premier League is the most attractive league, where the spectators could expect more goals and more shots on target.

Table 7: Cluster centres of the three retained clusters of clubs based on “attractiveness”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Attractive clubs</th>
<th>Watchable clubs</th>
<th>Boring clubs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premier League</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Liga</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligue 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For potential further, in-depth analysis, we provide the list of clubs within each cluster (Table 8).

Table 8: Teams which make each of the three retained clusters based on attractiveness indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attractive teams</th>
<th>Watchable teams</th>
<th>Boring teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenal (UK)</td>
<td>Southampton (UK)</td>
<td>Leicester City (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea (UK)</td>
<td>Everton (UK)</td>
<td>Stoke City (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tottenham (UK)</td>
<td>Bournemouth (UK)</td>
<td>Burnley (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Saint Germain (FRA)</td>
<td>West Ham United (UK)</td>
<td>Crystal Palace (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Madrid (ESP)</td>
<td>Seville (ESP)</td>
<td>Deportivo La Coruna (ESP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester City (UK)</td>
<td>Villarreal (ESP)</td>
<td>Alaves (ESP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olymique Lyonnais (FRA)</td>
<td>Atletico Madrid (ESP)</td>
<td>Real Betis (ESP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester United (UK)</td>
<td>Real Sociedad (ESP)</td>
<td>Stade Malherbe Caen (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco (FRA)</td>
<td>Athletic Bilbao (ESP)</td>
<td>Espanyol (ESP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona (ESP)</td>
<td>Malaga (ESP)</td>
<td>Saint-Etienne (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool (UK)</td>
<td>Valencia (ESP)</td>
<td>Metz (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olympique de Marseille (FRA)</td>
<td>Bastia (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angers (FRA)</td>
<td>Toulouse (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montpellier (FRA)</td>
<td>Lille (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avant de Guingamp (FRA)</td>
<td>Osasuna (ESP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull City (UK)</td>
<td>Sunderland (UK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad (FRA)</td>
<td>Watford (UK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leganes (ESP)</td>
<td>Celta Vigo (ESP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea (UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atletico Madrid (ESP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester United (UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester City (UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olymique Lyonnais (FRA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco (FRA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona (ESP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool (UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montpellier (FRA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avant de Guingamp (FRA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSION

The field of study of application of statistical, mathematical, and data-mining techniques in sponsorship and in sports analytics is developing (Radojičić, Đoković & Jeremić, 2016). In this paper, we aimed to enlarge the current literature on the topic of decision making in marketing, particularly in sport sponsorship. Herein, we applied statistical multivariate analyses to ease the sponsors’ decision making when choosing which league or club from the Premier League, La Liga or Ligue 1 to sponsor.

Our results show that there is no statistically significant difference between the three observed leagues when it comes to attractiveness, meaning the matches in all three leagues are of same quality. However, difference was spotted when it comes to roughness. Maybe there really is the difference in the style of play, but maybe there is difference in the referees’ approach to what a foul is and what is not. This result might indicate that the game in La Liga might be a little bit slower and with more stoppage time due to referees’ decisions. The results of clustering showed that Real Madrid and Barcelona are more similar to English than Spanish clubs and that most of the clubs from the three leagues are oriented to defence and actions to save their goal.

Several future directions of the study could be determined. One direction could be towards the introduction of indicators of popularity of football clubs on social media. Namely, football clubs have large, committed communities of fans who can easily be communicated with via sponsorship. The second direction of the analysis could be the application of Structural Equation Measurement (SEM) analysis. Namely, SEM has been used with success in the analysis of data related to football. For example, it was used to examine the linkages between financial performance, sporting performance and stock market performance of English football clubs (Samagao, Couto, & Caiado, 2009). Also, other statistical multivariate analysis such as Principal Component Analysis could be employed (Moura, Martins, & Cunha, 2014).

We hope the presented research will provide additional insights on differences between the three European football leagues and on application of multivariate analysis in decision making in sport sponsorship.
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Abstract: The main idea of this research is to show how digital world expansion that is ubiquitous nowadays affects the economies. We observed the financial measures of digitalization, as total turnover from e-commerce in enterprises, and nonfinancial indicators such as percentage of enterprises that are purchasing or selling online, that own a website and advertise through the internet, that employ ICT specialists, as well as the percentage of employees that use a computer or mobile internet connections. In this paper, we mainly focused on countries in EU. A backward linear regression model was employed in the analysis. Our findings show that the total turnover from e-commerce is mostly affected by Internet advertising, number of ICT specialists employed and the percentage of enterprises that are selling online. The obtained model accounts for 73% of the variability. The presented research might provide insights on the factors which influence digitalization of enterprises.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Economic growth, as a very important feature for every country, depends on many factors such as natural resources, implemented laws, available technology, human capital. The digitalization is one of them, especially important nowadays. Because of this, the whole world, including European Union (EU), started to measure digitalization and to collect data for analysis in order to increase its positive effects. The term digitalization could be defined as a process of creating new value through the aspects of digital technology (Schallmo & Williams, 2018a). It focuses on capabilities which support the whole business idea, and with the fast development in the field of ICT, countries, industries, and companies compete and create value in completely new ways (Schallmo & Williams, 2018b).

World institutions are continually reporting on how to stimulate the digital transformation of European economies and enterprises, and proposing short and long-term strategies on digital entrepreneurship to maximize its impact (Ardolino et al., 2017). Before any new processes implemented, it is important that we have a clear picture of how the new process affect other parts of the industry. More particularly, EU has noticed that digitalization can affect massively on traditional businesses and industries, by creating and destroying jobs (European Economic and Social Committee, 2017). Logically, by implementing new methods of work and new technologies, not all the people in the industry, especially older generations, can follow up new trends and be ready to change their work routine. Accordingly, it is clear that implementing digitalization can have a positive effect, but it is also really important to be aware of the downsides and to find a reasonable solution to minimize the possible negative effect.

It is also important to mention that not all EU countries are developed, and according to that, digitalization is not the main focus for all. Research showed that in developing countries population age and urban population are positively associated with the ICT adoption (Billon, Marco, & Lera-Lopez, 2009). Additional research showed that in developing countries Internet costs are negatively associated with ICT adoption (Chen, Jaw, & Wu, 2016). However, a number of researches argue that ICT and the Internet decrease production costs, enhance the creation and spread of new ideas, support knowledge, sharing, and improve R&D processes (Kamalipour & Friedrichsen, 2017; Matt, Hess, & Benlian, 2015; Meijers, 2014). The main belief of these authors is that ICT is tightly linked to higher economic growth (Czernich, Falck, Kretschmer, & Woessmann, 2011; Degryse, 2016; Heeks, 2010). Therefore, countries should create strategies in order to use the potential that the digitalization has (O'Donnell, 2016).

The Digital Economy is a global phenomenon, and in order to see the whole potential of the digital economy, it is important to review EU on a global level. In order to do that, European Commission has introduced Digital Economy and Society Index - DESI (European Commission, 2018), which evaluates the performance of both the individual EU countries and EU as a whole in comparison to 15 other countries: Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Korea (Rep.), Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Russia, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United States.
When we discuss about digitalization, NRI index is something worth to mention. NRI represents a key tool in assessing countries’ preparedness to reap the benefits of emerging technologies and capitalize on the opportunities presented by the digital transformation and beyond. More particularly, the World Economic Forum experts assess the factors, policies, and institutions that enable a country to fully leverage information and communication technologies (ICTs) for increased prosperity and crystallizes them into a global ranking of networked readiness at the country level in the form of the NRI (The Global Information Technology Report, 2016).

The research conducted in this paper aims to find the connections between different digitalization indicators. Connection between indicators could be very useful for society in global, especially for companies and counties in developing stage. We observed the financial measures of digitalization, as total turnover from e-commerce in enterprises, and nonfinancial indicators such as percentage of enterprises that are purchasing or selling online, that own a website and advertise through the internet, that employ ICT specialists, as well as the percentage of employees that use a computer or mobile internet connections. In this paper, we mainly focused on countries in Europe, specifically the 28 countries that are the members of the EU, EU-28.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives the list of indicators that are used in this study, as well as the employed methodology. The third section presents the results and discusses the findings of the research. The final section gives some concluding remarks on the presented topic.

2. METHODOLOGY

This paper focuses on investigating and modelling the relationship among different measures of digitalization in the enterprises in Europe. The data for this analysis are collected from Eurostat and are publicly available (Eurostat, 2017). The data are collected for 28 European countries (EU-28). We observed a set of eight variables that measure the digitalization of the enterprises in the economies of European Union countries:

- **Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises** – This indicator measures enterprises' total turnover from e-commerce. It is given as a percentage of total turnover and includes all the enterprises, without financial sector (ten persons employed or more).
- **E-commerce Purchases of Enterprises** – The percentage of enterprises that have ever made any purchase through computer-mediated networks.
- **E-commerce Sales of Enterprises** – The percentage of enterprises that are selling their products online (which covers at least 1% of their turnover).
- **Internet Advertising of Enterprises** – The percentage of enterprises that use any social media for advertising over the internet.
- **Computer Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises** – Persons employed that are using computers with access to World Wide Web; a percentage of total employment.
- **Mobile Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises** – This indicator counts persons employed in a company (a percentage of total employment), which were provided with a portable device that allows a mobile connection to the internet for business use.
- **Enterprises that have a Website** – Percentage of enterprises that own a website, enterprises without financial sector (ten persons employed or more).
- **Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists** – A percentage of enterprises that employ ICT specialists, without financial sector.

In order to investigate and model the relationship among digitalization indicators in enterprises in EU, we observed the variable **Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises** as a dependent variable. We have chosen this specific variable because it can be defined as a financial indicator that describes the current turnover from digital commercialization. We aimed to investigate whether the set of seven other variables, which could be defined as the explanatory variables, significantly influence the e-commerce sales in Europe.

We used backwards multiple least squares linear regression (Narula & Wellington, 1982; Rencher & Christensen, 2012; Seal, 1967) to create a model, which would automatically exclude non-significant variables from the observation (Gujarati, 2002). The original multivariate regression model is given by the following formula:

\[ Y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_{i1} + \beta_2 X_{i2} + \ldots + \beta_k X_{ik} + \varepsilon_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( Y_i \) is an \( i \)-th observation of the dependent variable \( Y \), \( \beta_j \) is a \( j \)-th regression coefficient (\( j=1,...,k \)), \( X_{ij} \) is an \( i \)-th observation for the \( j \)-th independent variable, and \( \varepsilon \) is a residual.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 gives the descriptive statistic of the variables used in the research. As described in Section 2, variables are mainly given as the percentage of turnover/enterprises/employment/etc. Thus, all the variables are normalized. Among the observed variables, the variables E-commerce Purchases of Enterprises and Enterprises that have a Website have the widest range. The largest mean value is for the Enterprises that have a Website, 76.11%, which tells us that this is the mostly spread digitalization indicator in the countries of EU. Other two digitalization indicators that are spread across Europe are Internet Advertising of Enterprises, with the mean value 49.96%, and Computer Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises, with the mean value 48.86%. The largest standard deviation is noticed with the variable E-commerce Purchases of Enterprises, SD=16.41%, followed by Internet Advertising of Enterprises, SD=13.13%.

Table 1: The descriptive properties of variables defined in Section 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment rates of recent graduates</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>7.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Purchases of Enterprises</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>38.571</td>
<td>16.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Sales of Enterprises</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.250</td>
<td>6.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Advertising of Enterprises</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>49.96</td>
<td>13.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>48.860</td>
<td>11.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>25.071</td>
<td>10.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that have a Website</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>76.11</td>
<td>11.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>5.175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic objective of this study was to determine the relationships between Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises and the overall digitalization performance. For this purpose, we calculated Pearson correlation coefficients that are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Pearson’s correlation coefficients between variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment rates of recent graduates</th>
<th>Value of E-Commerce Sales</th>
<th>E-commerce Purchases</th>
<th>E-commerce Sales</th>
<th>Internet Adv.</th>
<th>Computer Internet Conn.</th>
<th>Mobile Internet Conn.</th>
<th>Enterprises with a Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Purchases</td>
<td>0.556**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Sales</td>
<td>0.748**</td>
<td>0.603**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Advertising</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.454*</td>
<td>0.516**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Internet Connections by Employees</td>
<td>0.444*</td>
<td>0.785**</td>
<td>0.666**</td>
<td>0.648**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Internet Connection by Employees</td>
<td>0.594**</td>
<td>0.669**</td>
<td>0.747**</td>
<td>0.575**</td>
<td>0.822**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that have a Website</td>
<td>0.525**</td>
<td>0.720**</td>
<td>0.661**</td>
<td>0.618**</td>
<td>0.821**</td>
<td>0.618**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists</td>
<td>0.495**</td>
<td>0.420*</td>
<td>0.469*</td>
<td>0.733**</td>
<td>0.401*</td>
<td>0.495**</td>
<td>0.503**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05, **p<0.01

From Table 2, we can see that the variable Value of E-Commerce Sales (percentage of turnover) is strongly correlated with E-commerce Sales (percentage of enterprises that are selling online) and Mobile Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises. These relationships are graphically presented in Figure 1, a and b. Pearson’s correlation coefficient ranges from 0.205 to 0.822 and we have only one coefficient which is not statistically significant, the correlation coefficient between Internet advertising and Value of E-Commerce sale (r=0.205, p>0.05).
Figure 1: Relationship between Value of E-Commerce Sales and (a) Percentage of E-commerce sales and (b) Mobile Internet Connection used by the Employees in Enterprises

From Figure 1a and Table 2, it can be seen that the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between Value of E-Commerce Sales (percentage of turnover) and E-commerce Sales (percentage of enterprises that are selling online) is r=0.748 (p<0.001). The coefficient of determination is $R^2=0.5601$, indicating that the percentage of enterprises that are selling online alone explains 56.01% of the variability in the percentage of total turnover for e-commerce. In Figure 1b and Table 2, we see that the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between Value of E-Commerce Sales (percentage of turnover) and Mobile Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises is r=0.594 (p=0.001). The coefficient of determination $R^2=0.3525$, which means that 35.25% of total turnover for e-commerce is explained solely by mobile internet connections.

In order to model the presented relationships, we have built the linear regression model. As mentioned previously, we used backwards multiple least squares linear regression model. The original regression model is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: The original multiple linear regression model for the dependent variable Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>95%CI B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.174</td>
<td>5.785</td>
<td>-0.376</td>
<td>-14.241</td>
<td>9.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Purchases of Enterprises</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Sales of Enterprises</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>3.598**</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Advertising of Enterprises</td>
<td>-0.396</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>-0.698</td>
<td>-3.555**</td>
<td>-0.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-0.327</td>
<td>-0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>-0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that have a Website</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>2.978**</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F: 10.974**  
$R^2$: 0.793  
Adjusted $R^2$: 0.721

*p<0.05, **p<0.01

In the original linear regression model, all of the variables defined for this research were included in the analysis. From Table 3 it can be seen that, among all of the listed variables included in the model, only E-commerce Sales of Enterprises, Internet Advertising of Enterprises, and Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists influence the dependent variable Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises. All other variables' influences are not significant (p>0.05). With the adjusted coefficient of determination $R^2=0.7210$, the model reveals that 72.1% of the variability of total turnover for e-commerce is explained by the given combination of explanatory variables. The whole model is significant at 0.01 level of significance (F=10.974, p<0.001). The model also exhibits a large level of multicollinearity among explanatory variables.

Table 4 presents the reduced backwards multiple linear regression model. This model was used to exclude the non-significant variables from the model, step by step automatically, and thus to create the model that would better fit the given data.
Table 4: The reduced multiple linear regression model for the dependent variable Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>95%CI B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.144</td>
<td>3.255</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>-5.573</td>
<td>7.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce Sales of Enterprises</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>6.796*</td>
<td>1.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Advertising of Enterprises</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>-0.639</td>
<td>-4.165*</td>
<td>-0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>3.941**</td>
<td>1.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>25.335**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05, **p<0.01

From Table 4, it can be seen that the reduced model includes only three, of initially seven explanatory variables. As indicated by the original model, only E-commerce Sales of Enterprises, Internet Advertising of Enterprises, and Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists significantly influence Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises. The most influential indicator is E-commerce Sales of Enterprises (percentage of enterprises that are selling online). What is interesting to see from result is that the values of Internet Advertising of Enterprises have a negative impact on the dependent variable. This result could be interpreted as that the use social networks for advertising does not automatically mean the sales are going to rise.

The estimated model is presented as follows in the given formula:

\[ \hat{Y} = 1.144 + 0.906X_1 - 0.363X_2 + 0.844X_3 \]  

(2)

where Y is the dependent variable Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises, \( X_1 \) is E-commerce Sales of Enterprises, \( X_2 \) is Internet Advertising of Enterprises, and \( X_3 \) is Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists. With the adjusted coefficient of determination \( R^2 = 0.730 \), the model reveals that 73% of the variability of the total turnover of e-commerce in European enterprises is explained by the given combination of explanatory variables. The whole model is significant at 0.01 level of significance (F=25.335).

4. CONCLUSION

This research focused on creating a model that would analyze the dependence of a total turnover of e-commerce in European enterprises, as a financial indicator, from a set of indicators that measure the state of digitalization transformation.

After four iterations in a backwards linear regression model analysis, the final model shows that the dependent variable Value of E-Commerce Sales of Enterprises depends on E-commerce Sales of Enterprises, Internet Advertising of Enterprises, and Enterprises that Employ ICT Specialists. Other four variables (E-commerce Purchases of Enterprises, Computer Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises, Mobile Internet Connections used by the Employees in Enterprises, and Enterprises that have a Website) are not statistically significant in creating the model. The final model, presented in table 4, has the coefficient of determination \( R^2 = 0.73 \), which means that 73% of the variability of total turnover for e-commerce is explained by the given combination of explanatory variables.

This analysis could be useful for researchers and companies which have implemented digitalization or have a plan to do so in a future. According to this data, all the enterprises can focus on three variables and consequently, reduce costs in the process of digital transformation. Besides companies, research can be helpful for policy makers and governments as it provides insights that ICT specialists are needed in companies so as to increase the value of e-commerce sale and thus increase the level of economic activity. For example, policy makers could promote higher education in the ICT field.

As a direction of future research, it would be interesting to analyze the same regression model, using the same variables, but on different groups of countries (divided for example according to different life standards). It is possible to get certain changes in scores because of the market diversity and different people priorities according to their living standards (developed countries, developing countries, or undeveloped countries).
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**Abstract:** In modern business it is a challenge to find possibilities to improve business decision-making of managers. Managers’ decisions directly affect the profit and success of companies at the market. As a very complex process that should result with right managers’ decisions, there is need to improve methods and techniques of modern decision-making. In the paper the significance and application of association rules will be analysed on the example of car sales. Research will be dealing with data in large databases of car sales by use of data mining software Orange. Main results provide recommendation to create suitable promotional activities according to existing and potential buyers, with car offers and additional equipment that are bought together. One of advantages of this model, when compared to others, is that it could also be applied in other industries. Associations have been used in order to make convenient and interesting product offer for the market.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Business decision-making is choosing the best solution of all available alternatives, according to (Suknović and Delibašić 2010). According to (Agrawal et al, 1993), Agrawal first established the association rules with the purpose of analysis the market basket.

Although the market basket is mostly being used in sales, it is important to highlight that there are also other segments where its application is significant: analysis of finances, medical analysis, then analysis of insurance companies or telecommunications services.

The example of company Catalogue sales is one of the examples of successful application of method of association rules in marketing, especially on improvement of sales (Verhoef et al, 2010). The most important result of the application of association rules is oriented towards the need to create thematic catalogues that will contain certain items of products that will adapt to market segments.

In order to solve the problem of company Colorful world of colors the method of association rules had been used (Verhoef et al, 2010). Company recognized the fall of sales of certain products. The goal was to find out if these are products that are sold together with some other products or on their own. Analysis was designed so that it was analysed the preferences of buying non-popular set of products in combination with the main set of products. In main set of products are the ones that bring the biggest sales profit. Research showed that the buyers continued to buy products from the main set, and the sales of non-popular products stayed at the same level.

Another example of application of method of association rules has been described in the frame of searching the web (Verhoef et al, 2007). Searching the association rules were used to reveal the web pages that are jointly used. For instance, information that users who approach to pages A and B also do it for page C, can be used to create certain links (i.e. from A to C), which would result for further analysis of e-business.

Extensive research on association rules mining has been conducted in (Martin et al, 2014). This research extends evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition to perform learning of the intervals of the attributes and a condition selection for each rule. Application of association rules on market basket analysis had been described in (Omondi, A. O., and Mbugua, A. W., 2017). The methodology used contain minimum spanning trees. According to (Jain, S. et al, 2018), the importance of data mining and business strategy have been described with patterns that emerged as results. In (Griva, A. et al, 2018) there is business analytics approach that describes customer visit segments from basket sales data.
Researchers were dealing with the extensive application of method of association rules in business decision-making. This method has been proved to be the most successful in the field of market basket. This paper presents the application of association rules with the purpose of discovering patterns of the customers’ buying habits in the car industry.

2. RESEARCH

Data mining is mostly oriented towards the model creation. Under right circumstances, model can provide the explanations how output elements of certain interest, such as precise order or unsuccessful payment of bills, are connected and can be predicted by available facts.

Association rules determine the items that are bought together. According to (Grabmeier, J., and Lambe, L., 2007), the term of association rules was firstly used by Agrawal. The task of association is to find out rules that exist between the cases in the dataset. According to (Grabich, M., 1997), knowledge is accumulation of the facts and information, whilst wisdom is the synthesis of knowledge and experience that deepen our understanding of the connections between different entities and eventual some hidden message in their existing. We can say that knowledge is tool, while wisdom is set of skills where we use knowledge as the tool. Cases for association rules are grouping the items that are bought together in shopping in supermarket – the field of market basket is dedicated to this issue (Fernando, B., and Susanto, B., 2011).

The importance of rules, that is the quality of rules discovered by the association, is determined based on the markers of support and confidence. Support is the procentual part from the sample that applies to certain rule, that is the number of instances that satisfy a rule. Confidence tells what percentage of cases posses attribute A, also posses attribute B. The biggest fault of the association rules is that in most cases of analysis on large databases many rules are not interlinked, so their simplicity can go to unconsistency (Doko A., 2010). There are numerous approaches that can be used for revealing certain rules, and the most basic one is the Apriori algorithm. This algorithm works on the preassumption that if certain number of items is present in the dataset, than each item is also present (Grabmeier, J., and Lambe, L., 2007).

This paper shows the structure of data, the evaluation process and the application of association rules. Based on the structure of research data, as well as the use of tools of business intelligence, the end-result will be the model of business decision-making and knowledge discovery.

According to (AL-Zawaidah and 2011), there are three dimensions that determine the complete development of modern decision-making. Those are: qualitative aspect, quantitative aspect and information-communication aspect. In this paper the multidisciplinary approach will be described. Data will be shown in quantitative way and will be processed by numerical values. Methods and techniques of business intelligence will be applied. Attributes will be described in order to ensure the qualitative aspect of modern decision-making.

Description of the result will ensure qualitative aspect. Use of software architecture and visual overview of data will ensure information-communication aspect of modern decision-making. Data that was used in research is connected to car sales. Total of 1728 transactions are being processed. Attributes are connected to buying (very high rate of transactions, high, medium and low), maintenance of cars (very high rate, high, medium, low), number of car doors (two, three, four, five), number of persons (two, three, four), seating space (small, medium, large) and safety (low, medium, high).

All data are divided into four classes: accurate, unaccurate, good and very good. Orange has options for each phase of CRISP-DM methodology. From large database of car sales transactions, data will be processed in software Orange Canvas (Figure 1), in order to find the association rules. Associations could help buyers with provided knowledge about the best car offer. Buyers help the process of association rules in the selection of cars, based on relevant sales data.

This paper describes the model of application of business intelligence on business problem, with the use of modern software architecture. Orange, as very suitable and user-friendly software, contains numerous options for data mining, such as model creation, testing, data visualization, application of model, etc. One of the popular technologies for data mining is CRISP-DM methodology.
DISCUSSION

The parameters for support and confidence are being defined. In this case minimal support is defined at 30%, and minimal confidence is 50%. In further research this parameters were changed in order to show how their change affect the end-result of finding the association rules.

Considering that the minimal support is set at 30%, there are only two association rules derived. First association with provided parameters is that car for two persons belongs to class that is called inaccurate. Moreover, 30% of all car sale transactions for two persons were from the class inaccurate. Support of 50% means that when customers buy from the class inaccurate, there is 50% probability that they will buy cars for two persons. It is predicted that in all future transactions, cars from this class would be offered to customers. Second association rule is that when safety is defined as low, then it follows that the most often car is from class inaccurate. These changes of parameters show the strength of created association rules. The higher the parameters are, the stronger association rules are (with highest probability to show).

Orange is convenient for goods visual overview of gained results. Report shows the number of gained association rules, as well as their description (Figure 2).

By reducing minimal support from 30% to 10 %, and increasing minimal confidence from 50% to 60% different results are achieved. The number of revealed association rules has increased. There are thirty new association rules with support rate from 11% until 33% and confidence rate from 62% until 100%. Further explanations show patterns that are used to create best set of products for sales which results with highest degree of sales and customer satisfaction. On the left-hand side of the graphicon (Figure 3) there is overview of gained association rules. More details in (Istrat, 2017).
From the obtained association rules one was highlighted with biggest support of 0.333 and biggest confidence of 1. It is the rule when customers buy car for two persons they most often decide to buy from the class that is defined as unaccurate. Analysis of each association rule show precise patterns of buyers’ behaviour. Another association rule that is distinguished by importance is the one with support of 0.260 and confidence of 0.781 which shows that when smaller space inside the car is needed, then buyers most often buy from class unaccurate. Nonstandard data (outliers) can cause problems in creating the model. Outliers represent rare events that are exceptions from the ruled in data. They can affect that the model applied on all data won’t be with high quality, because it is difficult for algorithms to find the regularities in the presence of exception. There are no outliers in this research. More details in (Istrat and Lalić, 2017).

Putting data through Apriori algorithm provided association rules that are then checked and only the most important are chosen to show and create meta rules, in order to get the most acceptable solution. This solution is applicable not only in finding the original universal rule for improvement of car sales, but for other items as well. Recommendation is creating the marketing campaigns based on knowledge that was revealed by use of tools of business intelligence. It is recommended that customers are provided by questionnaire that would search for what car characteristics are the most important.

In the case there are car characteristics (attributes): price, maintenance costs, number of doors, number of seats, size of the truck and safety. Gained association rule showed that buyers that buy car for two persons and which find safety at low level, they most often do it from the class unaccurate. It is recommended to create promotional activities according to existing and potential buyers, with car offers and additional equipment that are bought together. Advantage of application of this model when comparing to others is that it could be applied also in other different sectors (banking sector, education, etc.). The topic of research is very interesting and provides extensive space for further elaboration of association rules application. Real-term settings and practical implication of research provide advantage when compared to other similar research. Experienced business intelligence analytics were used to define the results of the research.

4. CONCLUSION

It is challenge for researchers to provide significant scientific and expert contribution. Innovation of research of application of business intelligence is shaped with knowledge and creativity, as well as the use of modern software architectures from the field of data mining. Gained associations were used with purpose to make the best products’ offer at the market. The process of improvement of model was shown with the help of knowledge that managers get through association rules about habits and buyers’ behaviour in shopping. Better choice of the product offer for launching at the market was improved by efficiency of management of sales with the help of business intelligence. Developed model points out at the significance of methods and techniques of business intelligence for support of management of business systems in creating maximization
of profit. The goal of further research would be creating the model of business decision making that is applicable to market in business systems of different areas and with commercial purpose.
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Abstract: Ski lift transportation data is readily available in ski resorts, still heavily underused. There are many ways this data can be used, but in this paper, we study the applicability of this data for injury occurrence prediction on the data from ski resort Kopaonik. We propose a decision tree model for studying injury occurrence. We find that the most relevant predictor for injury occurrence is the number of ski lift transportations. While the number of ski lift transportations is below a certain threshold we can predict the number of injuries on a day almost linearly with the number of ski lift transportations. When the number of ski lift transportation increases, i.e. when the ski resort gets congested, the occurrence of injuries depends on the level of satisfaction skiers achieve. If skiers have an above average or even a below average level of satisfaction, the injury occurrence risk is high. If skiers experience average level of experience then the risk of injury is average or low.

Keywords: Ski injury occurrence, data mining, ski lift transportation data, Ski resort Kopaonik

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem studied in this paper is the daily occurrence of ski injuries based on ski lift transportation data, a readily available resource in ski resorts. Studying this problem is important as ski injuries pose a major public healthcare problem with significant medical costs worldwide. Ski resorts are interested to accurately predict the daily level of injury occurrence. This is important for allocation of medical resources in ski resorts. Insurance companies are also interested to know more accurate statistics for ski injury occurrence for defining ski insurance prices. The problem of predicting injuries has usually been assessed by assessing the number of skiers in the resort and knowing the injury rate of ski injury occurrence which is usually 0.2% (Ruedl et al. 2013). Bohanec and Delibašić (2015) have proposed several models for daily ski injury occurrence based on ski lift transportation data. Their models were concerned whether injuries will occur on a certain day or not, and whether an above average number of injuries will occur. This paper extends the problem defined in the paper from Bohanec and Delibašić (2015) by predicting whether injuries will occur at an expected level (within one standard deviation of the normalized residual between expected injury occurrence and real injury occurrence) or injuries will occur at a higher or lower level. Our results suggest that the number of ski lift transportations is a great predictor for situations when there is a specific amount of skiers in the ski resort. Above this amount of skiers, i.e. when assumably congestion in ski resort occurs, ski lift transportation number are not a reliable predictor of ski injury occurrence. To understand the behaviour of skiers better we introduce a skiers satisfaction measure which gives better insight whether injuries will occur at lower, higher, or expected values.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide background on ski injury research based on ski lift transportation data. In Section 3 we explain the data and the methods used in this research. In Section 4 we present the obtained results. We make the conclusion in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

The study of ski injury based on ski lift transportation data is recently getting more attention (e.g. Dallagiacoma, M. 2017). Ski lift transportation data is a resource kept within ski resorts and usually only used for simple reporting for ski resort management. Delibašić, et al. (2017a) have proposed spatial and temporal clustering models based on ski lift transportation data. The identified clusters provide motivation for the marketing team of ski resorts to enable more intelligent ski ticket formats to their users. Delibašić et al. (2017c) have extended the previous work of skiing clusters by investigating hidden factors that motivate skiers to choose a specific path.

Ski injury is a well-studied area (e.g. Dalipi, F., & Yayilgan, S. Y. 2015), however, the data from ski lift transportation has only been recently started to be used for studying ski injury.
Delibasic, B., & Obradovic, (2012) proposed a decision support system prototype for early warning for ski injuries. The same authors also suggested (Delibašić, B., & Obradović, Z. 2015) that skiing in groups has a significant influence on ski injury occurrence. Bohanec, M., & Delibašić, B. (2015) proposed several data-mining and expert models for predicting daily injury risk for a ski resort. Dobrota, et al. (2016) clustered skiing trajectories and found clusters with varying levels of injury risk. Delibašić, et al. (2017b) have proposed a ski injury assessment model for individual skiers. This study suggested ski injuries to be early failure events, i.e. it was shown that the first couple of hours of skiing are more critical to get injured than the later hours.

3. DATA AND METHODS

The data for this research stems from the ski resort Kopaonik, Serbia, which is Serbia's largest and most significant ski resort bordering its southern province Kosovo & Metohija. The data is from the period 2006 to 2011 and belongs to the company Ski resorts of Serbia. The injury data is provided with courtesy of the Mountaineer rescue service of Serbia which covers the ski resort of Kopaonik with its ski patrol. In this research also data from the Serbian hydrometeorological service was used.

The basic format of the ski lift transportation data is:
- Date and time of ski lift gate entrance
- Location of ski lift gate
- Skier ID

The complete dataset for this research had the following attributes:
- Average daily temperature
- Average wind speed
- Average cloudiness
- Daily number of ski lift transportations in the ski resort
- The total daily sum of vertical meters of all skiers in the ski resort
- Total number of skiers

The output attribute was the risk level which could have been:
- Low injury occurrence
- Expected injury occurrence
- High injury occurrence

The output attribute was calculated as a normalized residual. For each skier day, the expected level of injury was calculated based on the number of ski lift transportations, as ski lift transportations showed a better correlation to the number of injuries than the vastly used measure which is the number of skiers.

Then the residual was calculated as the difference between the expected injury occurrence and the observed injury occurrence. As it was not the same if there was a difference when there is a small number of ski lift transportations in the ski resort or a huge number of ski lift transportations, the residual was normalized taking into account the largest number of ski lift transportations.

For the analysis in this paper, we used the data mining software Orange from the University of Ljubljana (Demšar et al 2013). We used Sieve diagrams which find a correlation between attributes based on the strength of the chi-square statistics. We also applied decision trees and other popular data mining algorithms to test the strength of our results.

4. RESULTS

We found a strong correlation between the number of ski lift transportations and the risk level. In Figure 1 this relationship can be seen. This relationship indicates that while the number of ski lift transportations is below 38,193 then mostly the expected level of injury risk can be noticed, i.e. we can safely use the number of ski lift transportations to predict ski injury. However, if the number of ski lift transportation is higher than this number then either a low or above average number of injuries can be expected.

On the decision tree on Figure 2, this point is made clearer. The most important indicator of risk injury prediction is the number of ski lift transportations (the root of the tree). If the number of ski lift transportations is 36,523 or below than an expected level of injuries will occur. We are confident of this finding with 97.9% percent at the training set. However, when there is a larger number of ski lift transportations it is much more difficult to get an overall good prediction. The decision tree on Figure 2 has an overall classification accuracy at the test set 88.9% while the majority class prediction (which is the expected value) has an occurrence of 89.6% which means that the decision tree makes a worse prediction than if using only the expected value as
the forecast. Although accuracy is low, it is more important to identify injury behavior. In other words, false positive (predicting injury that did not occurred) prediction is of less cost compared to false negative predictions (predicting that injury will not occur, but it occurred). Therefore, recall of prediction model is more important.

Figure 1: Sieve diagram showing a correlation between the number of ski lift transportations (noPasses) and the risk level (E-expected, H-high, L-low)

Figure 2: Basic decision tree model

In order to understand what is happening when there are a lot of transportations in the ski resort (the ski resort has a lot of skiers in the system) we propose a measure for quantifying success in the ski resort. We assume that each skier’s goal is to achieve as much skiing in the resort as possible. We measured this success with achieved vertical meters (the sum of height above sea level between ski lift exit points and ski lift entrances) within a certain time period.
The rate of success is shown in (1). It is calculated for each day, and is the ratio of the total amount of vertical meters ($vm$) skiers have achieved and the total time ($t$) skiers have spent in the ski resort:

$$SR(d) = \frac{\sum vm}{\sum t}$$

(1)

From Figure 3 it can be noticed that if the rating of success is below 8.19 or above 9.83 (vertical meters per minute) an above average level of risk can be expected. If this level is between 8.86 and 9.83 an average level of injury can be expected. If this level is between 8.19 and 8.86 either an average or low level of ski injuries can be expected.

This finding is interesting as it suggests that a smaller, but also greater, a rating of success influences high risk of injury. This can be explained as follows. If skiers' population have a high rate of success, they ski at faster speeds. Faster speeds induce greater levels of risk, which is a well-known result known from road traffic injuries. On the other hand, if the rate of success is below a certain threshold either the conditions of skiing are not optimal (low visibility, bad conditions of slopes) or the ski resort is overcrowded. This way injury due to collisions is more likely to occur. In any case, it worth noticing that safer skiing can be expected when this ratio is between 8.2 and 9.8 vertical meters per minutes.

We have also analyzed the performance of several data mining algorithms on the dataset that only included days with ski lift transportations above 36,523. The results are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1: Data mining algorithm performance is shown in percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall (Expected Risk)</th>
<th>Recall (High Risk)</th>
<th>Recall (Low Risk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noticed that algorithms have it overall difficult to predict the occurrence of the low-risk level. On the other hand, algorithms don't achieve a better accuracy of prediction over 69.5% which is the majority class
predictor (Logistic regression models uses this method for prediction). However, if we inspect recall of the models we can observe that lower accuracy models had better recall for high risk of injury. For predicting high-risk occurrence two algorithms showed to be the best, AdaBoost and the Decision tree where the decision tree had a slight advantage of 3%.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has studied the occurrence of ski injury based on ski lift transportation data. It was shown that this data can only be used a good predictor until a certain amount of ski lift transportation happens in the ski resort. After this level, the injury risk can vary significantly. We, therefore, introduced a success measure of skiers which showed to be significantly correlated (p=0.032 from Figure 3) to the risk level occurrence. From data, it can be noticed that the safest skiing occurs when skiers have a balanced success score. If this score is above or below the average values high risk of injuries could occur. Ski resorts could influence the safety of the ski resorts by controlling that skiers achieve the optimal success scores. This could be either done by intelligently slowing down the ski lifts if skiers speed too much. Ski lift speeds could be also better adjusted to achieve faster transportations when there is congestion in the ski resorts. Of course, better warnings of skiers to ski safely could also be of great help.

This paper suggested some first insights into studying the daily level of injury occurrence in ski resorts. Further efforts should be made in understanding what is happening in ski resorts which are congested and how this influences the level of injury. We propose to introduce new features which could probably be better predictors, such as quality of snow or other quality of success measures, for data mining models, but also to test these findings on other ski resorts to prove the validity of these findings.
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Abstract: This paper examines the use of binary decision tree for classification of musical instruments, using mel-frequency cepstral coefficients as timbre features. We analyze 4094 samples of bass clarinet, contrabassoon, flute, oboe, trumpet and violin to get their timbre coefficients. The dimensions of these coefficients are reduced using principal component analysis. A binary tree is created and optimized to predict the instrument classes based on these timbre coefficients.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The human capability to perceive differences between musical instruments is a subject of research for a number of years. Even with minimal musical knowledge, most people can easily make distinction between familiar musical instruments, even played at the same loudness and pitch. By definition of American National Standards Institute (1951) the quality of auditory sensation by which a listener can distinguish between two sounds of equal loudness, duration and pitch are known as timbre. Hence it could be said that musical instrument recognition is strongly dependent on timbre. Unfortunately, unlike pitch and loudness, timbre has proven to be somewhat difficult to measure or quantify (Loughran, Walker, O'Neil & O'Farrell, 2000).

Over the last decade, numerous studies have been investigating the nature of speech and speaker recognition research. Progress has been made on the analysis of speech waveforms, in its perception by humans, and in the use of different statistical methods for classification. On the other hand, the topic of instrument classification and recognition has been studied less. In this paper, we will be relying on knowledge gained in speech research, such as the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients.

This paper focuses on the automatic recognition of musical instruments, where the idea is to build a binary decision tree that can “listen” to the musical sounds and recognize which instrument is playing. The experimental material consists of 4094 single notes, the timbre of which has been studied comprehensively. Combined with the state-of-the-art automatic sound source recognition systems, these form the foundation for the most important part of this work: the extraction of perceptually relevant features of acoustic musical signals and their classification into instrument groups.

Binary trees are one of most common and powerful data structures in the computer science The computational cost of making a tree is fairly low, but the cost of using it is even lower - \(O(\log N)\) (Castan, Ortega & Lleida, 2010). Binary trees are used as a cornerstone of classification analysis, which is the main reason it is discussed in this work.

The literature review and motivation part of this paper introduces the studies of the sound timbre and classification methods used for their recognition. Following, Section 3 reflects the method used in the experiment and explains the core idea of the work, while details on implementation of binary tree are given in Section 4. Finally, results are concluded in Section 5.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

As mentioned, the field of speech/music classification was studied by many researchers. Firstly, there are numerous studies that analyze the behavior of different classification algorithms used for music and speech other than binary trees. In the Tables 1 and 2, a brief overview is given on general studies already done in the field of music recognition.

Large amount of data is in the audio format, from several resources such as broadcasting channels, databases, Internet streams and commercial CDs. This has made space for a new field of research, audio content analysis (ACA), or machine listening, whose purpose is to analyze the audio data and extract the
content information directly from the acoustic signal (Burred & Lerch, 2004). Speech and music classification is also useful in other forms of applications, for example, content-based audio coding or indexing other data, such as classification of video content through the accompanying audio. Spurred by the growth of annotated datasets and the democratization of high-performance computing, feature learning has enjoyed a renewed interest in recent years within the MIR community, both in supervised and unsupervised settings (MATLAB, 2015).

### Table 1: Summary of studies in the field of audio classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Classification method</th>
<th>Main application</th>
<th>Audio materials</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saunders (1996)</td>
<td>Multivariate Gaussian classifier</td>
<td>Automatic real-time FM radio monitoring</td>
<td>Different types of music, commercials, talk</td>
<td>95-96% of accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footer (1997)</td>
<td>MFCCs, short-time energy</td>
<td>Using acoustic similarity to retrieve audio documents.</td>
<td>409 sounds and 255 (7 sec long) clips of music</td>
<td>High rate of success, although no specific accuracy rate provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burred and Leech (2004)</td>
<td>KNN classifier, 3 component GMM classifier, MFCC</td>
<td>Classification of music into genres and audio classification</td>
<td>Speech, 13 genres of music, background noise</td>
<td>94.6% hierarchical approach and 96.3% direct approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marques and Moreno (1999)</td>
<td>Gaussian mixture model, Support Vector Machines, mel-frequency feature set</td>
<td>Automatic annotation system</td>
<td>Bagpipes, clarinet, flute, harpsichord, organ, piano, trombone and violin</td>
<td>GMM had an 75% accuracy rate, SVM 70% accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eronen (2001)</td>
<td>Distance-based algorithms, probabilistic classifiers</td>
<td>Listen and recognize the instrument playing</td>
<td>29 instruments</td>
<td>35% accuracy between 29 instruments, 77% accuracy between six instrument families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toghiani-Rizi and Windmark (2017)</td>
<td>Multilayer perceptron</td>
<td>Musical instrument recognition</td>
<td>Feature vector of length 50, containing a normalized frequency spectrum of the audio signal</td>
<td>Average accuracy of 93.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerous studies have been done in the field using binary decision trees (Table 2).

### Table 2: Summary of studies in the field of audio classification using binary decision trees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Main application</th>
<th>Audio materials</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wold, Blum and Wheaton (1996)</td>
<td>Building a system to distinguish between sound classes</td>
<td>laughter, bells, synthesizer, different instruments</td>
<td>98.6% accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han, Pen, Jeon, Lee and Ha (1998)</td>
<td>Genre classification</td>
<td>Songs from three genres: jazz, classical and popular music</td>
<td>55% accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavner and Ruinsky (2009)</td>
<td>Segmentation of audio signals into speech and music</td>
<td>12 hours of speech, 22 hours of music</td>
<td>99.4% accuracy for speech, 97.8% for music, quick adjustment to altering speech/music sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castan, Ortega and Lleda (2010)</td>
<td>Classification of audio frames into speech or music</td>
<td>20 tracks, that alternate segments of music, speech or both</td>
<td>99.56-99.94% accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nowadays, many Internet search sites, such as AltaVista and Lycos, evolved from purely textual indexing to multimedia indexing. It is estimated that there are approximately thirty million multimedia files on the Internet with no effective method available for searching their audio content (Swain, 1998). If every sound file had a corresponding text file that accurately described human perceptions of the given audio content, audio files...
could be easily searched. For example, in an audio file containing only speech, the text file could include spoken text, names, most frequent words etc. In a music file, the annotations could include instruments recognized in the file or parts of the songs used. There is an uncountable amount of audio data stored off and online with no adequate classification technique based on its content, so the interest of creating computer systems and algorithms to classify instruments is evident. In that manner, automatic methods able to effectively index multimedia files are key.

With a goal of gaining broader knowledge about audio information retrieval, we chose binary decision trees as the cornerstone of our analysis, as it is easy to use, but also provides a lot of useful information. Binary trees are closely related to information theory. The idea behind trees is to choose the most informative feature at each step. The principle is to quantify how much information is provided by knowing certain facts. Additionally, binary trees usually give highly accurate classification rates, which is the reason they will be used in this work. The goal is to provide basic classification insight in order to carry out our analysis further.

3. THE PROPOSED MODEL

In this study, we investigate a problem of classifying samples of six instruments: bass clarinet, contrabassoon, flute, oboe, trumpet and violin. The first part of the experiment is focused on extraction of relevant timbre features from original input dataset. The second one regards the construction of a binary decision tree, which will be used to classify input data into instrument groups.

3.1. Feature extraction

The original data is represented as a set of tones played on different instruments. Instruments used in the experiment are bass clarinet, contrabassoon, flute, oboe, trumpet and violin. Each instrument covers a range of different dynamics and scales, ranging from pianissimo to fortissimo, from second to eighth octave, respectively.

Since the goal of this paper is to determine the timbre similarity between tones of the same instruments, first we must extract and explicitly represent timber features of the sound. This is done using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). It is well known that the MFCCs are a compact and efficient representation of speech (Castan et al., 2010). Each coefficient has a value for each frame of the sound. We examine the changes of these coefficients across the range of the sound. In order to obtain MFCCs we must:

1. Divide signals into frames,
2. Get the amplitude spectrum of each frame,
3. Take the log of these spectrums,
4. Convert to mel-scale,
5. Apply the discrete cosine transform (DCT).

First, we divide signals into frames. This is done using a windowing technique. In most applications, the audio signal is analyzed by means of short term or short-time processing technique, according to which the signal is broken into, in our case, overlapping windows (frames) and the analysis is carried out on a frame bases (Giannakopoulos & Pikrakis, 2014). The reason we use windowing is because sound signals aren’t stationary and their properties vary usually very dynamically over time. So in order to catch the switch in time between the frames, we use overlapping by some percent (25%, 50%, 75% etc.). In this experiment, the overlapping step is set to 50%.

Figure 1. Windowed sample (Marsland, 2009)
Mel-scale is a perceptual scale of pitches judged by listeners to be equal in distance from one another (Stevens, Volkman, & Newman, 1937). We project our signals onto mel-scale in order to represent the computed sounds in a way that’s similar to human perception of the tones.

Sampled, these tones were split into windows, or frames. Windowing reduces the amplitude of the discontinuities at the boundaries of each point of the sampled signal. This makes the endpoints of the waveform meet and, therefore, results in a continuous waveform without sharp transitions. Applying a window minimizes the effect of spectral leakage (National Instruments, 2015).

This way, we are able to catch changes between the signal frames and apply the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), which is kind of a cornerstone of digital signal processing. Discrete Fourier transform gives us a frequency-domain (spectral) representation of the signal:

\[ X[k] = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x[n] e^{-\frac{2j\pi kn}{N}}. \]  

Or, if we rewrite it:

\[ x(n) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X(k) y_k(n), \]  

where \( y_k(n) = \frac{-2j\pi kn}{N}, \quad n = 0, \ldots, N - 1. \)

It can be seen that the original signal can be represented as a weighted average of a family of fundamental signals (basis functions), where each signal, \( y_k(n) \) is a complex exponential and its weight is equal to the \( k \)th DFT coefficient (Giannakopoulos & Pikrakis, 2014).

After these transformations our data is represented in frequency or spectral domain, where we get the most of our timbre information from. Most commonly used and very efficient algorithm for the computation of DFT coefficients is fast Fourier transform. We are particularly interested in the magnitude of the \( k \)th DFT coefficient, since it represents a measure of intensity with which the respective frequency participates in the signal \( x(n) \) (Giannakopoulos & Pikrakis, 2014).

Discrete Cosine Transform is used to reduce the data. DCT represents our input as a sum of cosine waves oscillating at each frequency of the signal. Discrete Cosine Transform can be expressed as:

\[ y(k) = a(k) \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n) \cos(\frac{\pi(2n+1)k}{2n}), \quad k = 0,1,\ldots,N-1. \]  

![Figure 2. Eigen spectrum of the violin tone A3 (forte)](image)

After this algorithm has been applied, we have got a matrix of values for each sample sound. That is, every sound is represented with the number of coefficients observed, in this case 40, by the number of frames in size. Since we must represent our data it in a more compact way, we are using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). We apply PCA to the calculated coefficient data. PCA provides a roadmap for how to reduce a complex data set to a lower dimension to reveal the sometimes hidden, simplified dynamics that often underlie it (Wold, Blum, Keislar & Wheaton, 1996). This way, we get our final matrix of input data. It shows that one principal component is enough to describe the data needed for this model.

In Figure 2 we represent the eigenspectrum of a tone A from the third octave, played with forte dynamics on the violin. We can see that the first principal component out of 40 describes the most of the signal. Three, or four at most, principal components are enough to describe the data in the most efficient way. In this experiment, we are using one principal component. Finally, we apply binary decision tree to our set of signals.

3.2. Decision tree

Tree-based algorithm used in this study is Classification and Regression Trees (CART) algorithm. As the name indicates, it can be used both for classification and regression (Saunders, 1996). CART uses Gini impurity as information measure. The ‘impurity’ in the name suggests that the aim of the decision tree is to have each leaf node represent a set of data points that are in the same class, so that there are no mismatches. This is known as purity (Marsland, 2009).

The CART classification method is implemented using MATLAB fitctree function. Once fitctree function returned classified tree, there are a number of parameters which can be used in order to optimize the tree in the best manner. In this experiment, we focused on getting the best values for name-value arguments Maximum number of categories (MaxNumCategories) and Minimum Leaf Size (MinLeafSize). After setting up these arguments, another method for optimizing the decision tree is used, called pruning. Pruning optimizes tree depth (leafiness) by merging leaves on the same tree branch (Marsland, 2009). Now that the tree is improved it can be used to classify and predict outputs of our test dataset.

3.3. Classification details

Since the feature extraction is a big and complex process and isn't quite the focus of the work, we are not going to overview that part of the experiment. We are using the output matrix of the feature extraction process as our input matrix. It is represented as a set of 4094 sound signals and 40 cepstral coefficients describing the timbre for each of them.

Figure 3: Representation of tone A, mezzo forte, played on the oboe

Figure 3 is a representation of the oboe tone A, from the fourth octave, played in mezzo forte dynamics. In the upper left corner, we can see the spectral envelope of the sound, in its original form. Figure from the lower left corner shows the same tone, but with dimensions reduced using Singular Value Decomposition. We can see from the similarity of two left figures, that even with reduced dimensionality we still get a good approximation of the analog music signal. On the right part of the picture, in the upper corner is eigen spectrum of the tone. It allows us to see that two or three principal components are enough to describe the whole signal, while even with one we get all the information needed. Lower left graph is a 2-D representation of the signal with reduced dimensions.

In order to construct the tree, we first separated the data into training and testing sets. We are going to optimize our binary tree to fit our problem adjusting parameters minimum leaf size and maximum number of
categories. In order to grow an efficient tree, we must consider its simplicity and predictive power. Usually, a
deep tree with many leaves is highly accurate on the training data. On the other hand, the tree is not
guaranteed to show a comparable accuracy on an independent test set. This leafy tree tends to overfit, or
overtrain, and test accuracy is often far less than its training (resubstitution) accuracy. A shallow tree does
not attain high training accuracy. But it can turn out more robust – meaning, its training accuracy could be
close to that of a representative test set and shallow tree is easy to interpret.

The argument that we used to control the depth of decision trees in MATLAB is MinLeafSize. Function
fitctree splits a categorical predictor using the exact search algorithm, if the predictor has at most
MaxNumCategories levels in the split node. Passing a small value can lead to loss of accuracy and passing
a large value can increase computation time and memory overload (Marsland, 2009). Commonly used
method for optimization is called pruning which is commonly used in construction of binary decision trees.
Pruning optimizes tree depth or leafiness by merging leaves on the same tree branch. Pruning is
implemented with MATLAB function prune. Now our tree is final, optimized, depth-adjusted binary decision
tree that we can now use to classify our test, using MATLAB function predict.

4. RESULT ANALYSIS

There are several possible uses of a learning tree. Creating tree to classify unknown sounds is the first one. Others include the analysis of the tree: which questions, or we could say attribute, splits the data? In our case: which coefficient has the biggest informative value? Furthermore, the tree can be used to improve the analysis, by finding out what's wrong with the misplaced data (Marques & Moreno, 1999). The main focus of this paper is to classify the sounds using binary decision tree. In addition, we will analyze which timbre attribute split the data into instrument classes.

The argument that we used to control the depth of decision trees in MATLAB is MinLeafSize. Function
fitctree splits a categorical predictor using the exact search algorithm in case the predictor has at most
MaxNumCategories levels in the split node. Otherwise, fitctree finds the best categorical split using one of
the inexact algorithms. Passing a small value can lead to loss of accuracy and passing a large value can
increase computation.

In order to test our tree, we will feed it with test data. As we mentioned, this is done using predict function in
MATLAB. Function returns predicted class labels for our classification tree and predictor, in our case testing
dataset. This vector is crucial in understanding how well our tree classified data. Output argument LABEL is
a vector of the same type as the response data used in training tree, ctree. Each entry of LABEL corresponds to the class with minimal expected cost for the corresponding row of testing input features. We used two measures to calculate the error rate of the tree: resubstitution loss and cross-validation error. Both values are fairly low, where resubstitution loss is 0.065% and cross-validation error 0.13%.

| Table 3: Confusion matrix for binary tree classifier |
|---------------------------|-------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|               | Bass clarinet | Contra-bassoon   | Flute          | Oboe           | Trumpet        | Mandolin       |
| Bass clarinet   | 163            | 0                | 0              | 0              | 0              | 0              |
| Contra-bassoon  | 0              | 166              | 0              | 0              | 0              | 0              |
| Flute           | 0              | 0                | 147            | 0              | 0              | 0              |
| Oboe            | 0              | 0                | 0              | 130            | 0              | 0              |
| Trumpet         | 0              | 0                | 0              | 0              | 99             | 0              |
| Mandolin        | 0              | 0                | 0              | 0              | 0              | 316            |

With respect to our low classification error, we can see that tree predicted only 2 samples out of class. As
confusion matrix shows us, tree misclassified two flute samples as the violin tones. This makes sense,
because the flute and violin are two instruments that can reach to the highest tones. Also, this confirms the
rules our binary tree defined for this problem. As we can see in the figure 4 below, the first question our tree
asks is: Does our input signal’s 40th cepstral coefficient hold a value that's larger than -0.0344922? If it does
have a value larger than -0.0344922 it is directed to the class six, which is enumeration for the violin, and
further classified. On the other hand, if it doesn't, then it is classified as class three, in our case the flute.

This is also an example of another use of binary trees – analyzing the factors influencing classification. Unlike
neural networks, binary trees offer the possibility of insight in our system, which can give us a lot of useful
information for method improvement.

Spectral component is any of the waves that range outside the interval of frequencies assigned to a signal.
By extracting these spectral features, meaning each spectral component of the tone, and calculating their
amplitude, we are presented with the occurring frequency of each spectral component in a single tone. In other words, we are able to see how much of each non-fundamental frequencies of the tone are represented in the signal. Differences in these frequencies define what we call timbre of a tone.

**Figure 4:** Representation of classification binary decision tree for our problem

We log these frequencies, actually mel-scale it, and by doing it we adjust it to human perception of the sound, since we perceive it logarithmically. Human ear perceives frequencies lower than 1 kHz on a linear scale, after which it switches to log scale. Meaning, we perceive less the difference between higher tones, ones over 1 kHz, then we do with the lower ones.

Analyzing the tree to see which attributes it used to split the data, we can see in which range of the frequencies bears the most information. We can see that the lower indexed filters are more present than the higher ones, but the highest indexed one is the most informative one. This makes sense, since the lower filters present lower non-fundamental frequencies, and together they represent a lot of spectral information, but the amount of highest frequencies is what makes the big difference. The bass clarinet could never get the high notes of the violin. It is important to notice, that the first 13 filters stand for lower frequencies, while the rest 27 stand for higher frequencies, in log space.

5. **CONCLUSION**

This paper has presented the classification of musical sounds in instrument families using binary decision trees with the accuracy of 99.87%. The automatic tree construction, using fitctree function, has created well-balanced, efficient trees. Binary decision trees are easy to use and usually give accurate results for classification and regression, so we often use them as a cornerstone of classification analysis.

As we can see, binary decision trees give a high accuracy in musical signal classification, not just for our problem type. We notice that in all of the mentioned studies in the field accuracy is rarely lower than 90%. Since the data is represented in a compact manner, with most important features represented directly and our data vectors are decorrelated, it makes it much easier for our tree classifier to segment the data. This is a good sign for our information retrieval method. In addition, optimization of the tree parameters benefits the high accuracy. Optimal parameters have been set for this specific problem.

We used cross-validation error and resubstitution error to measure the accuracy of classification tree. These measures were also used for evaluating the efficiency of the tree supplied with different-valued parameters.
MinLeafSize and MaxNumCategories. We have created a high accuracy tree, with our features extracted from unified audio data, with dimensions reduced. Analyzing the tree, we can see that a major part of timbral information lies in the lower frequency range, but the filter bearing most valuable information is the highest indexed one, meaning the first question and the crucial information is the amount of the highest frequencies presented in a single tone.

There are a lot of questions and space for future work. Analyses should be done on how cepstral coefficients behave in the same instrument family, as well as changes in cepstrals just for one instrument. The effect of playing techniques could also be taken into account. These analyses would bring us closer to understanding and using timbre of a sound with more clarity.

Further work should also check accuracy of binary tree with different parameterization, more instrument families, and different sound representation and see the effect on the result and accuracy. Using different filter shapes within the first layer seems crucial for an efficient learning with spectrogram-based CNNs (Shlens, 2003), which is another direction for research.
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Determining the Weights of Criteria in Menu Evaluation Using Best-Worst Method

Abstract: The evaluation of dishes represents basic activity in the structuring of the menu, which allows the optimal use of resources in order to fully satisfy the expectations of users and restaurant management. Models for menu analysis allow systematic evaluation, by comparing individual dishes according to previously selected criteria. This paper presents a new approach for determining the weights of criteria in menu evaluation using Best-Worst Method (BWM) which objectivize the inconsistencies in expert judgment. The model was successfully tested on the menu of a collective nutrition restaurant, where nine relevant experts have influenced on forming the weight coefficients of three groups of criteria.

Keywords: menu evaluation, collective nutrition, restaurant management, BWM, MCDM, expert judgment

1. INTRODUCTION

A high-quality menu allows optimal utilization of capacity and resources of a restaurant in order to fully satisfy the expectations of users and restaurant management. The menu represents a worthwhile synthesis of needs of the target group of users, on one hand, and the ability of a restaurant to prepare a dish in a cost-effective way according to the defined standards, on the other. The menu is structured based on the production capacities of a restaurant (technical, technological and organizational), available resources and preferences of restaurant service users.

In the process of menu optimization, the evaluation of dishes constitutes a basic activity by which the dishes with lesser performance and a smaller contribution to the set goals, are innovated or substituted with better ones. All business decisions of restaurants related to production and placement are derived from the menu. (Taylor, J., Brown, D., 2007). The menu interprets to the guest restaurant's offer, kindness, and a type of service and influences the creation of a unique experience in dining (McCall, M., Lyn., A., 2008). For this reason, researchers in many studies are working to create a model for optimizing menus to increase efficiency, customer satisfaction and profit (Taylor, J., Reynolds, D., Brown, D., 2009).

An early attempt to menu analysis, as first introduced by Miller (1980), employed a four quadrant matrix with vectors associated with sales and popularity, measured as sales velocities. Kasawana and Smith (1982), later, using the Boston Consulting Group Portfolio Analysis as the basis for the Menu Engineering Matrix approach, incorporated contribution margin defined as the difference between the sales price of an item and the cost of food product to produce that item. They considered high gross profit and low food cost as mutually exclusive. Pavesic (1983), used weighted gross profit/contribution margin to replace the individual menu item gross profit and included “popularity” as an indirect third variable. Hayes and Huffman (1985) developed an individual profit and loss statement for all menu components in an attempt to allocate all costs including labor and fixed costs to individually menu items. Bayou and Bennet (1992) developed a profitability analysis model to evaluate the financial strength of menu items in an attempt to allocate variable costs such as labor. Horton (2001) proposed different approach and modified Kasawana and Smith’s Menu Engineering Model by including estimated labor into the contribution margin (gross profit).

Tom and Annaraud (2017) applied fuzzy multi-criteria decision making techniques to Kasavana and Smith model in order to reduce inaccuracies in the evaluation of alternatives presented by linguistic expressions and providing more relevant information to the decision makers. Previous researches did not advantage multi criterion decision making methods based on non-matrix access, which disable aggregation of wide range relevant criteria for evaluation menu items, both quantitative and qualitative, in a peculiar comparable figure. A new approach, presented in this paper exceeds specified limits and allows for more accurate menu evaluation and an optimization of menu assortment by elimination or substitution of weak ranked menu items with a new better ones.

In this study, the authors have chosen to apply BWM for determining the weight coefficients of criteria due to following advantages (Rezaei, 2015): (1) A smaller number of comparisons in pairs, e.g. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method (Satty, 1980) requires \( n(n-1)/2 \) comparisons, while BWM requires \( 2n-3 \) comparisons; (2) The weight coefficients obtained by using BWM are more reliable - comparisons are made with a higher degree of consistency; (3) In most models for multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM), e.g. AHP method, the degree of consistency represents a check whether the comparison of criteria is consistent or not; in BWM degree of consistency is used to determine the level of reliability since BWM outputs are always consistent; (4) When comparing in criterion pairs BWM uses only integer values, unlike AHP which also requires the use of fractional values.
2. BEST-WORST METHOD

This section shows BWM algorithm that includes the following steps:

Step 1. Identification of the evaluation criteria set \( C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \), where \( n \) represents the total number of criteria.

Step 2. Identification of a single criterion with the most dominant and most inferior impact provided that if there are two or more criteria of the same importance only one is arbitrarily chosen.

Step 3. Determining the dominance of the most important criteria from the set \( C \) in relation to other criteria of the same set, this is measured on the scale of numbers 1-9. The measurement result is represented by vector "best in relation to others" (BO):

\[
A_B = (a_{b_1}, a_{b_2}, \ldots, a_{b_n})
\]

where \( a_{b_j} \) represents the advantage of the most dominant criterion \( B \) in relation to criterion \( j \), where \( a_{b_B} = 1 \).

Step 4. Determining the dominance of all the criteria from the set \( C \) in relation to the most inferior criterion of the set, expressed by a number on scale 1-9. The result of measurement is represented by vector "others compared to the worst" (OW):

\[
A_W = (a_{w_1}, a_{w_2}, \ldots, a_{w_n})
\]

where \( a_{w_j} \) represents the dominance of criterion \( j \) in relation to the worst criterion \( W \), where \( a_{w_W} = 1 \).

Step 5. Calculation of optimal values of weight coefficients of the criteria from set \( C \), \( (w'_1, w'_2, \ldots, w'_n) \), whereby the condition should be satisfied that maximum absolute values of differences (3)

\[
\left| \frac{w_u}{w_j} - a_{b_j} \right| \text{and} \left| \frac{w_i}{w_w} - a_{w_j} \right|
\]

for all values of \( j \) be minimized. This condition can be represented by the following minimax model:

\[
\min \left\{ \max_j \left| \frac{w_u}{w_j} - a_{b_j} \right|, \left| \frac{w_i}{w_w} - a_{w_j} \right| \right\} \quad \text{s.t.}
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1}^n w_j = 1, \quad w_j \geq 0 \quad \forall j
\]

The previous model (4) can be represented by an equivalent model in the following way:

\[
\min \xi
\]

\[
\text{s.t.}
\]

\[
\left| \frac{w_u}{w_j} - a_{b_j} \right| \leq \xi, \forall j
\]

\[
\left| \frac{w_i}{w_w} - a_{w_j} \right| \leq \xi, \forall j
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1}^n w_j = 1, \quad w_j \geq 0 \quad \forall j
\]

By solving the system of equations and inequations of the model (5), optimal values of the evaluation weight coefficients \( (w'_1, w'_2, \ldots, w'_n) \) and \( \xi^- \) are obtained.

For each value \( a_{pw} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 9\} \) the values of consistency index are calculated \( CI(\max \xi^+) \), (Rezaei, 2015).

Table 1: Consistency index values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( a_{pw} )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( CI(\max \xi^+) )</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By solving the system of equations and inequalities of the model (13), we get the optimal values of evaluation weight coefficients \((w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)\) and \(\xi^*\). It is considered that the values of evaluation weight coefficients are reliable if the condition represented by the expression (6), (Rezaei, 2015) is satisfied,

\[
CR = \frac{\xi^*}{CI} \leq 0.25
\]

where \(CR\) is the degree of consistency. From the expression (6) it can be noticed that as the value \(\xi^*\) increases, the value of \(CR\) increases, that is, the reliability of comparison results of the defined criteria by experts is decreased. If the condition represented by expression (6) is not satisfied, the optimal weight coefficients of criteria are calculated in the form of interval numbers by solving the model (7)

\[
\begin{align*}
\min w_j & \quad \max w_j \\
\text{s.t.} & & \text{s.t.} \\
\left| \frac{w_{j_1}}{w_j} - a_{j_1} \right| \leq \frac{\xi^*}{C}, \forall j & \left| \frac{w_{j_2}}{w_j} - a_{j_2} \right| \leq \frac{\xi^*}{C}, \forall j \\
\left| \frac{w_{j_3}}{w_j} - a_{j_3} \right| \leq \frac{\xi^*}{C}, \forall j & \left| \frac{w_{j_4}}{w_j} - a_{j_4} \right| \leq \frac{\xi^*}{C}, \forall j \\
\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 & \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \\
w_j \geq 0 \ \forall j & w_j \geq 0 \ \forall j
\end{align*}
\]

For each interval value, the center of the interval is determined, which is used to rank the criteria of alternatives (Rezaei, 2016).

3. DETERMINING THE WEIGHTS OF CRITERIA USING BWM

In the first step, based on the expert experience, nine relevant criteria for menu evaluation have been identified: Time required for preparation, Technical-technological and organizational requirements (TTOR) for storage of meal components, TTOR for meal preparation, Price, Energy value, Digestibility, Sensory properties, Elan for work and Possibility of preparation in unforeseen circumstances, for which the labels and explanations are given in Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion label</th>
<th>Criterion name</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Time needed for preparation</td>
<td>The duration of technological process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>TTOR storage of meal components</td>
<td>Space, appliances and storage facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>TTOR for meal preparation</td>
<td>Space, machines, appliances, accessories, recipes, qualifications of people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Cost of fresh foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Energy value</td>
<td>Caloric value of a meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>Digestibility</td>
<td>A subjective feeling in the body after consuming a meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Sensory properties</td>
<td>Appearance, smell, taste, texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>Elan for work</td>
<td>Mental and physical work after the meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>The possibility of preparation in unforeseen circumstances</td>
<td>In case of TTOR dysfunctionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second step, BWM (Rezaei, 2015) was applied and a comparison of the best criterion with the others was made using the nine-degree scale \([1.9]\), where 1 is the same significance, and 9 is a distinct dominance. The survey included nine reference experts with a minimum of ten years experience who carried out a comparison and the obtained results were presented with nine BO vectors, (Table 3)
In the next step, the experts compared the worst criteria with the others and the results were presented with nine OW vectors, (Table 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
<th>E6</th>
<th>E7</th>
<th>E8</th>
<th>E9</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>9 (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1 (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values of BO and OW vectors were aggregated using the expression for geometric mean (GM) calculation, and then they were assigned the ranks which were used to form the model (5). Thus, for BO vector in table 3 for criterion C1, averaging was carried out as follows

$$GM = \sqrt[9]{E_1 \cdot E_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot E_9} = \sqrt[9]{6 \cdot 4 \cdot 3 \cdot 6 \cdot 2 \cdot 1 \cdot 6 \cdot 5 \cdot 5} = 3.70$$

In the same way, the ranks of remaining criteria in Tables 3 and 4 were obtained. Based on the acquired values of criteria ranks, the model was set (5)

$$\min w_j$$

subject to

$$\frac{w_1}{w_j} - 8 \leq \xi ;$$

$$\frac{w_2}{w_j} - 6 \leq \xi ;$$

$$\frac{w_3}{w_j} - 2 \leq \xi ;$$

$$\frac{w_4}{w_j} - 4 \leq \xi ;$$

$$\frac{w_5}{w_j} - 5 \leq \xi ;$$

$$\frac{w_6}{w_j} - 9 \leq \xi ;$$

$$\sum_{j=1}^{9} w_j = 1$$

$$w_j \geq 0, \ \forall j = 1, 2, \ldots, 9$$

The model shown is solved using the Lingo 17.0 software. By solving this model, the final values of weight coefficients were acquired
Using the expression (6), the value of consistency degree \((CR)\) is calculated,

\[
CR = \frac{\xi^*}{CI} = \frac{1.725083}{5.23} = 0.3298
\]

Since the minimum consistency condition is not satisfied \((CR > 0.25)\), the optimal weight coefficients of criteria are calculated in the form of interval values by solving the model (7). In the following section a model for obtaining the interval values of weight coefficient of the first criterion is shown.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min w_i & \quad \text{s.t.} \\
\sum_{j=1}^{9} w_j & = 1 \\
w_{j} & \geq 0, \quad \forall j = 1,2,\ldots,9
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{w_1 - 2}{w_1} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_2 - 6}{w_2} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_3 - 8}{w_3} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_4 - 8}{w_4} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_5 - 6}{w_5} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_6 - 6}{w_6} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_7 - 5}{w_7} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_8 - 7}{w_8} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\frac{w_9 - 9}{w_9} & \leq \xi^*; \\
\sum_{j=1}^{9} w_j = 1 & \quad w_j \geq 0, \quad \forall j = 1,2,\ldots,9
\end{align*}
\]

In the same way, non-linear mathematical models for the remaining criteria (C2-C9) are constructed, with limitations. By solving these limitations interval values of weight coefficients of the remaining criteria are acquired. The obtained intervals, the lower boundary (LB) and the higher boundary (HB), are shown in Table 5.

**Table 5: Boundary values of weight coefficient intervals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(w_i)</th>
<th>LB</th>
<th>HB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(w_1)</td>
<td>0.02535418</td>
<td>0.04736751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_2)</td>
<td>0.05185670</td>
<td>0.07025333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_3)</td>
<td>0.15435290</td>
<td>0.24982500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_4)</td>
<td>0.02941330</td>
<td>0.05611102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_5)</td>
<td>0.24318140</td>
<td>0.30230740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_6)</td>
<td>0.09790565</td>
<td>0.13126080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_7)</td>
<td>0.07425574</td>
<td>0.09230993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_8)</td>
<td>0.12876410</td>
<td>0.21785330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_9)</td>
<td>0.02267408</td>
<td>0.02818695</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since evaluation of menu dishes (alternative) could be done in the next stage using the selected MCDM model, the obtained interval values of weight coefficients will be considered as interval or rough numbers.
The concept of rough numbers introduced by Zhai (Zhai et al., 2008) was derived from the theory of rough (Pawlak, 1982).

4. CONCLUSION

The evaluation of menu is based on an objective and precise understanding of relevant factors that affect the satisfaction of users and restaurant employees.

User satisfaction is reflected in sensory perception and subjective feeling during and after the meal, while employee satisfaction reflects the synthesis of various impressions such as personal income, working conditions, working atmosphere and other feedback effects that imply user satisfaction. In a stimulating working environment, users and employees in the restaurant stimulate each other by raising the aspiration level over a longer period of time (Arsic, S., 2014).

BWM based approach allows the elimination of uncertainty of subjective assessment about importance of criteria of experts (Pamucar, D., et al., 2018) in various areas related to nutrition (nutrition, food technology, nutrition organization, quality of life) and precise positioning of dishes according to value rank which was acquired by evaluation. During the testing of the introduced approach 9 relevant experts have influenced on forming the weight coefficients of three groups of criteria: 1.group of criteria related to the subscribers (C6-C8) was evaluated by 35 users; 2.group of criteria related to food preparation (C1-C3 and C9) was evaluated by 15 experts involved in the food preparation process; 3.group consists of criteria related to the price of fresh foods required for food preparation (C4) acquired from market analysis and the caloric value of a ready meal (C5) measured in a renowned state institution.

The model is adequate for analysis and predictions in the following time period for the purpose of quality business decision-making by top management (Suknović, M., et al., 2012). The approach can be very effectively applied when it is necessary to form a menu based on the defined effects that nutrition should manifest on the target group of subscribers (favoring the quantity of nutrients and their digestibility, elan for physical work after the meal, preparation in unforeseen circumstances, etc.) especially in restaurants for collective nutrition of students, athletes, security forces and rekonvalescents, so future research should be aimed in that direction. In educational terms, the approach helps decision makers to better understand the complexity of process of identifying relevant criteria, dish evaluation and creating an optimal menu in given time, space, social, economic and other circumstances.
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Abstract: YouTube videos carry great number of data about the viewers habits, topics of interest and attention catchers. Several YouTube channels in Serbia stream specialized content in form of interviews. By analyzing channel content, it can be seen that there are some impacts that lead to popularity of a certain video. This paper is written in order to show correlation between video guests popularity on Wikipedia and view count on YouTube, as well as a connection between the words used in the title of the video and view count.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, YouTube as a video streaming service gained more television channel formed content. According to YouTube fact sheet, there are over 300 hours of content being uploaded every minute, many of them being interviews, weekly shows that are only available on YouTube. There are many channels in Serbia with specialized content, such as one to one interviews. These videos carry a large number of data within which gives the opportunity to understand content popularity, trends in online marketing and change of habits of the targeted audience.

Analyzing the content of Serbia’s most popular YouTube interview focused channel, the purpose of this paper is to answer following questions: Is the view count influenced by the guest interview and/or the title of the video? Are there any “trigger” words that influence the popularity of a video and are there any trends in selection of guests? The questions will be answered through detailed analysis of statistics collected from YouTube API, information about guests obtained from Wikipedia and by exploring information about guests in DBpedia.

First part of the analysis will cover pure statistics and try to mine the correlations between popularity of the video on the characteristics of the guest, such as guest’s gender and profession. Second part of the analysis will focus on the topic of the interview, keywords that are mentioned in the title and to correlate it with the video’s popularity. Finally, information about the guests, the topic and the popularity of the video will be put into clustering algorithm in order to generate clusters of guests that might implicate the popularity of future videos.

The main goal of the analysis should lead to concrete advice to YouTube channel owners on how to improve their statistics and popularity.

2. RELATED WORK

Several papers in the last 5 years have written about impact on popularity of YouTube videos. Mekouar, Zrura and Bouyakhf (2017) had used two simple regression models for applying machine learning in predicting the popularity of videos based on videos parameters and they proposed a popularity function with good performance over the tested set of videos. Shuxina, Chenyu and Xueming (2017) applied more in depth techniques for analysis of similar video service provider, Youku, where they defined popularity patterns based on initial popularity of the video. Similar approach was taken in Pinto, Almeida and Goncalves (2013) where authors created models to advise users on actions needed for reaching a greater number of views. Initially, idea of defining popularity patterns of videos over time was used in Figueriedo, Benevenuto and Almeida (2011) for the first time. Slightly different approach was taken in Brodersen Scellato and Wattenhofer (2012) by analyzing content of the video, its geographical origin and geographical popularity.

Slightly different goal, but the same means was used recently in Woo, BKP, & Chung, JOP (2018). The authors used YouTube statistics to create a model for evaluation of an educational video. In Tackett et al. (2018) YouTube statistics was used for predicting viewing pattern for popular medical YouTube videos.

Over the years, targeted audiences had grew, but also had changed. The need to have personal relationship with a viewer, to target specific needs resulted in appearance of a great number of vlogs - video blogging
channels, interview specialized channels and similar content. It is now more than the view count in preceding days that impacts the popularity of the video. In Cheng, Dale and Liu (2008) similar statements from the overall YouTube statistics were taken out, but even though the approach to analyzing content to find the connections between videos and popular content is great idea, over the 10 years period the statistics had changed, and so did the statements concluded. 10 years later, in Bärtl, M (2018), decent analysis of YouTube videos was done, but the paper was solely focused on analysis, without creating any conclusions about the connection between popularity and the content.

3. DATA EXPLORATION

3.1. Data structure

The initial data was obtained by using YouTube API from Balkan Info channel. Titles of videos on this channel are well structured and it was easy to collect guest names from the interviews. This way, it was possible to collect the main characteristics of a published video clip such as video title, number of views, number of comments, number of likes and other.

Some columns of the dataset obtained in this way are the following: title, published, tags, comments, likes, dislikes, favourites, views, guest_name, quote and page_name. The gender of interviewed guests was extracted using an automated approach combining name-based and image-based gender inference methods, as done in Karimi, Wagner, Lemmerich, Jadidi, & Strohmaier (2016).

The existing data set was then expanded with data from the Wikipedia api. For each guest, a number of reviews of their wiki pages have been collected, if their page exists, for 2018, 2017. and 2016. from Serbian wikipedia and English as well. It was necessary to collect this data to find out more about the popularity of the guest and thus compare it with the number of views of his clip. In order to get more information about guests, their professions were collected for a later analysis of the impact of what they do on number of views of their videos. Eleven different profession groupings were identified, and data were obtained from dbpedia, writing Sparql queries. The collection of the entire data set is done using the Python programming language due to easy manipulation of the data and corresponding libraries that it offers, and all data values are saved in the CSV (comma separated file) after collection. Data was collected for every published video clip in the period from July 15, 2015. to March 6, 2018.

3.2. Guest statistics

The number of unique guests is 284 of the total number of interviews collected - 474, and the total number of different data columns is 38. Further analysis of data shows that women appear much less frequently as speakers in the show, only 11 of them were guests, and they appeared in total 24 times in the observed period. Furthermore, it can be argued that their interviews are significantly less frequently reviewed, on average 60 449 times per video clip, and that same average for men is 80 716. On average, male guests average 91 likes more than female per video clip. Clips in which men appear on average have more dislikes and comments, but those differences are much less compared to the number of views. Men have 152 dislikes per clip, and women 139, on average. The number of comments where the guest is a male is an average of 235, and for women 225. It is interesting to visualize some of these data that is available after the initial collection phase. Comparison of male and female guests is shown in the Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Female and male guests compared](image)
Comparison of average views by gender is shown in the Figure 2.

![Number of views (average)](image)

**Figure 2**: Views compared by gender

As for the professions differentiation of guests, The largest part of guests comes from scientists and politics. Profession with most views per video clip on average is Artist, and Music and Performer professions are positioned high also. Politics is the profession with least number of views on average. It is interesting to note that guests from the sphere of politics are the second most often welcomed to the show despite of the lack of people viewing their clips. On the other side, there is a small number of guests that are artists by profession despite to the fact that their clips are viewed the most.

![Professions average views](image)

**Figure 3**: Average views by professions

The guest who is most often invited to the show in the observed period is Jugoslav Petrušić and this number is 14 times. The average number of views of his interviews is 115 054 per clip. In Figure 4 you can see how many views on average have five guests who were most often invited to give interview.
Red line in Figure 4 represents average views of all video clips collected in the observed period - 79 744. Three of five most frequent guests are above the average views line, and other two are significantly below. A person who certainly justifies a large number of invites to the show is Miroljub Petrović with an average number of views with over 300 000 above average. This guest also has the most cumulated views - 5 007 144, more than next four guests combined together.

Of the total number of guests, only 89 of them have a page on en.wikipedia in all three observed years 2016, 2017, and 2018. The number of views of these guests interviews is above average - 73 902 which is in contrast to the assumption that guests who have wiki pages are more popular and will have more views on their show appearances. The number of guest pages is considerably smaller when looking at sr.wikipedia where only 19 guests have their own wiki pages in the observed years. There is only 10 different guests that have wiki pages both on en.wikipedia as well as on sr.wikipedia through these 3 years. The average number of views that these guests get is 45 790 per video. Also, guests that are not present in wikipedia pages, do not have any SparQL knots, which made profession based analysis unreliable from this source. That is why our profession based classification of guest was made solely on YouTube data.

In the Figure 5 is shown correlation between guest pages yearly searches on Wikipedia and views of their videos. Guests that do not have wiki page are excluded from consideration. There is a strong correlation between the number of views on Youtube and sr.wikipedia searches and very little between en.wikipedia and video clip views. This is a good indicator that en.wikipedia can be excluded in some future work for our particular case.
3.3. Title statistics

Text processing focused on title of videos and tags, related to each of the video. Using text processing libraries in Python and extensions in RapidMiner, a set of most used words and phrases was created. Analysing most popular words, it can be concluded which are the most popular words and phrases in videos (Figure 6 and 7).

Above mentioned words are connected to the popularity of videos, which is shown on the following figure:
It can be concluded that use of words “Vučić” and “Srbija” in the video title attract more attention than use of other words. Also, “Vučić” and “Kosovo” have the same influence on the reach of the video.

### 3.3. Clustering Guests

As claimed in the channel description, “Balkan Info strives to provide unbiased reporting and has opened its doors to all guests and all political parties”. As presented above (Figure 3), the interviewed guests come from different professional backgrounds and they discuss about different topics. However, some guests could be considered more ‘serious’ than others, as some guests tend to share information that could be described as conspiracy theories. An interest application of clustering would be to divide guests into the ‘serious’ ones and the ‘conspiracy theorists’. Having assumed that this could save time for the viewers when making the decision to watch the video or not (as they tend to be between 1 and 3 hours long), an attempt for clustering was made.

As features for clustering, we used the following predictors, out of the earlier mentioned set attributes: comments, likes, dislikes, favourites, views, wiki2016, wiki2017, wiki2018 and the name of the guest. We used k-means algorithm to train the clustering model. However, just around 8 percent of them were assigned to the ‘conspiracy’ cluster, which we do not consider as a proper distribution. It is worth mentioning that a higher number of dislikes could be considered as a signal of a guest being a ‘conspiracy theorist’, but there are exceptions where the guest is perceived negatively by the audience even though being ‘serious’.

In the following figure, it can be seen that the characteristics of the first cluster is high number of dislikes, while the second cluster has a high number of popular words with a lower number of dislikes.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

From the explorative analysis done, several conclusions can be outlined. First, guest from the sphere of politics are not interesting content for viewers. On the other hand, performers and artists are interesting and attractive content. Taking into consideration that people without any information on wikipedia pages are more view than others, lead to conclusion that locally familiar people that do not have the chance to appear on other media do have greater popularity online, on YouTube. Certain guests in Serbia have great popularity and can bring a lot of popularity to the channel if invited.

As for the timing, it can be recommended to publish video clips on Sundays, since that is the day with the largest number of views cumulative.

Topics which need to be covered in the interview need to contain several of the popular words such as: vučić, kosovo, srbija, žele, narod etc. in order to attract viewers and it needs to be mentioned in the title of the video.

We have seen that en.wikipedia gives very small correlation with views of published video and can be excluded from consideration. Sr.wikipedia gives strong correlation and in some future work data searches will be collected not only for the past 3 years, but also for years before 2016.

For the purpose of this research it was only taken into consideration title of the video in the part of text processing. Next step would be to dig deeper into semantics of the whole conversation. Another idea for future work is to include other sources for data collecting, besides dbpedia and wikipedia.
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Abstract: Cryptocurrency mining and trading have attracted much attention lately. There are numerous studies and experiments performed to predict the future prices of cryptocurrencies and identify factors that influence the cryptocurrencies’ price movement. The aim of this research is to investigate the potential relationship between market sentiment and Bitcoin price movement. The market sentiment analysis is performed on Reddit social network using neural networks. Furthermore, we propose an intelligent system for automated cryptocurrency trading based on neural network outputs. The proposed intelligent trading system is tested over a 4-month period (December 2017 – April 2018), with daily records. The trading simulations are performed multiple times in order to obtain credible results. It is shown that the proposed system achieves a positive average profit that significantly outperforms Bitcoin performance. The results may be seen as a confirmation of the assumption that market psychology is an important factor in the still emerging cryptocurrency market.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The price movements of cryptocurrencies have attracted much attention in the year 2017 and 2018 from both practitioners and academia. The problem of prompt estimation whether the prices will go up or down, i.e. should investors buy or sell assets from their portfolio, has been in the spotlight. These kinds of researches have been conducted for a very long time in different markets. Numerous studies have been done in order to predict movements of the stock or foreign exchange markets. These markets are characterized with relatively low volatility compared to the cryptocurrency market where the price can either suddenly go down or rapidly rise by more than 100 percent on a weekly or even daily basis. Being this unpredictable, the factor that has been added to the formation of the prices and has become one of the most dominant is the factor of faith of investors. Bearing this in mind, the aim of this paper was to show how investors’ approval and interaction within the social network can affect the future price movements of cryptocurrencies.

Cryptocurrency trading is currently a hot topic. Numerous researches have been conducting experiments to predict the future prices of cryptocurrencies. Brauneis and Mestel (2018) showed that cryptocurrency prices become less predictable as liquidity increases. Gandal, Hamrick, Moore and Oberman (2018) dealt with the problem of suspicious trading activities identification, and the estimation of their impact on the price. Gangwal and Longin (2018) examine oscillations of Bitcoin prices based on extreme value theory. Dynamic investment strategies based on the rational expectations bubble model of prices were proposed by Kreuser and Sornette (2018). Detzel, Liu, Strauss, Zhou, and Zhu (2018) documented that Bitcoin returns are predictable by moving the average technical indicator. On the other hand, the influence of the social media on cryptocurrencies’ price movements was thoroughly analyzed by Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2011), Garcia, Tessone, Mavrodiev, and Perony (2014) and Garcia and Schweitzer (2015). Their results imposed a new perspective on researchers and practitioners. Further, Kim, Kim, Kim, Kang and Kim (2016) estimated the fluctuations in the prices and the number of transactions of cryptocurrencies based on user comments in online cryptocurrency communities. Phillips and Gorse (2017) proposed a class of novel online social media indicators to deal with the price prediction problem.

In this paper, we used social media data generated on the Reddit network. The Reddit network has a large number of subscribers who generate an even larger number of posts and comments each day about many subjects. This network has become especially popular among investors as a place for discussing the cryptocurrency market. We saw a potential in analyzing posts and comments from Reddit network to extract trading signals for Bitcoin. Similarly, this was done by Garcia and Schweitzer (2015) who presented a framework to derive general knowledge from social network data. To do this, they combined economic signals related to market growth, trading volume, and the use of Bitcoin as a means of exchange, with social signals (including search volumes), word-of-mouth levels, emotional valence and opinion polarization.
In order to predict trends in the cryptocurrency price movement, we used an artificial neural network. For the purpose of this paper, we used a standard one-layered feed-forward neural network with back-propagation learning algorithm and the inputs that describe the sentiment of the Reddit network and technical indicators of price movement. In fact, the sentiment of the Reddit network is depicted using the daily difference of ups and downs and the number of posts on Reddit. On the other hand, daily Relative Strength Index and Volume-to-Market-Capitalization are technical indicators used in the experiment. The trading signal obtained from neural network is further extracted using another technical indicator, i.e. ZigZag. The experiment is performed on the dataset of daily records collected during the period of 4 months.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we provide a detailed overview of the literature. In Section 3 we present the research methodology. Results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives a brief discussion of future research direction.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section briefly explains the components relevant to this research, including basic terms related to Bitcoin trading, the problem of Bitcoin price predicting and the predictions based on sentiment tracking.

2.1. Bitcoin

In 2008 a mysterious person, whose identity has yet to be discovered, named Satoshi Nakamoto released a paper “A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”. In addition, he also implemented open source blockchain software ushering in a cryptocurrency by the name of Bitcoin. The blockchain technology, on which the Bitcoin is based, has enabled a flow of money through online payments directly from one side to another without using a third party, in this case a financial institution (Nakamoto, 2008). This may be considered revolutionary, and it has had a great influence on the current financial system.

Since then, numerous cryptocurrencies and blockchain platforms have emerged. They brought a different perspective to financial markets, despite raising many questions and doubts. Numerous debates and discussions sprang up about the validity of cryptocurrencies and whether they should be banned or even criminalized and how the government could regulate them. Even though the rise of cryptocurrencies was followed by many negative effects and frauds, there are also a lot of benefits that they have brought. Some of them are:

- a faster settlement process,
- lower transaction fees,
- decentralization.

Nowadays, there are more than 1600 known cryptocurrencies. Even though they are different in nature and purpose and independently priced on the crypto market, their prices are mostly correlated to the price of Bitcoin. This fact allows the market to be easily influenced by the effects of “the herd” and “big players”. Gandal et al. (2018) analyzed the impact of suspicious trading activity on price manipulations in the Bitcoin market. The herd effect and market bubble creation were the subject covered by Gangwal and Longin (2018) and Kreuser and Sornette (2018).

2.2. Predictability and profitability

If one had invested in Bitcoin back in the 2010 it would have generated an astonishing return of more than 15.000.000% by the end of the year 2017. At the same time, investment in S&P500 stock index would have grown by a rate of 130% over the same period of time. Being this volatile is the main reason why people decide to either invest in Bitcoin or steer clear from it. Without the fundamental information (such as interest payments, book values, dividends etc.) investors are relying solely on price charts when it comes to investment decision making.

Numerous researches have been done to try to predict the Bitcoin price and to make those predictions profitable. Brauneis and Mestel (2018) tried to investigate the predictability and efficiency of several cryptocurrencies using the statistical testing methodology. They concluded the Bitcoin is the least predictable and most efficient in terms of the efficient market hypothesis. Prediction of fluctuations in cryptocurrencies has been researched by Kim et al. (2016) and Phillips and Gorse (2017), who showed great results and provided excellent trading guidelines. However, this topic needs to be further revised in the shortest possible time span because changes are occurring on an hourly/daily/weekly level.
2.3. Market sentiment analysis based on social media data

Using social media, people are generating a huge amount of information on a daily basis. If handled in a proper way, this information may be used to determine and understand the public opinion about a certain topic. One such topic is the price movement of cryptocurrencies. This topic can either be discussed directly by saying that the price is going to rise/fall for a certain reason; or indirectly by mentioning that you are going to invest in the near future, ask around about the cryptocurrency itself or show any kind of interest in it. All of the aforementioned can give us an indication of how the observed price could move in the future, which was underlined by Garcia et al. (2014).

Price predictions for Bitcoin cannot be obtained in an easy way. Contrary to the stock price predictions, which are based on company’s business insights, the price of a certain cryptocurrency is formed based on the level of its usage in society, the level of the faith community has built, the mood of the people such as their skepticism, risk awareness and other feelings/emotions. By using these subjective factors, one can try to predict the future price movement like Bollen et al. (2011) did for American stock market using Twitter data.

3. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce the methodology used to construct and test the proposed trading system based on artificial neural networks.

3.1. Trading system

In this paper, we build and test an automated trading system (ATS) for cryptocurrency trading using artificial neural networks as a machine learning component within the system. The proposed trading system is a continuation of the previous work by Rakicevic, Milovanovic and Anicic (2016), who build a similar ATS for stock market trading. The proposed system consists of two components (Figure 1): the pre-processing component and trading logic component. In pre-processing component there are three modules that work in parallel. Market analysis module gathers cryptocurrency market data and calculates different technical indicators. The second module is for social network data analysis. It crawls data from Reddit service and quantifies it using different indicators. Finally, there is a trading signal extraction module that uses the price data to extract trading signals used as target data for training neural networks. The second part of the system is reserved for trading logic. It consists of the learning part (implemented as a neural network) and a trading algorithm that uses neural network forecasts to decide whether to buy, sell or hold Bitcoin.

![Figure 1: The structure of the proposed ATS](image)

3.2. Artificial neural network

Our system uses a standard feed-forward neural network (FFNN) as a learning component to obtain intelligent system design. In this type of network, each network node aggregates all input variables as a
weighted sum and then uses an activation function to obtain nonlinear output from the node. Our network model has three layers:

- input layer with four input variables,
- one hidden layer with 15 nodes,
- an output layer with one output variable.

The proposed FFNN is trained using a back-propagation algorithm. Further, log-sigmoid function is used as an activation function in all network nodes:

\[ \sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When the ATS starts operating, the first time periods of data \( t \) are used for training FFNN. The neural network uses technical and market sentiment indicators as input variables to learn how to predict the trading signal (extracted using a special pre-processing component). When the underlying model in the data is discovered, trading starts from the \( t+1 \) time period. In this operating segment, the system is using a neural network to predict the trading signal based on input variables. Afterwards, the obtained trading signal prediction is used in trading algorithm for the decision making process and creating the corresponding trading orders. Trading is done until the stopping criterion is met (the end of data series or another condition). If a stopping criterion is met, the ATS stops trading and starts training the neural network again (from the beginning of dataset until the stopping point). After the learning process is done, trading is resumed again (until the stopping criterion is met again).

3.3. Input variables

Our trading system uses four input variables obtained with two pre-processing modules. The market analysis module is based on technical analysis and uses market data to calculate indicator values. In this paper, we use two indicators: Relative Strength Index (RSI) and Volume-to-Market-Capitalization (Vol2MCap) indicator. The RSI indicator is one of the most common indicators in technical analysis used to analyze trend momentum. It is derived from the market price in the following way:

\[ RSI = 100 - \frac{100}{1 + RS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( RS \) is the ratio of average gain of up periods during the specified time frame to the average loss of down periods during the specified time frame.

The Vol2MCap indicator is used for market volume analysis, to provide us with an easy interpretation whether the current trading volume is high, low or average. We calculate this indicator with the following formula:

\[ Vol2MCap = \frac{\text{tradingVolume} \cdot \text{marketPrice}}{\text{marketCapilatization}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

To analyze the market sentiment through social networks, we use two additional indicators. The first one we call Sentiment Score (SS). It is calculated as a simple difference between positive reactions on the Reddit social network (ups) and negative reactions (downs) calculated on a daily basis:

\[ SS = ups - downs. \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The SS indicator should track investors' feelings and give us an insight into psychology of cryptocurrency market. Another indicator that was used as an indicator of behavior on the social network is the number of comments on a daily basis. This indicator is aimed to detect "herd behavior" in the market. We assume that when the irrational euphoria hits the market, investors are tempted to talk more about markets on the web. These four indicators are input variables that are used by neural network to learn trading.

3.4. Trading signal extraction

In order to learn our system to trade on the market, we use FFNN as a learning mechanism. The output/target variable for completing that task is a trading signal. Trading signal is a value in \([0,1]\) range that can be easily interpreted in the trading action (buy, sell, hold/do nothing). We use the well-known ZigZag technical indicator to extract values from price data.

The ZigZag indicator uses a general definition of a trend, a tendency in the data that creates a positive or a negative change in data level over a certain period of time, to construct the lines on charts that represent
trends in data. The indicator tracks the change in price from the previous maximum/minimum value changes its direction should the current return cross the set threshold indicator. The smaller the threshold value is, the more sensitive the ZigZag indicator is to changes in price. In Figure 2 we show an example of trend identification and trading signal extraction.

To extract the trading signal from the ZigZag indicator we use a simple linear transformation which transforms ZigZag trend data into [0,1] value range. The values of 0 and 1 are assigned to be the reversal points in the trend. When the trading signal takes a value 0 it signals the market bottom to our system, while the value of 1 signals the market top.

![Figure 2: An example of trend identification and trading signal extraction](image)

### 3.5. Trading algorithm and virtual trading machine

To enable automated trading based on neural network’s trading signal prediction we build a simple trading algorithm. We build three simple rules in order to convert trading signal into the corresponding trading action:

1. IF trading_signal > threshold_value THEN trading_action = buy
2. IF trading_signal < (1 - threshold_value) THEN trading_action = sell
3. IF (1 - threshold_value) < trading_signal < threshold_value THEN trading_action = hold

Furthermore, the trading algorithm splits the investment funds into trading lots, which are calculated as the certain percentage of the current account balance. Whenever the trading algorithm receives buy/sell trading signal it keeps purchasing/selling Bitcon until all the investment funds are spent.

Finally, to make trading simulation possible, we built a simple virtual trading machine (VTM) that uses real Bitcoin prices from the market. VTM manages trading orders, records transactions and does all the necessary accounting on trading accounts. It also delivers the trading report when the trading simulation is done.

### 4. RESULTS

In this section we present trading simulation results followed by the corresponding discussion. Before results are shown, we describe our dataset, present specific parameter settings for our trading system and list the measures that we used to evaluate trading system performances.

### 4.1. Data

For this research, we collected data from two sources: cryptocurrency market and the social network Reddit. The market data includes standard prices (open, high, low and close), volume and market capitalization data. Social network data includes posts and comments on the subject of Bitcoin collected on the Reddit network. We chose this data source for two reasons: easily accessible data which we gained by scraping the “Daily discussion” posts about Bitcoin and because of almost one million subscribers of this network. We
collected this data on a daily basis within the four-month time period (from December 2017 to April 2018) including 137 observations.

4.2. Parameter settings and performance measures

In Section 3 we presented a general methodology used for building our ATS. Here, we give detailed parameter specification which is used to obtain results presented in Section 4.3.

In Table 1 we summarize specific system parameters used in this study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial investment funds</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot size (as a percentage of current investment funds)</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZigZag threshold</td>
<td>±10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading signal threshold</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping criterion (for position)</td>
<td>5% loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping criterion (for trading)</td>
<td>3 consecutive losing trades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To measure the system performance, we use several standard performance measures: percentage of winning trades, return on investment (ROI), profit factor (PF) and maximal drawdown. To obtain a more detailed look at ATS results, we also calculate some of these measures for long and short positions separately.

The percentage of winning trades is often utilized to assess the performance of trading strategy. This indicator is focused only on the number of winning transactions and it does not take into account the amount that was earned/lost. ROI and PF are the most common indicators used to evaluate the efficiency of an investment. ROI is a ratio of the amount of return on an investment to the investment's cost, while PF indicates the number of monetary units earned over units lost. On the other hand, maximal drawdown is an indicator of the downside risk over a certain time period. It represents the relative difference between the highest and lowest account balance values.

4.3. Results and discussion

Experiments with neural networks showed that forecasting results of network can differ significantly when the experiment is repeated several times under the same conditions. This phenomenon is a direct consequence of how a neural network works. In order to obtain as accurate as possible approximations of network performances, researches repeat experiments several times and then calculate the average results. In this study, we did 10 simulations of trading with the same initial conditions. Simulation results are presented in Table 2.

As we can see from the results, our trading system proved to be quite a dynamic one. Considering all 10 simulations, it makes 13 daily trades on average during the four month period. Furthermore, the system was able to achieve an average ROI of 6% and average PF of 1.52 even though it has less than 50% of winning trades. It is worth noting that during the same period of time Bitcoin has lost 26% of its value. This can be used as a benchmark result to determine whether the proposed system is successful or not. Having all this in mind, we can conclude that we successfully beat the market.

If we look deeper and analyze long and short trades separately, we obtain interesting results. The results show that the proposed ATS performs much better when shorting (selling without previously buying the currency). This is probably the consequence of the predominant downward Bitcoin trend that happened after the market bubble burst in December of 2017. The following Figure 3 presents one of the simulated trading scenarios with the profit performance trajectory.
Table 2: Summary results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASURE</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total trades</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of win</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>-17%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. drawdown</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>-20%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long trades</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of win</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. ROI per long trade</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. PF per long trade</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short trades</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of win</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. ROI per short trade</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. PF per short trade</td>
<td>Inf.</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>Inf.</td>
<td>Inf.</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: An example of trend identification and trading signal extraction

5. CONCLUSION
In this research, we presented an intelligent system for automated cryptocurrency trading based on neural networks. The system uses a neural network to analyze the market sentiment and learn to trade Bitcoin. For that purpose, it uses two technical indicators (Relative Strength Index and Volume-to-Market-Capitalization) in combination with two social network indicators (Sentiment Score and number of comments on the Reddit network). Another important aspect of the system is the way it extracts price trends from raw market data. In
this paper, we use the well-known ZigZag indicator to extract trends. We then used a simple linear transformation to convert the obtained trend values into trading signals. Based on the trading signals, we trained the neural network to learn how to trade.

To obtain and verify results, we performed multiple trading simulations. Summary results show positive average profit performance that significantly outperforms Bitcoin performance. These results may be perceived as a confirmation of the assumption that market psychology is an important factor in still emerging cryptocurrency market. This assumption is embedded in our system indirectly, i.e. through the choice of input variables. Another interesting fact is that our system performs significantly better when trading short position, which is in accordance with the downward trend that has dominated the Bitcoin market since the euphoria bubble burst in the middle of December 2017. These encouraging results give us a motivation to further improve the proposed methodology and to continue to investigate intelligent systems for automated trading in cryptocurrency markets. Some possible further improvements would involve the implementation of some other type of neural network (such as NARX), the development of some intelligent classifier to accurately separate between positive and negative comments on the Reddit network, and the development of a more complex trading algorithm to improve the investment decision making process within our system.
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Abstract: Multi-label learning has gotten noteworthy consideration in the research community over the recent years. This has led to the enhancement of diverse multi-label classification methods. This paper presented an experimental comparison of 5 multi-label classification techniques using 10 evaluation measures over 4 benchmark datasets from different application domains. Furthermore, additional efficiency analysis of the methods, in terms of time necessary to learn a classifier and time expected to predict a set of labels for an unseen example, was conducted to determine the most beneficial ones. The results of the analysis show that the best-performing multi-label learning methods are distinct RAndom k-labELsets (RAkEL) and Label power-set (LP).
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1. INTRODUCTION

In plenty application domains where single-label classification failed to solve a problem, multi-label classification succeeded. For example, single-label classification can classify a song as either “rap” or “pop” and not both, where in fact it could belong to both genres simultaneously. (Alazaidah & Ahmad, 2016). Similarly, in text classification issue, an article can belong to more than one conceptual class at the same time, for instance, a news article can be labeled with both “Politics” and “International Relations” (Nayak et al., 2013).

In the traditional single-label classification method, training instances are associated with a single label λ from a set of disjoint labels L, |L| > 1, where |L| represents the number of possible values of a label. However, genuinely more complex classification issues exist in the real world, where an instance can belong to more than one class at the same time. If |L| = 2, then the learning issue is called a binary classification issue, while if |L| > 2 it is called a multi-class classification issue. If the instances are associated with a previously predefined set of labels Y ⊆ L, then the issue is called multi-label classification. If it is possible that multiple target labels can be assigned to an example from the test set then it is concerning a multi-label classification issue, unlike the multi-class classification where only one label is assigned to each instance (Tsoumakas & Katakis, 2007).

The number of techniques accessible for solving the multi-label data issues is constantly on the rise. (Read & Hollmén, 2017). Latest application areas involve text, image and email classification, functional genomics, music categorization into emotions and others (Madjarov et al., 2012). Many different approaches that were developed in order to solve multi-label problems can be grouped into three methods. On the one hand, existing methods, which attempt to adapt multi-class algorithms, in such manner to directly solve the multi-label issue, are called algorithm adaptation methods. On the other hand, exist problem transformation methods, which attempt to transform the problem of multi-label classification. They can transform it into multiple binary problems or multi-classification issues (Probst et al., 2017). Furthermore, there are ensemble methods for multi-label learning. Ensembles are being used in this set of methods to make predictions, whereby classifiers they work with are part of problem transformation or algorithm adaptation techniques.

In this paper, five methods for multi-label learning were compared and evaluated. The multi-label methods comprise three different problem transformation methods, one algorithm adaptation and one ensemble method. Namely, those methods are Binary Relevance (BR), Classifier Chain (CC), Label power-set (LP), Multi-Label k-Nearest Neighbor (MLkNN) and RAndom k-labELsets (RAkEL), respectively. The main aim of the research is to compare these methods and give an estimation of their performance. By making a conclusion which method has achieved better performance it would be easier to decide which one to use in some future research. Without having any previous knowledge about utilized algorithms in the process of solving multi-label issues it would be possible to choose the best proven method or technique similar to it, just by using the results of this research as a guideline.
Multi-label learning is instance-based, whereby each instance is associated with a subset of labels, which belong to an already predefined set of labels. The main objective of multi-label classification is to build a predictive model based on the training data. Next step is testing if the model is adequate. The result of this phase will be a list of labels that are relevant for a given, previously unseen instance (Madjarov et al., 2012).

Multi-label learning methods are divided into three categories: problem transformation, algorithm adaptation and ensemble methods. In the first category, whose methods are algorithm independent, any single-label learning algorithm can be used to solve multi-label classification issue. It consists of methods which transform the multi-label classification problem into either a few binary classification problems, such as the BR approach, or one multi-class classification issue, such as the LP approach. The second category is algorithm adaptation methods that consist of methods which extend existing learning algorithms to deal with multi-label data directly. The MLkNN algorithm used in this work belongs to this category (SpolaôR et al., 2013). The third group of methods is called ensemble methods. This group consists of methods that use ensembles to make multi-label predictions and their base classifiers belong to either problem transformation or algorithm adaptation methods, such as the RAKEL, which uses LP as a base classifier.

The multi-label learning methods used and evaluated in this experimental study are shown in Figure 1.

In this study five multi-label learning methods were used:
- Binary Relevance (BR) is the notable one-against-all strategy. It addresses the multi-label learning issue by learning one classifier for each class, using every one of the examples labeled with that class as positive cases and all remaining examples as negative. In order to make a set of labels that are relevant for a previously unseen example, each of the binary classifiers, when making a prediction, has to predict whether its label is important or not for that given example. BR technique has been actively analyzed and criticized because of its insufficiency of dealing with label dependency. In fact, the BR technique makes an assumption that every single label is independent of the others, which makes it easy to implement and generally effective, although unequipped of handling any sort of label relationship. (Chberman et al., 2011). During its transformation process, BR completely overlooks label relationships that exist in the training data. (Read et al., 2009)
- Classifier Chain (CC) is a technique firmly identified with the BR strategy. The fundamental idea of this algorithm is to transform the multi-label learning issue into a chain of binary classification issues, where consecutive binary classifiers in the chain are built upon the predictions of preceding ones (Zhang and Zhou, 2014). The CC model includes |L| binary classifiers as in BR, where |L| is the total number of labels. Classifiers are connected along a chain where every classifier handles the BR issue related with label \( l \in L, j = \{1, ..., L\} \). (Read et al., 2009)
- Label power-set (LP) belongs to the group of the label power-set methods. The LP approach directly transforms the multi-label dataset into one single-label dataset, whereby each label is a unique combination of labels appearing on the training set, which was previously transformed to a single-label dataset, in which any method for the multi-class issue can be directly applied to. Moreover, this approach implicitly considers label dependence (SpolaôR et al., 2013). However, problem is that the space of
possible label subsets can be very large. If the number of meta-classes is large that can be an extremely difficult issue to resolve because it makes probability estimation challenging. Additionally, most LP-based method implementations essentially overlook label combinations that are not present in the training set. (Dembszynski et al., 2010)

- Multi-Label k-Nearest Neighbor (MLkNN) is the multi-label version of the well-known kNN algorithm. First, for each instance from the test set, the MLkNN determines its k nearest neighbors in the training set. At that point, according to statistical information gathered from the label sets of these nearest neighbors, namely the number of neighboring instances belonging to each of the possible labels, the maximum a posteriori principle is used to determine the relevant set of labels for an unseen instance from the test set. (Zhang & Zhou, 2007)

- Distinct RAndom k-labELs sets multi-label classifier (RAkELd) is an ensemble technique for multi-label learning developed on top of the common problem transformation method (LP). RAkEL, as its name would suggest, constructs an ensemble of LP classifiers. It performs LP methods on M different, random subsets of size k, whereby subsets ∊ (1, ..., L), and k is a small number, k < L. Those chosen subsets are called k-label sets. Each performed LP method, trains an LP classifier by using randomly chosen subsets. (Modi & Panchal, 2012). Thus, RAkEL takes in consideration label relationships and avoids the disadvantage of the LP method by applying single-label classifiers on k-label subsets with a satisfactory number of labels and a sufficient number of instances per label (Tsoumakas et al., 2011). Predictive power enhances by using ensembles of LP algorithms, in comparison to using only LP method.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The basic idea of this research is to compare tested multi-label learning methods and identify the best ones based on their predictive performance and time complexity. The experiment was implemented in the Jupyter Notebook.

In this paper, an experimental assessment of methods for multi-label learning is presented. Five of the most popular methods for multi-label learning were evaluated using a wide range of evaluation measures. Datasets used in the experiment were acquired from UCI Machine Learning repository (Dua & Karra, 2017) and MULAN (Tsoumakas et al., 2011). List of datasets with basic details is shown in Table 1.

| Table 1: Benchmark datasets from UCI repository and MULAN used in this study |
|-------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|
| Dataset                      | Classes | Attributes | Size   |
| student performance          | 6    | 53   | 382    |
| yeast                        | 14   | 117  | 2417   |
| emotions                     | 6    | 78   | 593    |
| scene                        | 6    | 300  | 2407   |

First, five of the most popular multi-label methods that were recently proposed in the literature were selected. The chosen methods are divided into three main groups: problem transformation (three methods), algorithm adaptation (one method) and ensembles (one method). The methods use two types of basic algorithms for machine learning: SVM (problem transformation methods), random forest (an ensemble method) and k-nearest neighbors (an algorithm adaptation method). Moreover, 10 different evaluation measures that are typically used in the context of multi-label learning were considered. A better and more detailed view of the algorithm performance can be shown by using a variety of evaluation measures.

The evaluation measures are divided into three groups: example-based (Accuracy and Hamming loss), label-based (Macro-precision, Micro-precision, Macro-recall, Micro-recall, Macro-F1, Micro-F1 and Roc AUC score) and ranking-based (One error). Every multi-label method was trained on 70% of the data. Final testing and evaluation were performed on 30% of the data. Furthermore, the efficiency of the methods is evaluated by measuring the time necessary to learn the classifier and the time needed to create a prediction for an unseen example. Additionally, the methods were evaluated on four multi-label benchmark datasets from different application domains: social science, protein, image and music classification.

As far as the BR, LP and RAkEL techniques, they can use any learning algorithm for classifier training. The chosen methods were using two kinds of base classifiers for resolving the partial binary classification issues in all problem transformation methods and the ensemble method: support vector machines (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), respectively. The SVM with the Radial Basis Function kernel was used for training in all problem transformation methods and RF classifier was used for an ensemble method.

4. RESULTS

Evaluation measures (Accuracy, Macro-Precision, Micro-Precision, Macro-Recall, Micro-Recall, Macro-F1, Micro-F1, 0/1 Loss, Hamming Loss, Roc auc score) and efficiency measures of the tested methods (Train
and Test time) are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The best performance was bolded for each dataset, and the second best was presented in italic.

Further analyzing the predictive method performance across all ten evaluation measures and two efficiency measures: the very best performing methods on all measures are either RAkELd or LP. RAkELd is the best performing method, closely followed by LP. Performance of the BR was inferior over all evaluation measures, aside from precision, meaning that the labels predicted as relevant were truly relevant in the original examples (small number of false positives results in high precision). However, BR is leaving out some of the relevant labels when making predictions (larger number of false negatives results in low recall).

Table 2: Evaluation and efficiency measures for Student performance and Yeast dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Student performance</th>
<th>Yeast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-Precision</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Precision</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-Recall</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Recall</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-F1</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-F1</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/1 loss</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamming loss</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roc auc score</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train time</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test time</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Evaluation and efficiency measures for Emotions and Scene dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Emotions</th>
<th>Scene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-Precision</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Precision</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-Recall</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Recall</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-F1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-F1</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/1 loss</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamming loss</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roc auc score</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train time</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test time</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Best and second-best performances of multi-label learning methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BR</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>LP</th>
<th>MLkNN</th>
<th>RAkELd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows number of best and second-best performances of each multi-label learning method through all four datasets. The best multi-label learning method was RAkELd, which performed best 22 times, and was second 13 times. LP has also shown great performances and BR performed worst of tested multi-label learning methods. It was first 4 times, and second only for 3 times. BR is the simplest problem transformation method. However, lately, it is sidelined on the grounds of assuming label independence. BR disregards label relationships that exist in the training data.
LP-based methods directly consider the label correlations. However, the main problem is the size of the set, which consists of possible label subsets, because that set can be quite large in LP. RAkELd is a tactic that creates a group of LP classifiers, or in other words an ensemble of them. During the classifier training process, each LP classifier is being trained on a different and random subset of the labels. This approach aims at considering label correlations and at the same time avoiding the problems of LP. Results of performance comparison against the BR and LP methods are in favor of the LP-based methods (RakelD and LP).

As mentioned earlier, each dataset was randomly split into two sets: 70% for training and 30% for a test. For comparison, the charts in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the efficiency of five tested methods, in terms of time complexity (test and train time of the classifiers). Considering efficiency, RAkELd (using the tree-based method as a base classifier) was generally faster to train a classifier and make a prediction for an unseen example than the SVM-based methods. The results show that RAkELd is faster than LP on testing time (on average 2.8 times) and on training time (on average 7.11 times). Furthermore, RAkELd is faster than MLkNN on testing time (on average 6.5 times) and on training time (on average 13 times).

When comparing only problem transformation methods among each other, LP performed better than BR and CC. The multi-label variant of k-nearest neighbors (ML-kNN) performed poor and had the worst train and test time. MLkNN is the most time-consuming algorithm.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented results of five different methods for multi-label classification. The goal was to show comparative experimental results of certain multi-label classification methods that were previously chosen from various research papers and to determine the greatest ones. This work also gave an organized presentation of those methods and provided empirical evaluation over four different multi-label datasets with a variety of evaluation and efficiency metrics.

All in all, considering the performance and the efficiency of the evaluated methods RAkELd, an ensemble method used in this paper, proved superior among other tested methods. Empirical evaluation demonstrates the competitiveness of RAkELd against other multi-label learning methods, which were tested, both in terms of predictive performance and time complexity.

Furthermore, RAkELd and LP proved to be the best in terms of predictive performance and demonstrated better competence than the remaining methods. Both of this method are LP-based, which prove that label dependency is important when it comes to predictive modeling in multi-label classification problems. On the other hand, it depends upon the concrete objective of the learning issue whether label dependencies can be used to enhance predictive performance (Dembszynski et al., 2010). Researchers have been working on the plan of designing multi-label methods competent for handling the diverse relationships between labels, particularly label dependency, correlation and co-occurrence. For example, in the LP method, inter-relationships between labels are mapped straightforwardly from the data, since all the existing combinations of single-labels present in the training examples are used as one of the possible labels in the given multi-class classification issue (Cherman et al., 2011).

Future work will include performing more extensive experiments with more datasets and extending this experimental study by including more multi-label learning methods, especially ensemble and algorithm adaptation methods. Moreover, including Grid search for hyperparameter optimization and investigating the issue of selecting appropriate parameters for all multi-label classifiers to improve performances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges that people who deal with information technology today face is how to handle large amount of data generated by users of different systems every day. (Thearling, 2017)

Lately, Data Mining is very important part of computer science that investigates data in order to discover and describe patterns. Because we live in a world where huge amounts of data are generated every day, it is imperative to find a way to extract useful information from this data, to classify it and to make certain conclusions (Thearling, 2017).

At the beginning, in the second chapter we described the problem of data analysis that we tried to solve in this paper.

In the third chapter is given a brief overview of what a Big Data and Data Mining represents, and after that is described the model which is usually used in Big data processing techniques as well as technologies and tools used for the realization of the demonstration case studies. Also, we make some review about the most useful Data Mining algorithms for classification and clustering, such as Decision tree, Naive Bayes, Hierarchical clustering and K-means algorithms. And finally, we present some of the most frequently used analytical functions, in this case used for data preparation and analysis of results of Data Mining algorithms. An example of using these algorithms and functions in Oracle Database is shown in the fourth chapter. In the end, in the fifth chapter we give our vision of further application of Data Mining algorithms.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Figure 1: Problem statement
Nowadays, large amounts of data are piling up from various sources and the amount of this data has a constant tendency of growth. New ways to analyze this data need to be discovered, in order to find the best way to extract important information from it. Data in the original form represents only the noisy data that needs to be prepared for the application of various techniques and algorithms. Various techniques and algorithms can be applied to the data which is obtained as a result of prior data cleansing. In order to make a certain conclusion which of these techniques give the most reliable results depending on the context of the problem, it is necessary to apply several techniques separately or a combination of several techniques, functions and algorithms. If combination of techniques is applied, it is important to plan the sequence in which they will be used. Out of all these steps, choosing appropriate algorithm for given domain is still mostly unspecified, since there is no universal approach to this problem, and solutions vary from case to case.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this chapter are given main theoretical concepts concerning Big Data, Data Mining and corresponding algorithms, as well as required Oracle functionalities, such as analytic functions.

3.1. Big Data

Big data can be defined as “The storage and analysis of large and/or complex data sets using a series of techniques including, but not limited to, NoSQL, MapReduce and machine learning”. (De Mauro, 2016) The term “Big Data” is used to identify amounts of data which size is bigger than software capacity that is usually used for storage, processing and data management. (Elgendy & Elragal, 2016)

3.1.1. Hadoop

MapReduce is one of the earliest and most popular programming models created by Google in 2004 and based on C++ language. This model is used for parallel processing and generating Big Data sets. (Yahya, Hegazy, & Ezat, 2012)

The MapReduce model is based on two basic functions: Map and Reduce. At first, the Map function is used to process the input records into a sequence of key-value pairs, and then generate a set of intermediate key-value pairs. The method key-value pairs, which are derived from the input data is defined by user for the Map function. The Reduce function merges all the key-value pairs with the same key into the same Reduce task. Reduce task processes one key at the time and combine all values associated with that key. The mode of combination of values is determined by the user for the Reduce function. (Jeffrey Dean, 2008)

There are many implementations of MapReduce model, but the most commonly used is a Hadoop framework. (Venner, 2009)

The big companies like Facebook, Google, Amazon and Yahoo were first to face rapid increase in the amount of data. They have to execute terabytes and petabytes of data by the day, in order to interpret the requirements, they receive from users and respond to them. The problem of handling and processing all of this data is resolved by Hadoop which has replaced scarce, existing tools. (Ghazi & Gangodkar, 2015)
3.1.2. Hive

One of the most common problems that Hadoop users encounter is creating queries over data with Hadoop as in traditional RDBMS infrastructure. **Hadoop Hive** is an open source SQL-based shared warehouse system which is suggested to solve mentioned problem by supplying an SQL-like abstraction above the Hadoop framework. Hive is translator which represents a combination of SQL language and MapReduce model. It uses HiveQL, in order to create queries over data stored in a cluster. Hive is used to bridge barriers between traditional applications which are implemented using SQL-based RDBMSs and Hadoop framework. (Dokeroglu, Ozal, Bayir, Cinar, & Cosar, 2014)

3.2. Data Mining and Data Mining algorithms

“**Data Mining** is a collection of techniques for efficient automated discovery of previously unknown, valid, novel, useful and understandable patterns in large databases. The patterns must be actionable so they may be used in an enterprise’s decision making.” (Gupta, 2014)

Some of techniques which are used for Data Mining are very similar to the machine learning techniques, but on the other hand, a lot of them are closely related to techniques that are deployed for statistical analysis. (Gupta, 2014)

Data Mining uses advanced mathematical algorithms for automatically searching data warehouse in order to predict some future events based on past events. Although being a powerful tool, it is very important to remember that it is not able to recognize the value of the information which is derived from the data. (Data Mining Concepts, 2018)

**Data Mining algorithms** have various purposes today, ranging from fraud detection and bankruptcy prediction to target marketing and customer retention as, perhaps, its most commonly used purpose. However, results of such techniques depend largely on complex nature of data to be processed and choice of adequate Data Mining algorithm, since there is no established practice related to use of specific algorithm on specific problem domain. More traditional approach is represented by statistical algorithms, which rely heavily on mathematical models and assumptions such as data normality. Opposed to them, machine learning algorithms are assumption free, and tend to outperform above mentioned algorithms when mining business datasets. (Becker, 2001)

3.2.1. Classification

The aim of **classification** is to develop a classification rule, which can later be used to categorize given objects based only on their vector of features. Training dataset is necessary for classification, and it contains collection of object, their vector of features, as well as their correct classes. Most reliable way to determine correct classes is by consulting domain expert. In other words, the goal of classification is to distribute given objects into \( m \) distinct categories, with highest precision as possible. (Alpaydin, 2014) Classification is part of supervised learning scenario, in which “the learner receives a set of labeled examples as training data and makes predictions for all unseen points”. (Mohri, Rostamizadeh, & Talwalkar, 2012) Some of the most used classification algorithms are:

- **Decision Tree** - a decision tree represents a binary tree in which leaves render decisions (classes) and interior nodes conditions on the object being classified. The classification process starts at the root of the tree where predicate is evaluated, and algorithm moves to one of the children based on the result of the evaluation. These steps are repeated for each interior node, until one of the leaves is reached. Reached leave represents object’s class. Important task in this process is the choice of predicates for each of the interior nodes. (Leskovec, Rajaraman, & Ullman, 2014)

- **Naive Bayes** classifier is used to assign most likely class to a given object which is described by its feature vectors, with the assumption that given features are independent given class. The base of this classifier is Bayes’ theorem, which describes probability of an event, based on conditions related to that event with “naive” assumptions about feature independency. These assumptions are not realistic, but despite that, Naive Bayes has shown exceptionally good results in practice. (Rish, 2001)
3.2.2. Clustering

Clustering is defined as process of examining a collection of certain “points” and grouping them into “clusters” according to some distance measure, in such manner that the distance between points in the same cluster is small and the distance between points in different clusters is large. The distance between two points can be defined in various ways, and most often it is traditional Euclidian distance. (Leskovec, Rajaraman, & Ullman, 2014)

Clustering is part of unsupervised learning scenario, where, based on an unlabeled dataset, learner makes predictions for all unseen points. Due to this, it is hard to evaluate the performance of a learner. (Leskovec, Rajaraman, & Ullman, 2014) Mostly used clustering algorithms are:

- **Hierarchical clustering** - each point starts as separate cluster, and in every iteration, new, larger clusters are built by merging two smaller clusters. The most common way to represent a cluster is by using centroids, and centroids to be merged are usually ones which have the shortest distance between each other. (Leskovec, Rajaraman, & Ullman, 2014)

- **K-means algorithms** require that the final number of clusters, \( k \), is known in advance. In initial step \( k \) points which will represent clusters are selected. After that, each point, other than \( k \) selected points, are considered and assigned to the closest cluster. The distance between a point and a cluster is usually measured by distance between a point and the centroid of a cluster. There are several options for determining initial points, such as picking the points that are as far away from another as possible, clustering a sample of the data using some other algorithm, etc. (Leskovec, Rajaraman, & Ullman, 2014)

3.3. Oracle database support for data processing

**Oracle Data Mining** represents a powerful ability to analyze data inside of Oracle Database. It can be used for developing predictive Data Mining applications, adding smart possibilities in existing applications, or generating predictive queries to research data. Oracle Data Mining is a component of the Oracle Advanced Analytics Option of Oracle Database Enterprise Edition. One of the essential features of this component is the ability to work with Big Data sets in different forms. (Data Mining Concepts, 2018)

A development environment that can be used to execute Data Mining algorithms in Oracle databases is Oracle SQL Developer which has the appropriate extension called **Oracle Data Miner**. This tool is based on workflow paradigm which allows catching, documenting and automating the process of building, evaluating and using Data Mining algorithms. Inside of a workflow, it is possible to specify data transformations, build and evaluate more algorithms, and score more data sets. It is possible to create predictive models in Oracle Data Miner, which developers can integrate into applications to automate the discovery new business intelligence-predictions, patterns and discoveries-throughout the enterprise. (Data Mining Concepts, 2018)

3.3.1. Oracle analytic and aggregate functions

Data Miner can operate on data stored in tables and views in database, and results of tested algorithms can also be stored in such manner, which gives a lot of flexibility and potentiality by combining Data Mining process and big relational database, such as Oracle database. One of such advantages is the opportunity of using aggregate and analytic functions on datasets and results of Data Mining algorithms.

An aggregate function is used for aggregating data from several rows into a single result row. Analytic functions also operate on subsets of rows, but they do not decrease the number of rows returned by the query. Analytic functions calculate an aggregate value based on a group of rows. They differ from aggregate functions in that they return multiple rows for each group. (Analytic Functions, 2018)

Some of the most used aggregate and analytic functions are **MAX**, **MIN**, **VARIANCE**, **STDDEV**, etc. (Analytic Functions, 2018)
4. SELECTING DATA MINING ALGORITHMS USING ORACLE DATA MINER, HADOOP AND ORACLE ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

In this chapter will be described the example of using Oracle Data Miner extension and Oracle analytic functions for classification and clustering of datasets stored in Hadoop file system. This example was implemented using Oracle Big Data Appliance, which contains all necessary services and software.

The process of selecting the most appropriate data mining algorithm for given dataset is described using following BPMN 2.0 diagram.

![BPMN diagram describing the selection of data mining algorithm](image)

Process shown in diagram above starts with finding suitable dataset for desired mining area. After that it is necessary to store acquired dataset in some manner. One of the most popular ways to do that today is by using Hadoop and HDFS. After inserting dataset in HDFS, Hive can be used to access imported data, or data can be accessed directly in HDFS. Since this example shows data mining in Oracle database, this step also includes creating external tables over previously imported data. This is followed by data analysis, which includes detecting and eliminating inconsistent and “dirty” data, possibly done with Oracle analytic functions. If inconsistencies are found, data should be filtered and result of that filtering should be stored in some way, possibly by creating a view. Next step is about testing data mining algorithms, and this includes choosing algorithms to be tested, training as well as evaluating results of that training. After that, chosen algorithms can be applied on new dataset and their performance on this dataset can be analyzed, again with Oracle analytic functions. Last few steps are repeated until a decision can be made, choosing the right algorithm.

4.1. CLASSIFICATION EXAMPLE

Dataset used for classification is about detection of credit card frauds. First step described in Figure 3 is acquiring dataset and storing it using HDFS and Hive. After starting all necessary services, dataset file is imported in Hadoop file system via terminal commands. Since the format in which the files are stored is .csv format, it is stated that all fields are separated by comma. Next step is about creating external table in Oracle database over the previously created Hive table.

No missing or “dirty” data were found after analyzing the data, so there is no need for filtering.

Next step is about testing and evaluating algorithms. Before all, Data Miner connection must be created, and that connection must be created over the same schema that was used for creating external tables in previous steps. After that, workflaws can be added.
Figure 4: Workflow for classification in Data Miner

After adding node that represents data source and connecting it with appropriate table, different operations can be performed with it. Wide range of statistics is at disposal, such as minimum and maximum value, median, variance, standard deviation, etc. Data can be also visualized, using many different graphs, as shown in pictures below.

Figure 5: An example of statistical functions and graphs applied on data sets

Four classification algorithms are available: Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Generalized Linear Model and Support Vector Machine. After the selection of the algorithms (in this example Decision Tree and Naive Bayes algorithms are used), connecting classification node with data source and setup of parameters (such as percent of dataset to be used for training and testing), classification process can be started. When this is complete, performance of chosen algorithm can be examined, and different algorithms can be compared using many criteria, such as predictive confidence, average accuracy, overall accuracy, cost, or using visual representation, as shown on pictures below.
In this example, Naive Bayes algorithm (orange bar) and Decision Tree algorithm (green bar) are almost equally precise, with less than a percent of difference. Because of that, it is hard to tell which of these two algorithms will fare better in classification of new data. This is where Oracle analytic functions come in handy. Each of trained algorithms can be separately applied on test data set (as shown in Figure 3), and results of each appliance can be stored in Oracle tables. These tables by default contain information about predicted class for each row and probability with which the algorithm designated class for a given row. Now, wide range of queries can be applied on created tables. For example, we can compare variance and standard deviation for prediction probabilities of both of algorithms, and minimal and maximal probability can also be of interest.

In last step described in Figure 3, a choice must be made which algorithm suits better for a given problem. After using VARIANCE, STDDEV, MIN and MAX functions to examine mentioned probabilities, we can conclude that that Naive Bayes algorithm, although a percent less accurate than Decision Tree algorithm, has significantly less variance and standard deviation when it comes to predicting positive fraud cases (class with label “1”). We can also note that Naive Bayes algorithm have minimal probability of approximately 0.5 against approximately 0.007 for Decision Tree algorithm. Based on these analyses, conclusion can be made that Naive Bayes algorithm is far more confident when it comes to credit card fraud detection.

**Figure 6:** Compared performances of algorithms and ROC curve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>VARIANCE(CLASS)</th>
<th>STDDEV(CLASS)</th>
<th>MIN(CLASS)</th>
<th>MAX(CLASS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 &quot;1&quot;</td>
<td>0.082367224015950424</td>
<td>0.2869569595361795</td>
<td>0.00730941520467836</td>
<td>0.8859546122887017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 &quot;0&quot;</td>
<td>0.00000000175727193951970897</td>
<td>0.00001727196375452672</td>
<td>0.9994244095228726</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7:** Analyses of prediction probability for Decision Tree algorithm

**Figure 8:** Analyses of prediction probability for Naive Bayes algorithm

### 4.2. CLUSTERING EXAMPLE

Among other models, Data Miner also supports clustering. In this section will be described process of filtering the data, since the rest of the steps are the same as in classification example.

Acquired datasets usually contain inconsistent data, which should be eliminated before data mining algorithms are trained on them. Examples of inconsistent data include negative quantities of products, negative prices, missing values for identifiers and other important fields and so on. This is where Oracle analytic functions might become useful again. Using these functions, anomalies in datasets can be easily identified and eliminated. Another advantage of using Oracle relational database management system is that there is no need to delete inconsistent rows from the original table. Simply, a view can be created with filtered data, and this view will be later used for clustering. That way, original data can be kept, and data mining algorithms can be applied on filtered data.
Dataset used for clustering contains e-commerce data, such as data about products bought, their prices, quantity of bought products, date of purchase, and so on. Analyzing the data with MIN and MAX functions, we can detect negative values for quantity and price of purchased products and also missing values for description of products. Since these rows make only a small percentage of the entire dataset (about 0.03%), they can be eliminated without fear that this will jeopardize the training process. Now, a view can be created that will contain only valid data, and it will be used for clustering algorithms.

```
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW E_COMMERCe_VIEW
("INVOICE_NO", "STOCK_CODE", "DESCRIPTION", "QUANTITY", "INVOICE_DATE", "UNIT_PRICE", "CUSTOMER_ID", "COUNTRY") AS
select invoice_no, stock_code, description, quantity, invoice_date, unit_price, customer_id, country
from e_commerce
where quantity > 0 and unit_price != 0 and description is not null;
```

Figure 9: A view containing filtered data

Clustering node also requires data source for its execution, and three algorithms are available: Expectation Maximization, K-Means and O-Cluster, an Oracle proprietary algorithm similar to hierarchical clustering. In this example K-Means and O-Cluster will be compared. After the selection of algorithms, desired number of clusters and other parameters, clustering process can be started. When it is done, received clusters from both algorithms can be examined with information such as number of instances in each cluster, information about centroid, percent of all instances in given cluster, etc. Both algorithms divided rows in five clusters, as can be seen in pictures.

Figure 10: Clusters obtained using K-Means algorithm

Figure 11: Clusters obtained using O-Cluster algorithm

One of, or both algorithms, can be used for clustering of a new data source, and results of that operation can be saved in separate table as described in classification.

5. CONCLUSION

There has been a rapid growth in Data Mining usage in different areas like business, education, medicine, science, etc. It is not possible to examine all the data that users generate through various applications in these areas, therefore it is crucial to use different algorithms and techniques for their processing and making certain conclusions from them.

In this paper, the accent was on the very process of Data Mining and selection of the most appropriate algorithm for given domain. Being one of the most rapidly developing disciplines, Data Mining has been integrated in all aspects of IT world, using their advantages to produce more effective solutions, generated faster. One of such examples is using Data Mining algorithms in combination with relational databases and
all the benefits they provide. These benefits can be used to complement and aid mentioned algorithms and eliminate eventual flaws. There are numerous ways, perhaps yet undiscovered, to achieve this, and using analytic functions to additionally analyze Data Mining algorithms is just one of them.

The process of applying certain algorithm on dataset can be divided in steps, and largest part of these steps is independent of the type of algorithm applied. This implies that it can be abstracted to some degree, which could lead to its automation. This could further lead to acceleration of Data Mining process, and its standardization. This also represent course of further development of the subject depicted in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information overload and the limits of human cognition in dealing with information are much older than new technologies and Internet network. As hardware technology has improved, software technology has improved as well. It’s never been that easy to communicate and stay connected with other people. But, the information and data overload have also increased. A brand new way of communication and new technologies have brought massive amounts of various data and a new problem: How to store it? The answer is big data. It is not regular, structured data and can be explained through three dimensions: volumes, variety, and velocity.

Companies are recognizing the potential value of this data and they are putting great efforts in order to extract some useful and meaningful information from it. The only way to derive value from big data is the use of analytics. It must be analyzed and the results should be used by decision makers and organizational processes in order to generate value. The type of information extracted from social media is constantly in motion. Analyzing social media data can contribute to better understanding people’s behavior, their needs and habits. New data sources bring new challenges and new challenging questions.

2. BIG DATA

Big data is a very popular buzzword used by IT companies to increase their sales. However, it is more than just a word. It is real and extremely important technology trend with huge business potential. Big data can often be associated with social media. Rather, it is a combination of data-management technologies that have evolved over time. Big data enables organizations to store, manage and manipulate vast amounts of data. Over time, size and type of data that needs to be stored have changed and new ways of storing data appeared. Big data does not represent regular, structured data. It can be explained through three dimensions: volumes, velocity, and variety, so-called three Vs (Xiang, Du, Ma, and Fan, 2017).

Volume is also known as the big part. It represents the amount of data that is being generated in everyday use. As we generate more and more data, this point of big data will keep growing. Some experts consider that the size of memory that is used for storing data is measured in Petabytes.

Velocity represents the speed of generating new data or the frequency of delivering data. It shows how fast that data is processed. Big data improves real-time data analyzing and enables fast access to a large amount of data.

Variety is about the different type of data and file types available in everyday use. For example there are tweets (500 million per day), video files on YouTube (3.25 billion hours of watching video each month), posts on Facebook (510,000 per second), profiles on LinkedIn (over 5 millions) and then there are also all the different log files and other data produced by any computer system we use. So the explanation of big data could be that it is dealing with high-velocity and high-volume data streams while data types are highly diverse.
Big data requires methods and tools that can be used for analyzing and extracting patterns from large-scale data. The large Volume of data poses a challenge to conventional computing environments. It requires scalable storage and a strategy to data querying and analysis (Choi, Chan, and Yue, 2017). The Volume of data is also a major advantage of big data. Dealing with the Variety among different data is a unique challenge for Big Data, which requires preprocessing of unstructured data in order to extract structured information. The importance of dealing with Velocity in big data is the quickness of the feedback, translating data input into usable information (Bello-Orgaz, Jung, and Camacho, 2016).

3. SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media was originally intended for people who want to interact with friends and family but later many companies started using it as a very powerful tool for communication with customers. Now we can define it as a technology based on computers and Internet that is meant for facilitating the sharing of information and ideas. A huge advantage that social media has is the ability to connect with anyone and share information as long as they also use social media. Some of the most popular social media services are Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube etc.

Twitter is a real-time service that allows users to post short messages of 140 or fewer characters. Messages posted on Twitter are called tweets. The network infrastructure of “friends” and “followers” on Twitter is asymmetric. User’s friends are the accounts that user is following and user’s followers are the accounts that are following the user. Very important dimension of Twitter is the ability to analyze and track user activity. Retweet function is a form of data sharing. It is a way for Twitter users to participate in discussion without starting it. Twitter offers Apps for various mobile phones and tablets. Interactions or integrations with Twitter are done using the Twitter APIs (Newman, 2017).

Facebook is social networking site. Originally it was designed by Mark Zuckerberg for college students at Harvard University. Today, Facebook is the largest social network with more than 1 billion users all over the world. Facebook allows users to send messages, post pictures, videos, links, share information and like content posted by other users.

LinkedIn is a social network for business people. LinkedIn started in 2003 and had only 2,700 members the first week. Today, it has more than 350 million members. It provides a way to connect with other professionals. LinkedIn is used for exchanging knowledge, ideas, as well as finding a job.

4. SOCIAL MEDIA DATA INFRASTRUCTURE

Next three chapters show data analytics infrastructure at Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.

4.1. DATA INFRASTRUCTURE AT FACEBOOK

There are two sources that Facebook collects data from. These are federated MySQL tier and web servers tier. Web servers generate event-based log data and the data is collected to Scribe servers which are executed in Hadoop clusters. The Scribe servers aggregate log data, which is written to Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) (Kamar Sahu, 2015). Data from HDFS is compressed and transferred to Production Hive-Hadoop clusters for processing. Federated MySQL tier contains user data.

There are two different clusters for data analysis. Tasks that have a higher priority are executed in the Production Hive-Hadoop cluster. Tasks with lower priority and ad hoc analysis tasks are executed in Ad-hoc Hive-Hadoop cluster. Data from Production cluster is replicated to the Ad hoc cluster. Data analysis results are saved in Hive-Hadoop cluster or to MySQL tier. The graphical user interface (HiPal) or Hive command-line interface (Hive CLI) are used for specifying queries for Ad hoc analysis.
LinkedIn started as a single monolithic application called Leo. As the site began to grow, it was necessary to “Kill Leo” and break it up into many services. As the amount of data that needed to be collected also grew, LinkedIn developed many custom data pipelines for streaming and querying data. The site needed to scale and each pipeline needed to scale. The result was the development of Kafka, distributed messaging platform which is used for collection of streaming events.

Data is collected from two sources: activity data that includes streaming events based on usage of LinkedIn’s services and database snapshots. Kafka producers report events to topics at a Kafka broker, and Kafka consumers read data at their own pace. Kafka’s event data is transferred to Hadoop ETL cluster for further processing. Data from the ETL cluster is copied into production cluster and development cluster.

Azkaban is a workload scheduler for supporting various types of tasks. It is realized as MapReduce, Pig, Hive jobs or shell script. Workloads are tested in the development cluster and transferred to production after testing. Analysis results are moved to an offline debugging database or to an online database. It can also be back to Kafka cluster.

Avatara is used for the preparation of OLAP data. Analysed data is read from the Voldemort database, pre-processed, and aggregated for OLAP, and saved to another Voldemort read-only database (Clemm J. 2015).

Figure 1. Data analytics infrastructure at Facebook

4.2. DATA INFRASTRUCTURE AT LINKEDIN
4.3. DATA INFRASTRUCTURE AT TWITTER

Twitter has published two different implementation architectures of their infrastructure: one based on Hadoop batch processing which processes streaming data and the other custom-made solution that meets real-time requirements.

In infrastructure for real-time services, all requests (searching for tweets or user accounts via a QueryHose service) coming from Twitter are managed by Blender. The EarlyBird is a real-time engine designed for providing low latency and high throughput for search queries. FireHose service uses tweets as an input. After receiving tweets, EarlyBird servers filter data, personalize and index data. The EarlyBird servers also serve incoming requests from the QueryHose/Blender.

When a tweet or a query is served, search assistance engine saves statistics into one of three in-memory stores. Session store saves user sessions, Query statistics store saves individual queries information, and Query co-occurrence store saves information about pairs of co-occurring queries. The results of the analysis are saved into Hadoop HDFS. In the end, Front-end cache takes results of analysis from the HDFS and presents them to Twitter users.

Twitter has three streaming sources from which data is extracted: tweets, Updater, and queries. REST API transforms tweets and queries in JSON format. Data format from Updater is not known. Blender and ingestion pipeline work as Stream temp data stores. The data is being processed. EarlyBird servers contain processed stream-based data (Stream data store). Hadoop HDFS storing the analysis results is modeled as a Stream analysis data store. Front-end cache (Serving data store) provides data to a Twitter app.
5. ANALYSING BIG DATA IN SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media stores a great amount of data. Underneath the surface of a Facebook profile, Facebook page, Instagram business profile or just tweets on Twitter, there is a huge information potential that is still mostly unstructured data. Social media analysis is the analysis of structured and unstructured data from its channels.

At the moment, data in social media is available either via simple routines or require analysis in some research programs that use programming languages such as MATLAB, Java or Python. Researchers require:

- **Analytics dashboards** — non-programming interfaces for ‘deep’ access to ‘raw’ data.
- **Holistic data analysis** — tools required for combining multiple social media and other data sets.
- **Data visualization** — researchers also require visualization tools so information can be visualized in some schematic form.

There is a number of tools for big data text analyzing that can be used for analyzing social media data. Attensity’s software is one of them. Attensity is one of the original text analytics companies. It uses a Hadoop framework (MapReduce, HDFS, and HBase) to store data. Another text analytics vendor is Clarabridge. Clarabridge CX Social is its tool specialized for exploring social media data. IBM offers several solutions such as Watson, SPSS, IBM Content Analytics with Enterprise Search (ICAES). IBM BigInsights for Apache Hadoop is an industry standard Hadoop. It is a data management platform. SAS is also solving big data problems. The SAS High Performance Analytics Server is an in-memory solution that allows a user to analyze complete data. It uses Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

There are also custom applications for big data analysis. The purpose of these applications is to increase the speed of decision making or action taking. For example, the “R” environment is based on the “S” statistics and analysis language. It is an integrated suite of software tools and technologies designed to create applications that are used to ease data manipulation and analysis. It supports effective data-handling, operations for arrays and other ordered data types and tools to a wide variety of data analyses.
The Google Prediction API is an example of an emerging class of big data analysis application tools. It functions by looking for patterns and matching prescriptive, prescriptive or the other existing patterns. While doing this matching, it also learns. The source can be postings from Facebook, Twitter, Amazon, LinkedIn and the goal finding specific patterns of behavior. That can be very useful in business for a consumer products company. Based on the gathered information, the company might launch a new product or upgrade the old one. It is implemented as a RESTful API and supports .NET, Java, PHP, JavaScript, Python, Ruby, and many other programming languages. It also provides scripts for accessing the API as well as a client library for R.

Hadoop is an open source framework which is designed to solve problems associated with distributed data storage, analysis, and retrieval of big data. A distributed file system (HDFS) stores data and replicates it so it is always available. MapReduce is a distributed processing system for parallelizable problems. The idea is to design map functions that are used for generating a set of key/value pairs after which the reduce function will merge all the values associated with the same key. In the first step (Map), a problem is divided into many small problems and sent to servers for processing. In the second step (Reduce) the results of the previous step are combined to create the final results of the problem. Reduce can’t begin until all the mapping is done, and it isn’t finished until all instances are complete. The output of mapping and reduce are key-value pairs. Hive is a data warehouse system in which the user can specify instructions convert them to MapReduce tasks. Pig is another member of Hadoop family. It has similar functions like Hive, but it uses a programming language called Pig Latin, which is more oriented to data flows. HBase is another component of the Hadoop ecosystem, which implements Google’s BigTable data store. Bigtable is a multidimensional sorted map. Elements in the map are an array of bytes. They are indexed by a row key, a column key, and a timestamp. The official Hadoop project is Apache. Hadoop solutions are also offered by companies such as Cloudera and Hortonworks. There is also a company MapR. It offers a commercial implementation of Hadoop (Zadrozny and Kodali, 2013).

6. COMPARISON OF SOCIAL MEDIA DATA INFRASTRUCTURE

With large incoming data and the fact that more and more data needs to be properly stored in order to allow data analysis, many social media platforms use Hadoop tools. Hive-Hadoop is an ad hoc cluster. It is a data warehousing framework built on Hadoop. It was created by Facebook and then given to Hadoop as a subproject of Hadoop ecosystem. Hive allows users to query and analyze data using SQL which makes data processing easier. In LinkedIn event data from Kafka cluster is transferred to Hadoop ELT (Extract – Transform - Load). ELT on Hadoop is a data integration process that provides flexibility in data processing environment. Also, Azkaban, a workload scheduler for supporting various types of tasks, is realized as MapReduce, Pig, Hive jobs or shell script. All the three social media networks, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn use Hadoop HDFS typically for storing structured data or storing the results of the analysis.

LinkedIn data is collected from two sources: activity data and database snapshots. Facebook also collects data from two sources. From federated MySQL tier it collects structured and stream-based user data. From web servers tier it generates event-based log data. The data is applied for batch-based data analysis. Every time user sends a Facebook message, add a contact on LinkedIn or tweets on Twitter digital data is being generated. These platforms are able to gather real-time data. All these events are captured, streamed and processed in digital form as they occur (Pigni, Piccoli, and Watson, 2016). Twitter uses a new stream processing system called Heron. It provides significant performance improvements and other advantages such as debugging-ability, manageability, and scalability. If something goes wrong, the design of Heron makes it transparent as to which part is failing. Each Heron Instance is executing a single task, so it is easier to debug that instance (Kulkarni, Bhagat, Fu, Kedigehalli,Kellogg, Mittal, and Taneja, 2015).

Relational databases are still applied for storing important user data as MySQL for Facebook and Oracle for LinkedIn. For storing data analysis results NoSQL databases or in-memory stores are used (LinkedIn’s Voldemort). Log facilities are used for storing stream-based data. For Facebook it is Scribe, For LinkedIn Kafka. Technologies for data processing can be classified as a batch and stream processing. Real-time jobs require special technologies and algorithms (Twitter’s ranking algorithm and the EarlyBird architecture). Batch processing is used for jobs with less strict timing requirements (Facebook’s and LinkedIn’s MapReduce, Hive and Pig scripts). Jobs for batch processing in LinkedIn are scheduled with Azkaban, in Facebook’s with Databee. Processed data can also be presented with commercial Business Intelligence tools. Facebook uses MicroStrategy (Pääkkönen and Pakkala, 2015).
7. CONCLUSION

Big data analysis is a very powerful way to get right insights, information, and meaningful data from a huge volume of various data on social media platforms. It is now easier to collect data than it has ever been before. But extracting and utilizing useful information is not easy at all. From the business viewpoint, online reviews, photos, and the reviewer's personal information are very important in order to understand and influence user behavior. Social media isn't just used by marketers to find out about the position of their brand on the market or about customers opinion. It is used by healthcare institutions to discover health threats all around the world. The government is using it to predict terrorist attacks. Business intelligence can benefit from big data analytics. Social media data hides great informational potential. With the right tools and the right techniques, data can be transformed into valuable information.

As big data evolves, software vendors are competing to make the best tool for all sorts of analysis. There are numbers of programs designed to meet the needs of data analyzing. It's up to analyzer to choose the one that is most suitable for the given problem.

In this paper, various definitions of big data and social networks have been presented. A primary focus has been on big data analytics tools and social media data infrastructure for three different social media platforms: Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. The paper can be a good starting point for further social media data exploring.
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Abstract: This paper presents the method of realization of query processing in two heterogeneous database management systems. There is NoSQL and SQL query processing aspect that are integrated into different ways depending on the architecture. Integrated results are displayed to the user. In HQPS, Resource Description Framework (RDF) is used for data integration from heterogeneous databases. The CloudMdsQL uses a functional SQL-language, capable of querying multiple heterogeneous data stores.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Until a few years ago relational databases played a leading role in storing data. They provide great precision, consistency, and availability of data. Relational databases store data using SQL query language (Bergamaschi, Guerra, Interlandi, Trillo-Lado, & Velegrakis, 2016). Characteristic for the SQL database is that they are based on ACID properties (Đurđevac, 2012). The ACID properties are the acronym for:
• Atomicity
• Consistency
• Isolation
• Durability

The ACID model is in the database layer, which means that all operations that are performed must be executed in one transaction and all operations are performed at the database level. However, relational databases are not the best solution for storing a large amount of data or when it is necessary to manipulate data at high speed. Then NoSQL databases appeared. NoSQL do not use the SQL query language, but support it. NoSQL databases are much more flexible than relational because they do not have a strictly defined schema in data storage and consume much fewer resources. Also, the NoSQL databases sacrifice the consistency that is the property of ACID in order to provide better research performance. NoSQL is short for Not Only SQL (Oluwafemi, Sahalu, & Abdullahi, 2016).

These databases support a set of BASE features that are the acronym for:
• Basically Available
• Soft state
• Eventually consistent

The BASE property model is in the application layer and it is good for use in storing data on the web, where it is necessary to block transactions, while others are still not executed. NoSQL databases work with structured, semi-structured and unstructured data (Nikolaus, 2015). Eric Brewer (Brewer, 2012) has devised CAP theorem in response to the fact that there is a conflict in the availability of data in distributed systems. The CAP theorem shows that in distributed systems cannot be simultaneously available more than two of the following properties: (Nayak, Poriya, & Poojary, 2013)
• Consistency
• Availability
• Partition tolerance

![CAP theorem](image_url)
The second chapter gives a brief overview of the types of NoSQL databases. The third chapter deals with the integration of SQL and NoSQL data; the architecture view shows how the data is transformed from one form to another and through which layers they pass through the transformation. The fourth chapter presents two HQPS and CloudMdsQL architectures that analyze the query and give a plan for its execution. Mapping functions between different data formats are also given. In the fifth chapter, we give our vision for further research on heterogeneous systems, in order to improve and maximize their performance.

2. TYPES OF NOSQL DATABASES

1. Key/value database
   The key/value do not have a strictly defined schema. This model can be presented as a single table in a relational model with two columns, where one column represents a key and the other value. Three operations that can be performed over the database are: PUT, GET and DELETE (Luković, 2015).

2. Document oriented databases
   The central part of these databases is a document. With such databases, each JSON document represents a separate object.

3. Column oriented database
   With this database, the data is arranged by columns, unlike RDBMS, where data is stored in rows. Such warehouses do not require a complete schema, but pre-defined column families, which are mutually independent. Apart from the concept of a family of columns, there is a notion of super columns. A super column may contain other columns, but not other super columns.

4. Graphic databases
   Graphic databases are based on graph theory, using graphic structures with nodes (entities), branches (connecting nodes), and properties (attributes) for displaying and storing data. Each node can have an unlimited number of attributes that describe nodes (Veljković, 2013).

3. PROBLEM OF INTEGRATION OF RELATIONAL AND NOSQL DATABASES

Although in recent years there is rapid growth and development, as well as the popularization of NoSQL databases, there are still situations when it is more convenient to use relational databases. For example, when it is necessary to provide ACID properties that reduce anomalies and protect the integrity of the database by defining the way in which transactions communicate with the database. NoSQL databases sacrifice these properties for flexibility and speed of execution. In NoSQL databases, there is also no inner join or transaction (Varughese & Rajeswari, 2009).

NoSQL databases prevent the occurrence of bottlenecks or congestion due to volume. They also reduce storage costs and easily deploy data to multiple servers, allowing simultaneous access to a large number of different users. The big problem is the selection of relational databases that ensure consistency and usefulness in combination with NoSQL databases that provide benefits in terms of scalability and partition tolerance. The problem occurs when one software product needs to provide data storage, where one part is ideally stored in the NoSQL database, while the other data is ideally stored in a relational database (Adeyi, Abdullahi, & Junaidu, 2013). Indian scientist Ali (Ali, 2009) proposed a solution that creates a global scheme instead of multiple local schemes. One access to all components of a heterogeneous database, or heterogeneous system, is formed. Ali believes that in this way there is an integration of several different local systems, and it can be called MDBS (Multidatabase system). To the end user, this system is presented as a single database that they can use, while on the lower layers it consists of several local databases (Haber, et al., 2015).

The problem that occurs when storing data is that one part is stored in the SQL database, while the other is stored in the NoSQL database, so the user needs to extract data from different sources. To avoid writing a different code for each type of database in which the data is located, the Roijackers suggested using a hybrid database. It requires the construction of an abstraction layer at the top of SQL and the NoSQL database. The abstraction layer is responsible for translating data from NoSQL into a triple format and incorporating the resulting format into an SQL database as a virtual relationship. In this way, using one query language, data can be downloaded regardless of the database, because this layer is responsible for collecting relevant data, but also combining received data in one query (Katsov, 2012).
To virtualize data from different databases (MySQL and MongoDB), RDF is used as a data format for relational and NoSQL data. RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a language for displaying resource information and metadata on the World Wide Web. The RDF is designed to store and model information as well as to provide interoperability between applications that exchange information that is understandable for machines on the web. Distributed NoSQL data is in the form of a triple format in the RDF (subject, predicate, object), so that they can be embedded in the SQL database (Thant & Naing, 2014). Triple notation represents arbitrary data that facilitate the work of the hybrid base. The problem that arises with NoSQL data is that there is no standard that can be compared with SQL data from a relational database. All SQL databases use the same SQL query language, while in the NoSQL database, there are different NoSQL query languages that can be used (Roijackers & Fletcher, 2012).

The picture shows that the triple format is represented by F (id, key, value), where different data can be described in triple format. The data to be found in the F relation are derived from the outside world, or from the NoSQL database. All nodes that actually represent NoSQL data must have a unique ID value according to a set of key/value pairs. All keys at the same level of nesting, with the same "parent", must be unique. The combination of id and key is unique, so it refers to one value of NoSQL data (Roijackers & Fletcher, 2012).

Table 1: Relational representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ana</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Boba</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Representation of triple format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i1</td>
<td>id</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i2</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i3</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i4</td>
<td>Id</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i5</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Boba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i6</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Nested data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i1</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>Boba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i1</td>
<td>grades</td>
<td>i2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If NoSQL data is nested within another NoSQL data, a transformation function must be performed so that all nested elements in the triple format can have the same id value. SPARQL is used to represent the NoSQL query. It is the W3C standarized query language for RDF. The most important part of the SPARQL query is the basic graphic representation (Roijackers & Fletcher, 2012). The picture shows the nesting object, the SQL query and the nested NoSQL query within it. The process of translating NoSQL into the corresponding...
SQL fragment is shown in the section of the architecture in the following image, which is colored in yellow. The translation should be executed automatically, before executing the query itself, but this transformation still does not represent a final SQL query, it is yet to come (Mijalkovic, 2013).

Figure 3: SQL query and nested NoSQL query within it.

Each transformation is unique depending on the type of the NoSQL database, which means that for different NoSQL solutions it is necessary to make new transformations in triple RDF formats. This part of the architecture is shown in the green part of the image. Only after this transformation, the obtained RDF triple format is embedded in the SQL base and is merged with the SQL query set by the user, if the user wrote the SQL query at all. The last blue section represents SQL query that is a result of user’s query and NoSQL query which was previously transformed into a triple format. In the end, this new query is sent to the relational database and executed as a normal SQL query. The result is an output made from SQL query as s response to a user’s request.

Figure 4: Architecture that illustrates execution and query transformation (Rojjackers & Fletcher, 2012).

4. ARCHITECTURE OF INTEGRATED SOLUTION

4.1. Hybrid Query Processing System (HQPS)

Hybrid Query Processing System—HQPS was created to use and manage data from the SQL database, as well as data from the NoSQL database, or to handle both types of user queries. HQPS consists of two components, which are:

1) Query Analyzer & Generator (Control SQL and NoSQL Queries)
2) Result Preparation (Preparation of results where results are prepared and presented to users)
In the picture below is given a graphical representation of the HQPS system. The user writes a query in Query Analyzer & Generator, then the same query is sent to the SQL or NoSQL query processing unit, depending on the type of query. In query processing units, queries are executed with the help of the database the query belongs to (SQL or NoSQL), and in the end the result is sent to Result Preparation. In Result Preparation integration of data from heterogeneous databases, SQL or NoSQL is performed. Integration is done using the RDF format, and if the data is from the NoSQL database it is translated into a triple RDF format. Then the data is integrated with the data from the SQL database, and the result of integration is sent to the user as a response to a user’s query. (Thant & Naing, 2014).

When a query is sent to Result Preparation, it first enters the query layer and then into the virtual database that is in the target layer. From a virtual database, the data is sent to a Relational or NoSQL database depending on the type of query. Sending the response backward goes through the same layers only in the opposite order. In the picture below is given a summary of the Result Preparation architecture.

To integrate data, NoSQL data must be transformed into an RDF triple format, which is easy when the NoSQL data is normalized. However, when the data is nested one within another, a more complex mapping is required. In order to transform the nested key-value structure into a triple format, it is important that all nested elements have the same ID value that will define them and which will be found in triple format.

4.1.1. Mapping between NoSQL and RDF triple format is given in the following lines:

Let
\[ \alpha = \text{transformation function for a key value pair} \]
\[ \delta = \text{transformation function for set of key value pairs} \]
\[ i = \text{subscript for given equal id values} \]
Let $\beta = \text{transformation function for a relational record}$

$\varphi = \text{transformation function for relational records}$

$i = \text{subscript for given equal id values}$

\[
\beta_i(R) = \{(i, Ak, Vj) \mid Vj \in N_j\} \quad \varnothing_i(S) = \cup \beta_i(R)
\]

Figure 7: An example of a transformation function from NoSQL to a RFD triple format with a nesting document Author (Thant & Naing, 2014).

4.1.2. Mapping between Relation Model and RDF Triple Format:

Let

$\beta = \text{transformation function for a relational record}$

$\varphi = \text{transformation function for relational records}$

$i = \text{subscript for given equal id values}$

\[
\beta_i(R) = \{(i, Ak, Vj) \mid Vj \in N_j\} \quad \varnothing_i(S) = \cup \beta_i(R)
\]

Table 4: Example of mapping between Relation Model and RDF triple format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Password</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000001</td>
<td>MonMon</td>
<td>345mon</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mon@gmail.com">mon@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \emptyset \cap (S) = \cup r \in s \beta i(R) \]
\[ = \beta i2 (\text{MemberID, 000001}) \cup \beta i1 (\text{Name, Mon Mon}) \]
\[ \cup \beta i1 (\text{Password, 345mon}) \cup \beta i1 (\text{Email, mon@ gmail.com}) \]
\[ \cup \beta i1 (\text{Major, Computer Science}) \]
\[ = \{(i, \text{MemberID, 000001})\} \cup \{(i, \text{Name, Mon Mon})\} \]
\[ \cup \{(i, \text{Password, 345mon})\} \cup \{(i, \text{Email, mon@ gmail.com})\} \]
\[ \cup \{(i, \text{Major, Computer Science})\} \]

Figure 8: An example of a transformation function from SQL to an RFD triple format. *(Source: Hybrid Query Processing System (HQPS) for Heterogeneous Database (Relational and NoSQL))*

### 4.1.3. Mapping algorithm from NoSQL to RDF and from SQL to RDF format

Using the mapping algorithm, you can see what the inputs are and what is the outcome, as well as all the steps that are executed until an RDF format is obtained. The mapping algorithm from NoSQL to RDF receives the query and db properties as inputs, and as the output has an RDF format. In the first step, a database is loaded, then a query is executed as long as the cursor reports that there are still queries or entities for execution and converting to objects. Converting is done in RDF format (key, name, value) and in the end, the RDF format is obtained.

The mapping algorithm from the relational database to the RDF format is similar. The data from the database is loaded, the query executed and a set of results is obtained. As long as there are results or data in the list, the data from the relational base is converted to RDF format (key, name, value) and the result in RDF format is printed. When it is necessary to return to the user the results of a query from two databases, one relational (MySQL) and one non-relational (MongoDB), the system itself integrates data from MySQL and JSON data from MongoDB and then shows integrated data to the user. The implementation of relational data in RDF mapping is done using a free database called Sakila, a product of MySQL Corporation. For mapping operations, the HQPS system needs to provide SQL expression, while the result will be displayed in the RDF format (Thant & Naing, 2014).

### 4.2. CloudMdsQl System

CloudMdsQl is a specific DBMS that is categorized as web-based data. CloudMdsQl uses different sizes for displaying different data and databases. It uses relational properties for data exchange, such as ACID, transaction independence, SQL query language. It provides scalability, schemaless databases, and good performance. CloudMdsQl has provided a solution to the problem of data storage in three different databases. It is necessary to write a program that will have access to three different databases through their APIs and which will integrate their solutions.

The query engine is part of the platform that allows deployment over one or more data centers. The picture below shows the architecture of a single data center. The architecture of the query engine is fully distributed, so that query engine nodes can directly communicate with each other. The query engine does not follow the traditional mediator/wrapper architectural model where mediator and wrappers are centralized. Each query node consists of two parts of the master and the workers, and they are located on each data hub in a computer cluster. Every master or worker has a communication processor that supports the sending and receiving of data exchange operators and commands between nodes.

If there are multiple masters, the client chooses one of them to send a query to. A master takes as input a query and produces a query plan, which it sends to one chosen query engine node for execution. The query planner performs query analysis and optimization and produces a query plan serialized in a JSON form. All operations in the plan have the identifier of the query engine node that is in charge of performing it. The operation determines the first worker, which the master should send the query plan to. Query execution controller controls the execution of a query plan by interacting with the operator engine for local execution with one or more workers. The query execution controller will synchronize the execution of the operators that require the intermediate results produced by the distant workers, once they are received back.
Operator engine executes the query plan operators on data retrieved from the wrapper, from another worker, or from the table storage. These operators include CloudMdsQL operators to execute table expressions in the query and communication operators to exchange data with other workers. Table storage provides efficient, uniform storage for result data in the form of tables. Wrapper with its data store interacts through its API to retrieve data, transforms the result in the form of a table, and writes the result in table storage or delivers it to the operator engine.

The architecture that uses the CloudMdsQL language consists of a mediator and a wrapper and it is given in the picture below (Kolev, Valduriez, Bondiombouy, Jiménez, Pau, & Pereira, 2016). The mediator collects the information found in the global schema. Transforms queries set in common language for the wrapper and integrates query results. The wrapper displays information about source schemes and provides mapping functions that translate data between source schemas and schema mediators. The wrapper transforms queries written in a common language into queries for different DBs. Transforms query results into a common data model. The characteristic of this architecture is that one query that represents output from one database can be input to another database (Kolev, Valduriez, Bondiombouy, Jiménez, Pau, & Pereira, 2016).

CloudMdsQL is not built to integrate web data. CloudMdsQL sticks to the relational data model for data representation, integration of data and the benefits of relational algebras operations.

Below are examples of relational, non-relational and common queries:

1**/ show from document db all reviews made in 2018
reviews_2018 (pub_id int, reviewer string)@DB2 = {
  db.reviews.find( {'date': {'$gte': '2018-01-01', '$lte': '2018-12-31'} }, {'pub_id': 1, 'reviewer': 1, '_id': 0} )
}

2*/ show from relational db the publications of scientists from Africa

pubs_Africa (id int, title string, author string)@DB1 = {
  SELECT pubs.id, pubs.title, pubs.author
  FROM pubs
  JOIN scientists ON (pubs.author = scientists.name)
  WHERE scientists.affiliation = 'AFRICA'
}

3*/ joining the previous two queries

SELECT pubs_Africa.id, pubs_Africa.title, pubs_Africa.author, reviews_2018.reviewer
FROM pubs_Africa JOIN reviews_2018 ON (pubs_Africa.id = reviews_2018.pub_id);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Reviewer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Peter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Rui</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

Researching and analyzing HQPS system and CloudMdsQL system reveals some differences between them, as differences in data transformation. In the HQPS system, a user prints a query that is sent to the Query Analyzer&Generator, which checks if the last query is relational or not, and sends it to the corresponding database (SQL or NoSQL). When a query is executed in the database, it is sent in the Result Preparation for the integration of the results from different databases. In the Result Preparation, the transformation of the NoSQL data into the RDF triple format is executed and that result is shown to the user.

In CloudMdsQL architectures that are fully distributed, nodes can communicate with each other, which enables optimization, or minimization of data transfer between nodes. CloudMdsQL sticks to the relational data model, because of its intuitive data representation and integration datasets by applying joins, unions and other relational algebra operations (Kolev, Valduriez, Bondiombouy, Jiménez, Pau, & Pereira, 2016). In CloudMdsQL System nesting is allowed in both SQL and native expressions. CloudMdsQL allows for optimizing the query execution by rewriting queries according to bind joins and, planning optimal join execution orders, and the delivery of intermediate data is optimal. CloudMdsQL query can exploit the full power of local data stores.

Architecture based on CloudMdsQL has little advantage over HQPS architecture if the criteria of comparison are the speed of transforming data. The conclusion is based on the CloudMdsQL architecture which allows nodes to communicate with each other which makes transforming data faster. We examine factors that influence query result performance, including databases with different sizes and different table sizes. The results show size affects the time of executing queries. In the future, other criteria for comparing different databases should be considered, in order to better identify the benefits of both with the optimization of query execution.
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